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Wimbledon and Putney Commons
Resolutions agreed at the Board Meetings held
on Monday 11 April 2022 at 4.30 pm

Part A1
No Resolutions
Part A2
No Resolutions
Present:
Conservators: Mrs Diane Neil Mills, Chairman
Mr Oliver Bennett
Mrs Sue Bucknall
Mr David Hince
Mr Peter Hirsch
Mr Michael Johnston
Mr Mike Rappolt
Mr Nigel Ware
Officers:

Mr Stephen Bound, Chief Executive
Maggie May, Fundraising Manager
Angela Evans-Hill, EA to CE/Communications Officer

Apologies:

Ms Paula Graystone, Deputy Clerk and Ranger
Mr Peter Haldane, Conservation and Engagement Officer
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Draft Public Minutes of the Conservators’ Meeting held on
Monday 11 April 2022 at 4.30pm at the Wimbledon Common Golf
Club, Camp Road, London SW19 4UW
Conservators:

Mrs Diane Neil Mills, Chairman (DNM)
Mr Oliver Bennett
Mrs Sue Bucknall (SB)
Mr David Hince (DH)
Mr Michael Johnston (MJ)
Mr Mike Rappolt (MR)
Mr Nigel Ware (NW)
Mr Peter Hirsch (PDH)

Officers:

Mr Steve Bound, Chief Executive (CE)
Maggie May, Fundraising Officer (FO)
Angela Evans-Hill, EA to Chief Executive and
Communications Officer (PA to CE)

Members of the public: One member of the public attended
ITEM
04.22.1

ACTIONS
Confirmation of Attendance and Apologies for Absence
Apologies were received from
Ms Paula Graystone, Deputy Clerk & Ranger (DCR)
Mr Peter Haldane (Conservation and Engagement Officer)

04.22.2

Declarations of Personal or Prejudicial Interests in Respect of
Items to be Considered in this Part of the Meeting
MR declared he was involved in fundraising for another charity.
DNM declared she was a member of the Thames Hare and Hounds.
The Board agreed that there was no reason for either not to participate
in any discussions.

04.22.3

Election of Chairman of the Board of Conservators
The Chief Executive took the chair for this part of the meeting. He
asked if anyone wished to stand as Chairman or nominate anyone as
Chairman.
David Hince nominated Mrs Diane Neil Mills and this was seconded by
Mrs Sue Bucknall. There being no other candidates, all Conservators
were in favour and DNM was therefore duly elected as Chairman of
the Board of Conservators for the ensuing year.
DNM thanked the Conservators. Being Chairman was not a position
she took for granted and she considered it a great privilege. With that
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privilege came responsibility and she wished to say thank you to the
Board for their support. This was the most engaged group of Board
members and Officers and staff that she had ever worked with and the
sense of passion and commitment shared by everyone was
phenomenal. The organisation was in a good position to take forward
a number of major initiatives over the next two years. The charity was
fortunate to have strong public support and good will and the
engagement exercises that we undertake are critical in maintaining
that public engagement. It was particularly special that everyone was
in post during the 150th Anniversary of the Commons and although
celebrations were delayed and not quite as envisaged, this made them
all the more meaningful.
The Chairman advised those attending that the meeting that it was
being recorded.
04.22.4

WPCC Board Meetings
i. Resolutions of the Part A(1) Board Meeting of 14 February 2022
The Resolutions of the Part A(1) Board meeting held on
Monday 14 February 2022 were approved.
ii. Minutes of the Part A(1 Board Meeting of 14 February 2022
The Minutes of the Part A(1) Board meeting held on Monday 14
February 2022 were approved.

04.22.5

Matters Arising
Committee Terms of Reference
The Terms of Reference for the Stakeholder Forum and the
Constitution Committee had been updated.

04.22.6

WPCC Forum/Group Meetings
i. Draft Notes of the Wildlife and Conservation meeting held
on 29 March 2022
The Board received and noted the draft notes of the Wildlife and
Conservation Forum held on 29 March 2022.

04.22.7

Conservation Update
The Board received and noted the conservation report prepared by the
Conservation and Engagement Officer. The CE reported in his
absence.
March 2022 was a quiet month for conservation work as it was the start
of the bird nesting season so all tree work had been halted and the
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ground was still too wet to carry out some of the more regular summer
works.
Pond management – As was customary at this time of year, the ponds
had been checked for frogspawn and good quantities were found in
many of the ponds. However, much of the vegetation at the margins
of the ponds was degrading and in order to help it recover, sections of
Scio Pond and Hookhamslade Pond would be fenced off.
Bird–nesting – Several bird nesting boxes had been put up for the
smaller woodland species such as Tits, Wrens and Robins. In addition,
duck tubes had been installed for Mallards on Kingsmere. Mallards
are currently in decline and the tubes help protect the ducks from
flooding and predation.
OB asked if at future meetings the Board could have sight of a forward
work plan so they could have oversight of what was going on, and be SB/DNM
able to talk about priorities. This was agreed.
It was thought this could be helpful when talking to potential volunteers
and for the Fundraising Manager to see whether upcoming projects
could be funded.
04.22.8

Land Management Plan (LMP)
The CE reported in the absence of the Conservation and Engagement
Officer. Good progress was being made on the Land Management
Plan with section one early completed.
Given the likely size of the document, the Board considered whether it
was appropriate to come straight to the Board. The CE felt that it
would be helpful for the Board to see this first section which was a
description of the Commons and what exists here at present and SB
should not generate too much discussion. The Chairman commented
that as this was a key deliverable in the Business Plan, the Board
should have some oversight as it was being written. OB suggested
that some sections would require more in depth discussion by the
Board and consideration would need to be given to how this was
approached.
The final document should be completed by the end of December
2022.

04.22.9

Chief Executive’s Report – non-confidential items
The Board received and noted the Chief Executive’s report.
Audit Timetable – The Audit timetable had now been agreed by all
parties. It had been compressed as the Board meeting to approve the
Accounts and Annual Report had been moved forward. It was noted
that the draft Annual Report would need to be prepared by 30 April
2022.
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Break-ins at REMPF – The CE reported that there had been a series
of break-ins into the changing rooms at the REMPF. There had been
signs of drug taking in the rooms. The police had been called and had
sent a forensics team. They later reported that from the evidence left
behind, they had been able to identify a person of interest and who
they would be interviewing under caution. The CE had indicated that
WPCC would support a prosecution if the police had enough evidence.
Additional CCTV cameras had also been fitted around the building.
Pollution Incident – Beverley Brook – The CE reported on the oil
pollution incident that occurred on 27 March 2022. The Environment
Agency (EA) felt that the dilution levels of the oil meant that there
should be no significant effect on the fish, and this appeared to be the
case, but there had been reports of ducks and herons covered in oil.
Contractors working for the EA were currently on site cleaning up. It
was currently though that this was deliberate contamination.
MR asked the following questions:
• Had a suspect been identified? The CE advised that as far as he
was aware the EA had some evidence of who was responsible but
were not currently passing on any information.
• What were the costs to WPCC – The CE reported that all the costs
involved in the clean up were borne by the EA. He thought they
would endeavour to recover those from the guilty party. Minimal
staff time had been involved in publicising the issue and
SB
accompanying the contractors when they first arrived.
• Where WPCC insured for this type of risk? The CE would look into
it. It was agreed that insurers should be advised.
• Was this type of incident on the Risk Register? Yes, environmental
incidents were on the Risk Register.
In response to a question from PDH, the CE reported that he had
spoken to the Regional Director of the EA as he was concerned that it
appeared that they were more concerned about preventing pollution to
Richmond Park than any impact to the Commons. The EA had
confirmed that as the Commons had already been polluted, they were
simply keen to ensure that the oil didn’t get any further.
MR asked if this approach would mean more damage to the Commons.
It was noted that it wouldn’t. Secondly, he asked if there would be an
audit to assess the environmental damage. The CE had asked PH to
liaise with SERT on this.
The CE reported that the contractors were currently siphoning off the
oil collected at the bridge near the A3, and at several other berms
further upstream.. They would also be cleaning off as much oil as
possible along the length of the Brook.
Storm Eunice - Damage from Storm Eunice had caused some
damage to trees but mainly in the more heavily wooded areas. One
tree had come down on the A219 which was cleared quickly by staff.
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The tree had been on the list to be felled. Follow up clearance was still
on-going.
MR asked if insurers had been notified. They hadn’t as there were no
potential claims and even if there were, insurers would only pay out if
there was negligence on the part of WPCC. A claim for a branch falling
on a car had not been settled by insurers as they considered the tree
safety policy was good and there was no negligence involved.
Following discussion, it was agreed that insurers would be informed.
SB suggested that with climate change, storms were predicted to
become more prevalent and this was a matter that should be looked
at.
The CE confirmed that, where possible, the felled wood was left in
place to provide habitat.
Fundraising – MM reported on three fundraising matters.
1. Community
Wimbledon Village Stables held their annual Fundraising Ball in aid of
the Commons in March, raising over £10,000 for the Horseride
Appeal.
A meeting had been held with the Hand in Hand pub and they
had choses the Commons as their charity of the year and would be
holding two or three fundraising events over the course of the year.
2. PLC Bridge Appeal
MM was pleased to report that the Bridge Appeal had now reached
its £15,000 target and the restoration work could now go ahead. Over
70 local residents had made donations.
3. Beverley Brook Oil Spill
MM reported that, in reaction to the incident, around £3,000 had been
donated to assist in any clear-up/long term costs for maintaining the
Brook.
The Conservators wished to record their appreciation to MM and their
thanks to everyone who had donated towards the Commons.
MR asked if the donations had been marked as restricted in the
accounts. SB confirmed that the money had been restricted to the
projects they had been donated for. For the Bridge appeal, it had
been noted on the publicity that any monies raised over and
above the amount needed would be put into general funds.
04.22.10

Update on the Friends of Wimbledon and Putney Commons
SB reported that the 150th year celebrations were now underway. The
Afternoon Tea at the AELTC have been very successful and SB
expressed her thanks to the AELTC for donating the room, and also to
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Conservators and staff for all their help and support. With the
participation event and the auction, some £2,500 had been raised.
The postponed Games Day was now scheduled for Sunday 22 May
2022. There would be activities for guests to watch and participate
in. Publicity for the event would be starting soon.
On Thursday 2 June 2022, an event was planned to mark the Queen’s
Platinum Jubilee. Processions would make their way from the
War Memorials on the Commons to the Windmill where there would
be a candlelit celebration with music and the Windmill would be lit
up to represent a beacon.
The Reception at the House of Commons would now take place on
21 July 2022. This was a ticketed event with Friends able to buy
priority tickets.
The Art Competition was proving to be very successful with over 800
entries received to-date. Local businesses had been providing prizes
for each month. It was hoped to hold an exhibition later in the year.
Current membership was at 544 and the offer of help with volunteering
would be very welcome.
MJ commented that a celebration of the ecology and nature of the
Commons was missing from the anniversary events and wondered if
there was any way of celebrating this at the Weekend of Nature. SB
agreed this would be possible, but that there were some events at the
Games Day - such as the Treasure Hunt and Wellness Trail – that
took in the Commons ecology. DH suggested that the mapping work
being carried out could be part of this, highlighting how the Commons
had changed over the last 150 years.
The Chairman thanked SB and noted that having so many events
together was not ideal given the additional pressure on everyone.
04.22.11

Public Questions on Matters Considered in Part A(1 of this
Meeting
The member of the public present commented that the water was not
flowing at Caesar’s Well and appeared to have been blocked where it
ran into the nearby stream. The CE would look into it and get it
unblocked.
The meeting closed at 17.30pm.
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Committee(s):
Date(s):
Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators 1 June 2022
Meeting
Subject:
Matters Arising
Report of:
Chief Executive of Wimbledon and Putney Commons

Item no.
6.22.4
Public
For Decision and
Information

Incidents
Insurers had been advised of:
•

The oil spill in the Beverley Brook - PH has advised that the South East
Rivers Trust has not yet advised whether they will be carrying out an
environmental audit following the recent pollution incident.

•

Storm Eunice
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Committee(s):

Date(s):

Wimbledon and Putney Commons
1 June 2022
Conservators
Subject:
Committees Updates
Report of:
Chief Executive of Wimbledon and Putney Commons

Item no.
06.22.5
Non-Public
For Decision

NOT FOR PUBLICATION
Summary

The report contains updates on the Chairmanship and Terms of Reference for WPCC Committees.
Resolution
That the Board approve:
i. the appointment of the Chairman of the Finance and Investment Committee
ii. the revised Terms of Reference for the Audit and Risk Committee
Chairmen
The Committees that have met since the last Board meeting have agreed the Chairmen as
follows:
i.

Finance and Investment Committee – Nigel Ware

Mike Rappolt agreed to Chair the Audit and Risk Committee meeting on 17 May 2022.
However, a new Chairman will need to be elected following Mr Rappolt’s departure from the
Board later this year.
Oliver Bennett was not able to attend the Wildlife and Conservation Forum meeting on 10 May
and therefore there was no agreement on who should take on the role of Chairman for the
coming year. The matter was not recorded in the minutes of the Friends Committee meeting
held on 28 April 2022.
The Board are asked to approve the appointment of Nigel Ware as Chairman of the Finance
and Investment Committee.
Terms of Reference
The Audit and Risk Committee reviewed its Terms of Reference at its meeting on 17 May
2022. There was one minor amendment. The revised Terms of Reference, with
the amendment highlighted are attached as Appendix 1.
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WIMBLEDON AND PUTNEY COMMONS
Terms of Reference for the
Audit and Risk Committee

1. Overall responsibility
On behalf of the Board of Conservators, it is the responsibility of the Audit and Risk Committee
(ARC) independently to:
• monitor the integrity of the annual financial statements of WPCC, reviewing significant financial
reporting issues and judgements contained in them;
• ensure effective policies and procedures and compliance systems for managing risk are in place and
to review their effectiveness;
• make recommendations to the Board of Conservators in all matters in relation to the external auditor;
• ensure effective procedures and safeguards are in place to monitor the prevention of fraud and
corruption;
• prepare and publish an annual report of the work of the ARC; and
• report back to the Board of Conservators on all matters where decisions are required unless,
exceptionally, authority has been delegated to the ARC by the Board of Conservators in respect of a
particular matter.
2. Composition, attendees and quorum
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The ARC will consist of not fewer than three Conservators appointed by the Board of Conservators.
Neither the Chairman of the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators (WPCC) nor any
member of the Finance and Investment Committee may be a member of the ARC although they may
attend as observers.
External, independent co-opted members with relevant skills, expertise and experience may be
appointed by the Board of Conservators, as long as the number of Conservators on the ARC is
1
greater than the number of external independent observers invited to attend regularly . External
independent co-opted members are not members of the ARC and have no voting rights.
At least one member of the ARC should have significant, recent and relevant financial experience,
expertise or qualification.
The Chairman of the ARC will be appointed by the Board of Conservators on an annual basis.
In the absence of the Chairman the remaining Conservators present shall elect one of their number to
chair the meeting.
The Chief Executive, Chief Operations Manager and such other members of staff as the ARC
Committee may require, shall normally attend meetings.
Recommendations to the Board of Conservators or decisions, where appropriate, will be made on the
basis of a majority of the votes of the ARC members present and in the case of an equal division of
votes the Chairman shall have a second/casting vote.
A quorum shall consist of two members of the ARC each of whom is a Conservator.
The Chairman of the Board may nominate alternative Board delegates if one or two of the members
of ARC cannot attend a meeting.
The members of the ARC may ask any or all of those who normally attend but who are not members
to withdraw from the discussion of particular matters to facilitate open and frank discussion.
Appointments to the ARC will be for a period of up to three years extendable by no more than two
additional three-year periods.

As WPCC’s governing documents are silent about non-Conservators serving on Sub-Committees, the usual
assumption is that they are therefore not permitted. One way of bringing on relevant skills and expertise is to have
carefully selected co-opted members present regularly who can add to the quality of decision-making and who can
alert Conservators to opportunities, risks etc.
1
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•

There will be at least three ARC meetings each year usually held three weeks before a scheduled
Board of Conservators meeting. The May meeting will need to consider the draft audited accounts
and the Management Letter provided by the independent auditors.

3. Authority
The ARC is authorised by the Board of Conservators to:
• approve actions, where this is specifically delegated as set out in the WPCC Financial Regulations
and Scheme of Delegations, as approved by the Board of Conservators;
• appoint ad-hoc task groups comprising members of the Audit and Risk Committee (and others whom
the Board of Conservators considers appropriate) to assist it in carrying out the task and to report back
to the Audit and Risk Committee for referral and decision to the Board of Conservators;
• investigate any activity within its terms of reference; and
• seek any information it requires and to ensure the attendance of management representatives at
meetings as appropriate.
The ARC shall inform and discuss with the Board prior to action:
• any proposed public statements to be made in respect of matters appertaining to the ARC;
• any expenditure it wishes to incur on behalf of the ARC, subject to confirmation from the Board that
funds are available; and
• any outside legal or other independent professional advice and on securing the attendance of
outsiders with relevant experience and expertise that it considers necessary.
The ARC shall comply with any decisions concerning authorisation and/or payments to external auditors
that the Board of Conservators may make from time to time.
4. Main duties
All these duties are to be undertaken within the framework of WPCC’s objectives.
Financial
The main financial duties of the ARC are:
• to review and challenge where necessary the accuracy of information provided in the WPCC’s Annual
Report and the annual accounts;
• to review, and challenge where necessary, the actions and judgements of management, in relation to
the annual financial statements before submission to the Board of Conservators, paying particular
attention to:
o critical accounting policies and practices, and any changes in them;
o decisions requiring a major element of judgement;
o the extent to which the financial statements are affected by any unusual transactions in the
year and how they are disclosed;
o the clarity of disclosures;
o significant adjustments resulting from the audit;
o unadjusted mis-statements in the financial statements;
o significant adjustments resulting from the audit;
o the going concern assumption;
o compliance with accounting standards;
o reviewing WPCC’s statement on internal control systems prior to endorsement by the WPCC
Board; and
• to review relevant sections of the WPCC’s Annual Report before its publication and consider whether
the information is adequate, consistent and easy to understand.
Internal control, risk management and compliance
The main internal control, risk management and compliance duties of the ARC are to:
• keep under review the effectiveness of internal controls and risk management systems, including
compliance with the legal and regulatory environment within which WPCC operates;
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•

•
•
•

review WPCC’s risk register and heat map at each meeting so as to ensure that the major risks to
which the charity is subject are appropriately recorded and that actions to mitigate such risks are in
place;
review the adequacy of governance arrangements;
monitor and advise the Board of Conservators on the risks attached to WPCC’s pension schemes
particularly defined benefit schemes; and
review and approve the statements to be included in WPCC’s annual report concerning risk and risk
management, including a statement regarding risks attached to WPCC’s defined benefit pension
liabilities and how these pension liabilities are being handled by the Board of Conservators.

External audit
The main external audit duties of the ARC are to:
• determine the frequency of tendering for external auditing services;
• oversee the process for selecting the external auditor;
• recommend the audit fee to the board;
• discuss with the external auditor, before the audit commences, the nature and scope of the audit and
to review the auditor’s quality control procedures and steps taken by the auditor to respond to changes
in regulatory and other requirements;
• meet the external auditor at least once a year in the absence of management to discuss their remit
and any issues arising from the audit and the management's response to the auditor’s findings and
recommendations;
• review the external auditor’s management letter (audit findings report) and senior management’s draft
response and to formulate for the approval of the Board of Conservators any written representations
that may be needed by the auditors in connection with WPCC’s statutory accounts or any other
financial statements;
• review the performance of WPCC’s auditors and advise the Board of Conservators on any changes
that ought to be made to their terms of engagement;
• monitor and review the external auditor’s independence, objectivity and effectiveness, taking into
consideration relevant UK professional and regulatory requirements; and
• develop and implement policy on the engagement of the external auditor to supply non-audit services,
taking into account relevant ethical guidance regarding the provision of non-audit services by the
external audit firm.
Whistle-blowing
The main duties of the ARC with regards to whistle-blowing are to:
• review the arrangements for employees and others to raise concerns in confidence, ensure that the
arrangements are documented in a clear policy and allow proportionate and independent investigation
of possible wrongdoing and appropriate follow-up action
• review WPCC’s procedures for detecting fraud and corruption.
Other
Other duties of the ARC are to:
• ensure that contingency and disaster recovery plans are in place and are regularly tested;
• where the monitoring and review activities of the ARC reveal cause for concern, or scope for
improvement, to make recommendations to the Board of Conservators on action needed to address
the issue or to make improvements; and
• ensure communication with other WPCC Committees as appropriate.
The ARC may, from time to time, be assigned additional duties as considered relevant by the Board of
Conservators.
General
General duties of the ARC are to:
• review annually the effectiveness of the ARC and to provide and publish an annual report that will
include:
i.
what the ARC has achieved in the last 12 months;
ii.
what the ARC hopes to achieve in the next 12 months;
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iii.
iv.

what the ARC plans to do differently in order to increase its effectiveness; and
what changes, if any, are needed to the ARC Terms of Reference to be approved by the
Board of Conservators.
This report will be published as an annex to the Annual Report.
5. Reporting
Reporting duties of the ARC are:
• to provide minutes of all meetings for review at meetings of the Board of Conservators drawing out:
i.
key issues including risks of which Board of Conservators need to be aware;
ii.
decisions that the Board of Conservators are being asked to make, with recommendations
from the ARC; and
iii.
any actions taken by the ARC under delegated authority.

th

Approved by the Board of Conservators on 14 May 2018
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Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators
Wildlife & Conservation Forum May 2022
Notes of a meeting of the Wildlife & Conservation Forum held
at 5.00pm on Tuesday 10 May 2022
Present:
Members:

Adrian Podmore (AP)
Les Evans-Hill (LE-H)
Simon Riley (SR)

Officers:

Peter Haldane (PH) Conservation & Engagement Officer

1

Apologies

Angela Evans-Hill (AE-H)
2.

Declarations of conflicts of interest

None
3.

Approval of the draft minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday 29 March 2022

The notes of the meeting held on Tuesday 29 March 2022 were approved.
4.

Matters arising, not included in the main agenda

None
5.

Valley Mires Bog Restoration Project

PH reported that the Commons’ Fundraising Manager, Maggie May, was applying to DEFRA’s
Nature for Climate Grant Scheme which, if successful, would provide the funding for a
feasibility study and hydrology report for the Commons. The feasibility study would inform the
scale and costs of the proposed valley mires restoration project, alongside any potential
impacts which may affect other habitats.
6.

Land Management Plan update – Update

PH reported that a first draft had almost been completed for the first section of the Land
Management Plan which included background information about the Commons, biological
information and information that related to people, stakeholders, access and recreation. PH
informed members of the forum that he was awaiting certain pieces of information that were
being prepared by other volunteers and members of the WPCC team but he had been assured
that this information would be submitted in due course. In addition to this work, PH had also
completed a first draft for the heathland management objective and for the woodland
management objective. Over the next few weeks PH planned to complete the management
objectives for the Commons’ areas of grassland and ponds. When these four objectives had
been completed, PH informed members of the forum that he would circulate them for
discussion.
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7 Wildlife and conservation management activities at Wimbledon and Putney Commons
Pond Management:
PH reported that since the last meeting of the Wildlife and Conservation Forum, temporary
fencing had been positioned around one area of Scio Pond and one area of Hookhamslade
Pond. The fencing had been installed by the Commons’ Maintenance Team and a public
notice had been placed on display at both ponds. PH informed members of the forum that
while public notices asking that dogs are kept out of the ponds during bird nesting season
were on display, the problem of dogs off lead and in ponds still persisted. As suggested in
the 2020/21 Annual Conservation Report, the only measure that would prevent dogs from
entering the Commons ponds and causing disturbance to both flora and fauna would be for
a physical barrier to be in place. PH reported that disturbance in ponds included damage to
submerged and emergent vegetation, damage to wildlife such as nesting birds and the
potential for dogs to spread fragments of invasive non-native weeds from one pond to
another. Members of the forum were very supportive towards temporarily fencing specific
areas of selected ponds and would be keen to see further similar action carried out at other
ponds in the future. AP also suggested that a useful project would be to test the water quality
in all the Commons’ ponds as this would certainly influence the scope of any future
management plans.
Oak Processionary Moth (OPM)
PH reported that having been involved with the management of OPM on the Commons since
2013, the current approach to managing this issue was through the two key aspects of
communication and risk management. As a result, the first step of the Commons’ annual
OPM management programme has been to apply a biological control agent to oak trees
located around five areas of high footfall and around the perimeter of five of the Commons’
residential properties. Consent for this work to be carried out had been provided by Natural
England. OPM are currently at the larval stage of development and caterpillars have already
been reported on the Commons this year. Over the next few months, public notices will be
on display around the Commons informing visitors of the risks that are involved with coming
into contact with OPM and nests that are found two metres from ground level will be
removed.
Heathland Management:
PH informed members of the forum that over the past six weeks, volunteers had cut back
invasive scrub on heathland adjacent to Roehampton Ride, Inner Park Ride and Memorial
Ride. As volunteers are currently scrub bashing within the recognised annual bird nesting
season (1 March to 31 July) only low growing scrub that is clearly without the potential for
bird nesting has been cut back. This course of action would continue until the end of July. It
was acknowledged by members of the forum that volunteers had recently carried out some
impressive scrub clearance on various parts of the heathland and the current cycle of cutting
had provided an important mosaic of different aged scrub.
Public Notices:
PH reported that during May 2022, public notices requesting that any sightings of common
lizards and stag beetles had been placed on display on all the large notice boards that are
currently located on the Commons. The Commons’ large notice boards remained a very
good way of gathering reports and sightings from visitors to the Commons and PH informed
members of the forum that all past requests had received good feedback.
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Annual Conservation Report:
PH informed members of the forum that he had recently been working on the Commons’
Annual Conservation Report. PH anticipated that this report would be completed by the end
of the following week and it would then be circulated to members of the forum for any
feedback.
8

Review of Monitoring 2022

a.

Update from recorders:

LE-H informed members of the forum that the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Moth
Group had recently held three walks on the Commons. Members of the Commons’ Moth
Group would assist LE-H with light trapping events that he had planned for the next few
months. Of particular interest had been the sighting of orange underwing which is a day
flying moth that feeds on birch trees. A variety of other moths which included the clifton
nonpareil, lead coloured drab, light orange underwing and aspen roller were also found and
all of these species feed heavily on aspen. While silver birch and aspen are felled on the
Commons to help protect the heathland, it is important to remain mindful of the importance
that these trees have for many invertebrate species.
AP informed the forum that, so far, it had been a fairly quiet spring on the Commons. Swifts
had arrived later than anticipated and there had been no reports of stonechats on the
Commons which was unusual as they were present in Richmond Park. Some positive news
was that wheatears had recently been recorded on the Commons as well as a high number
of different species of warbler.
SR reported that the two butterfly transects on the Commons were in operation again this
year. PH asked whether the woodland transect covered the area along Upper Gravelly Ride
as he would be interested to find out whether the ride management work that had recently
been carried out in that area during the beginning of 2022 had managed to attract any
butterfly species. SR informed PH that he would be happy to visit the area and report back
any findings.
With reference to dragonfly and damselfly recording, SR had been in correspondence with
an individual who had expressed an interest in recording dragonflies and damselflies on the
Commons. As a result of a visit that had been made by this individual at the beginning of
May 2022, over 50 large red damselflies and 50 plus azure damselflies had been seen at
Hookhamslade Pond.
b.

Amphibians and reptile recording

Included as part of the open forum of the May 2022 meeting of the Wildlife and Conservation
Forum, PH reported that SR had looked at recent recordings of amphibians and reptiles on irecord and on the members area of the Surrey Amphibians and Reptile Group (SARG) and it
had been interesting that there were very few records for South-West London. Having been
in correspondence with Steve Langham (SARG), SR suggested that it would be a good idea
if WPCC could potentially provide SARG with any details of recent amphibian and reptile
sightings that had originated from the Commons. SR was awaiting further feedback from
Steve Langham and PH agreed to help in any way that he could. SR made a valuable point
that although common lizard for example was a fairly common species on Wimbledon
Common and Putney Heath, this was not the case for much of the surrounding area.
Providing SARG with any sightings that had been made on the Commons would provide a
valuable contribution to SARG’s records for this area of London.
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c

Butterfly information leaflet

SR provided members of the forum with a copy of a leaflet entitled ‘Wandsworth Common’s
Beautiful Butterflies, an identification guide to the butterflies of Wandsworth Common’. The
leaflet contains a small amount of background information about when and where to look for
butterflies on Wandsworth Common and four pages of photographs which detailed common
visitors, occasional visitors and rare visitors to the Common. All members of the forum who
were present at the meeting agreed that a similar publication would be a useful addition to
Wimbledon and Putney Commons. PH said that he would talk to other staff at the Rangers
Office and hopefully a similar leaflet could be produced as soon as time allowed.
9

Weekend of Nature – 17 to 19 June 2022

PH referred to the email that had recently been circulated by AE-H which provided the
details of the Commons’ forthcoming Weekend of Nature. This year’s event would include
small mammal trapping, a butterfly and dragonfly walk, a bat walk, moth and lamp sheet, a
bird walk and a general nature walk. At base camp there would also be Reptile Events,
WPCC Nature Group and Queckett Microscopical Club. PH reported that at the current time,
a lunchtime talk still needed to be arranged and this year, the General Nature Walk would be
led by PH, LE-H and potentially Ros Taylor. PH had also made contact with John Locke who
had helped at similar events in previous year’s but he was still awaiting confirmation that
John would attend. PH suggested that this year’s walk would focus on habitat management
on the Commons and he and LE-H would confirm the actual route of the walk prior to the
event.
10

Open Forum

PH had recently been contacted by the Forestry Commission with a request for Wimbledon
and Putney Commons to assist with a project that would investigate alternative strategies for
the control of OPM. The project would involve the Food and Environment Research Agency,
Forest Research and Joint Nature Conservation Committee and would involve research into
disrupting the mating patterns of OPM. Mating disruption reduces mating success by
disorientating males through saturation of the environment with sex pheromone which
females release to attract males. This is the same pheromone that is used in OPM
monitoring traps but is used at a higher concentration. LE-H informed members of the forum
that he had agreed to help the research by carrying out light trapping on the Commons and
that he had also been in contact with the organiser of this project.
LE-H had recently recorded a Skylark on The Plain and requested that if a nesting pair was
confirmed in this area, could additional fencing be erected to help protect the nesting birds.
PH said that he would ensure that additional protection was positioned on The Plain if
required. As The Plain had been unsuccessful at attracting nesting skylarks over the past
few years, LE-H suggested that in the future, the focus on the protection of skylarks should
be widened to include something more general such as the need to protect The Plain as a
rare site for acid grassland which provided a habitat for many different species of flora and
fauna. All members of the forum that were present at the meeting agreed this would be a
good idea and PH suggested that some thought be given to the wording of a new notice that
could be printed and displayed on site. All members agreed that there was a need to review
signage on the Commons in general and this should be covered in the either the Land
Management Plan or the Commons’ Business Plan.
11

Date of next meeting – Tuesday 12th July 2020.
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Board of Conservators
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Authorised dog walkers

Public

Report of:
Chief Executive of Wimbledon and Putney Commons

For Decision and Information

NOT FOR PUBLICATION
Summary

Draft Resolution
Having given full and proper consideration to the views of authorised dog walkers and in light of
the clear guidance published by the Pet Industry Federation endorsed by the Dogs’ Trust, RSPCA,
Pet Industry Federation and Canine and Feline Sector Group regarding animal welfare, the Board
RESOLVES that:
(a) the number of dogs that any one person can walk on the Commons is limited to four in all cases;
(b) existing licences that have recently been renewed are allowed to continue until they expire at
the end of November 2022.

At the Board meeting held on 25 April 2022, the Board resolved:
(a) To revoke the resolution agreed on 13 December 2021 to end the scheme authorising
a number of dog walkers to walk up to six dogs;
(b) To meet with representatives of the authorised dog walkers to discuss their concerns
regarding the Board’s resolution of 13 December 2021;
(c) To reconsider the matter at the public (A1) part of the Board meeting on 1 June 2022.
The Chairman and the Chief Executive met with nine of the authorised dog walkers on 11 May
2022. Sue Bucknall also attended as an observer. The notes of this meeting are attached as
Appendix 1. At the meeting, the dog walkers present raised a number of concerns regarding
the decision to end the scheme and provided a number of responses to the concerns
expressed by WPCC regarding the scheme.
The Conservators’ previously expressed concerns are summarised below, along with the
responses given by the dog walkers either at the meeting or via emails sent to question the
Board’s decision to end the scheme.
1. The increasing numbers of dogs on the Commons:
Conservators’ concern: The increasing number of dogs, particularly post lockdown, will
mean more dog faeces and urine, which will have an impact on the vegetation of the
Commons. This is clearly undesirable on a SSSI and SAC.
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Dog walkers’ response: Ending the licensing scheme will do little to reduce the number of
dogs on the Commons as it involves 19 dog walkers bringing two fewer dogs. Given the
thousands of dogs now being brought to the Commons each week, the overall impact
would be minimal. It is possible that the number of dogs would even increase slightly, as
authorised dog walkers would have to make an additional visit to walk the two dogs that
they were no longer allowed to walk as part of a group – and would bring two further dogs
to bring the group size up to four in order to make the visit worthwhile financially. Licensed
dog walkers take their responsibility seriously and always pick up after the dogs in their
charge (and sometimes even after other peoples’ dogs). In addition, they will hand out poo
bags to other dog walkers and remind recalcitrant dog walkers of the need to pick up.
2. Disturbance to wildlife:
Conservators’ concern: Significant numbers of dogs off the lead running into areas of long
grass and scrub where wildlife is sheltering will have an impact on populations of, for
example, mammals and ground nesting birds. Again, this is incompatible with the
Commons’ SSSI and SAC status.
Dog walkers’ response: Generally speaking, the authorised dog walkers have good control
of the dogs that they are walking. If they are only permitted to walk four dogs, it is possible
that dog owners will have to find an alternative dog walking service. This could potentially
be someone who is not currently authorised and who may not have such effective control
over their dogs. Therefore, there is the potential for the level of disturbance to increase.
3. Consistency with policies of adjacent landowners:
Conservators’ concern: Neighbouring landowners have policies and regulations that limit
to four the number of dogs that any one person can walk. If WPCC has a policy which
allows even some people to walk more than four dogs, there is a danger that the Commons
will be seen as the ‘soft touch’.
Dog walkers’ response: Wandsworth Council, whilst limiting dog walkers to four dogs on
many sites, do allow up to eight dogs on some of their open spaces. Richmond Park, whilst
limiting each dog walker to four dogs, do allow two dog walkers with four dogs each to
walk together.
4. Difficulty for the Keepers in identifying authorised dog walkers:
Conservators’ concern: Allowing a limited number of people to walk more than four dogs
creates difficulties for the Keepers as they are not clear who is authorised. Where they see
a dog walker with six dogs in the distance, they have to take the time to catch up with them
to find out whether they are authorised or not. If all dog walkers were limited to four dogs,
it would make the Keepers job much simpler.
Dog walkers’ response: The authorised dog walkers are willing to wear a hi-vis vest or arm
band in order to be readily identifiable, even from a distance. The colour of the vest/band
could be changed regularly to prevent non-authorised dog walkers from purchasing their
own.
5. Confusion to general users of the Commons regarding number of dogs
permitted under byelaws:
Conservators’ concern: If dog owners or commercial dog walkers see individuals walking
up to six dogs, it may give them the impression that walking more than four dogs is
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generally accepted practice on the Commons, leading to an increase in those walking
large numbers of dogs.
Dog walkers’ response: Issuing hi-vis vests/arm-bands to dog walkers might imply that
those walking six dogs are different from other dog walkers.
6. The recommendations of professional bodies:
Conservators’ concern: The publication ‘Professional Dog Walkers’ Guidelines’
recommends that no more than four dogs are walked in any one group. These Guidelines
are endorsed by the Dogs Trust, the RSPCA, the Pet Industry Federation and the Canine
and Feline Sector Group.
Dog walkers’ response: Authorised dog walkers are all dog lovers who would not
knowingly do anything which they thought was harmful to the welfare of an animal in their
care.
7. Parity of treatment of users of the Commons
Conservators’ concern: WPCC is open to accusations of unfair treatment if it allows some
commercial dog walkers the benefit of walking up to six dogs whilst denying this privilege
to other walkers who might be equally responsible/qualified.
Dog walkers’ response: They would be happy to see more licensed dog walkers as they
feel a licence creates accountability and the threat of losing a licence would improve
standards of dog walking across the Commons.
Additional points raised by the dog walkers:
•

•

•

•

The dog walkers also feel honoured to have this special dispensation and as a result,
feel protective of the Commons. They act as ambassadors for WPCC, ‘policing’ the
behaviour of other dog walkers and through their own responsible behaviour, setting
an example to other users of the Commons.
Some were concerned that a change in policy by WPCC would make their businesses
unviable – as it would not be possible for them to fit in additional walks in order to
maintain their existing income.
There were also concerns that some walkers would have to drop clients if WPCC’s
policy changes. If these clients were unable to find a suitable alternative walker, the
welfare of the dogs might suffer.
All authorised dog walkers present at the meeting said that they would be willing to
make a donation to WPCC in return for their licence.

Views of the WPCC Stakeholder Group
The Chief Executive raised the subject of authorised dog walkers at the Stakeholder Group
meeting on 23 March 2022. The dog walking representative on the group raised defended the
licensing scheme listing many of the arguments given above. Members of the Stakeholder
Group were generally of the view that retaining the authorised dog walkers was probably the
correct policy.
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Conclusion
Despite mitigating measures that could potentially be put in place to address some of the
issues arising from the policy of allowing more than four dogs to be walked together, there
remain concerns about any policy that might directly or indirectly increase the number of dogs
on the Commons or complicate byelaw compliance and enforcement.
Moreover, in all aspects of its operations, WPCC has a duty to have regard to specialist advice
and guidance of professional bodies when making decisions. The Charity Commission’s
publication ‘It’s Your Decision’ asks trustees this question:
“Have they…read any relevant guidance where they should have done so, and if they
have not followed the advice or guidance, can this be justified.”
The Pet Industry Federation has published “Professional Dog Walkers’ Guidelines” that are
endorsed by the Dogs’ Trust, RSPCA, Pet Industry Federation and Canine and Feline Sector
Group, all of whom are nationally respected professional bodies whose raison d’etre is animal
welfare. (Refer to Appendix 2.) The guidance clearly recommends that no more than four
dogs are walked at any one time. WPCC, a registered charity, would need good reason to go
against this guidance in reviewing its policy in this area. It is therefore recommended that the
Board brings to an end the scheme authorising more than four dogs to be walked
simultaneously and to bring the scheme to an end on 30 November 2022.
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Meeting between Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators and
Authorised Dog Walkers
Held at the Wimbledon Common Golf Club on
Wednesday 11 May 2022 at 5.00 pm
Attendees:
Diane Neil Mills, Chairman of Wimbledon and Putney Commons (DNM)
Stephen Bound, Chief Executive of Wimbledon and Putney Commons (CE)
Sue Bucknall, Conservator for Wimbledon and Putney Commons (SB)
Authorised dog walkers (8) (ADW; one AWD walked only her own dogs whilst the other seven walked
other owners’ dogs (and in some cases also their own) commercially)
MEETING NOTE
•
•
•

•

DNM welcomed the ADW and thanked them for attending the meeting
DNM, the CE, SB and the ADW introduced themselves
DNM explained the structure of the meeting: a brief summary of the history, followed by the
ADW setting out their perspectives and views, followed by the Conservators setting out their
concerns
DNM explained that it was not a forum for debate or intended to arrive at a decision

HISTORY
•

•

•

•

DNM explained the issue had begun in 2018/19 when concerns with the arrangements
allowing six dogs to be walked simultaneously were expressed both through the Stakeholder
Group and also by the keepers in part due to the difficulty in identifying the AWD; it was
agreed a public consultation would be held and that the Conservators would then consider
the matter
Following the consultation, the matter was considered by the Conservators in February 2020;
there remained concern about the policy and as such it was agreed that subject to views of
the Stakeholder Group, no new licences would be awarded and that the scheme would
therefore ultimately lapse; it was also agreed to implement tabbards to facilitate recognition
of the ADW and a voluntary donation scheme but these measures were not implemented due
to the pandemic
In 2021, the issue arose again due to concerns by some of the new Conservators and ongoing
concerns of the keepers and as such it was considered by the Conservators in December 2021,
at which time it was decided to end the scheme with a one year transition period; the AWD
were notified in writing by the CE in January 2022; over the period from 2018 to 2022, the
number of ADW had decreased from about 26 to 19
DNM explained that in retrospect, the Conservators should have consulted the AWD prior to
considering the matter as they had a formal relationship with the AWD; having recognised
this, they revoked the resolution on 11 April 2022, agreed to meet with the AWD to hear their
views and reconsider the matter in public at the next board meeting on 1 June 2022, at which
the ADW would have the chance to hear the discussion and raise questions after the matter
was considered by the Conservators
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•

SB stated that on both occasions, the views of the keepers was that the scheme was difficult
to enforce and sent confusing signals to other dog walkers on the Commons

VIEWS of the ADW
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Eeach ADW spoke in turn; although the various business models were all slightly different,
the views against the proposal to end the scheme were shared by all for similar reasons
Most of the ADW walked dogs between one to two hours in a session, once or twice a day,
several days a week; most lived locally though some lived up to 20 miles away but had a
history with Wimbledon Common; almost all (if not all) of their clients were based in
Wimbledon
Some of the ADW also used other open spaces (London and Surrey); they commented that
some other open spaces did allow more than four dogs (also via special licences)
The ADW felt that the authorisation scheme provided WPCC with better control of dog
walkers, set a high standard in terms of practices in relation to dogs (ie, control of dogs, picking
up after dogs) and use of the Commons (including byelaw compliance) and set a high standard
(through example) for less experienced dog walkers; they acted as ambassadors and in that
sense made a positive contribution to the Commons
Most ADW felt that reducing the number of dogs walked simultaneously to four would
increase the number of dogs walked (by increasing the rounds with two additional dogs) and
defeat the stated objectives
The ADW felt that reducing the number of dogs walked simultaneously would also mean that
some dogs would be left behind, which would not be in the interests of dog welfare
The business model of some of the ADW would not permit another round of dogs to be
accommodated so would adversely impact their business (or make it financially unviable)
The ADW stated that tabbards or other forms of markings, combined with educational
initiatives (to educate other users of the Commons), could resolve the identification problem
The ADW stated that they were willing to make a voluntary contribution towards the
authorisations
The CE agreed that licensing all commercial dog walkers would be in the Conservators’
interests but explained the problems of the byelaws and that it was not straight-forward to
change the byelaws
VIEWS of the CONSERVATORS
DNM stated that the proposal was not driven in any way by a sense that the ADW had not
upheld their responsibilities or complied with the requirements of the scheme or the byelaws
DNM explained that there were however three principal areas of concern:
1. Increased Number of Dogs - As the pandemic had clearly demonstrated, the policies
of other open spaces in the vicinity were important as they directly impacted
Wimbledon and Putney Commons (eg, requirement for dogs to be on a lead in
Richmond Park had increased dog numbers in Wimbledon Common); with
Wimbledon and Putney Commons allowing more than six dogs, it would by definition
make the Commons more attractive than the open spaces not allowing more than
four dogs and thereby increase the dogs with the associated detrimental impact on
the Commons
2. Identification of ADW - There was clearly an identification problem (both by the
keepers and by other dog walkers and the confusion caused by this), although it was
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•

agreed that the ADW had put forward a number of suggestions of how this could be
mitigated
3. Dog welfare and guidance from the professional associations – The guidance for
professional dog walkers, published by the Pet Industry Federation and endorsed by
the RSPCA, Dogs Trust and other organisations, stated that in the interests of dog
welfare, dogs should not be walked in groups of more than four; as a registered
charity, WPCC had a duty to follow the guidance of professional bodies in all matters,
including that of animal welfare, or be able to explain why it was not in the charity’s
best interests to follow such guidance
SB added her appreciation for having the opportunity to meet the ADW and hear their
concerns
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Professional
Dog Walkers’
Guidelines
Endorsed by:
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Introduction
Professional dog walking is becoming
an increasingly common service due
to the changing habits of the general
population and a heightened awareness
of animal welfare. This document aims
to provide guidelines that professional
dog walkers should conform to,
ensuring standards of welfare for the
dog, respect for the environment and
peace of mind for the owner.
The Animal Welfare Act sets the
minimum standard required in relation to
the welfare of animals.

Animal Welfare
Act 2006
As domesticated animals, dogs are protected
under the Act. The law says an owner of a dog is
always regarded as responsible for him/her. A dog
walker is also identiﬁed as being responsible for
it - whilst he/she is in charge of the dog. So, a dog
walker has legal responsibilities and can also be
held criminally liable under the Act.

4

Professional Dog Walkers’ Guidelines
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Group walking
Walking dogs, particularly in groups, results in exposure to infections and disease and not every dog
is suitable to be walked with others. Steps should be taken to minimise the risk of disease spreading
between animals and to ensure all dogs interact amicably.
•

The walker should check that all dogs are vaccinated, wormed and treated for ﬂeas regularly, unless,
certiﬁed exempt by a veterinary surgeon.

•

Dog walkers should be familiar with signs of disease, infection and illness so that dogs showing signs
of infectious disease, such as kennel cough, are not walked or socialised with other animals.

•

Where dogs are to be walked in pairs or groups, the dog walker should assess each dog’s suitability
and be assured that each dog will be relaxed and happy during transportation and the walk.

•

The maximum number of dogs that can be walked at any one time should not exceed the number
stated in the walker’s insurance policy and comply with local authority requirements regarding the
number of dogs. It is recommended that no more than four dogs are walked at any one time.
ALL dogs under a dog walker’s care should be reliably under control at all times and transported
in accordance with the guidance in this document.

•

Dog walkers should ensure they have a lead for each dog.

Returning home
Every effort should be made to ensure the dog is comfortable including towelling down, if appropriate,
after the walk.
• Dog walkers should report any concerns about the health, behaviour or welfare of the dog to the client.
•

10

Dog walkers should ensure they securely lock the property when they leave, as instructed by the client.
Professional Dog Walkers’ Guidelines
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Chief Executive Report

Public

Report of:
Chief Executive of Wimbledon and Putney Commons

For Decision and
Information

SUMMARY
The Annual Conservation Report for 2021/22 provides a summary of the
conservation, volunteering and public engagement activities that have taken place
on the Commons from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022.

The Conservation and Engagement Officer, Peter Haldane, has prepared the Conservation
Report covering the period March 2021 to April 2022.
This year’s report is particularly special as it not only provides details about much of the work
that has been carried out on site, but it is also a celebration of the huge effort that has been
provided by staff and volunteers to ensure the Commons have been returned to ‘good
health’ after the immense disruptions of the previous year.
The Board are asked to receive the Report.
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Wimbledon and Putney Commons
Annual Conservation Report 2021/22

Woodland adjacent to Robin Hood Ride: photographed during February 2022
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Summary
Introduction - The Annual Conservation Report for 2021/22 provides a summary of
the conservation, volunteering and public engagement activities that have taken
place on the Commons from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022. (Page 4)
Heathland Management – The origins of heathland can be traced back
approximately 7,000 years to a period of time when large herbivores roamed across
what is now north-west Europe. (Page 6)
Heathland Management – The Wimbledon Common Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) covers 364.5 hectares out of the Commons’ total area of 461
hectares and in 1986, the same area was also designated a Special Area of
Conservation (SAC). (Page 7)
Heathland Management – At the current time, management of the Commons’ is
carried out under the guidance of a five-year Higher Tier Countryside Stewardship
agreement with natural England (Page 8).
Heathland Management – From 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, heathland
management on the Commons included the coppicing of semi-mature trees, the
control of invasive scrub, heather restoration, heather cutting, the mainteance of fire
breaks and bracken bruising. (Pages 9-12)
Heathland Management – Condition assessment of the Commons’ heathland
(Page 13)
Heathland Management – The future management of the Commons heathland
(Page 14)
Grassland Management – There are approximately 36 separate parcels of
grassland on Wimbledon and Putney Commons and there is a wide range of uses
for which these areas are managed. (Page 15)
Grassland Management – To help improve the management of grassland on the
Commons, during 2021, it was agreed by the Wimbledon and Putney Commons
Conservators that during 2022, five additonal areas of grassland on the Commons
would be managed through a programme of cut and collect. (Page 16)
Grassland Management – During 2021, six areas of grassland were managed by
the Commons’ Maintenance Team through a programme of cut and collect.
(Page17)
Woodland Management – The woodland on Wimbledon and Putney Commons
covers an area of approximately 291 hectares and it is the largest habitat type found
on the Commons. (Page 19)
Woodland Management – As part of the Commons involvement with the Forestry
Commission’s Countryside Stewardship agreement, from 1 April 2021 to 31 March
2022, nine different areas of woodland management were carried out on the
Commons. (Page 20-24)
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Pond Management – There are nine ponds on Wimbledon Common and Putney
Heath, each requiring their own specific management objectives. (Page 25)
Pond Management – Disturbance at the Commons Ponds (Page 26)
Beverley Brook – The Beverley Brook is the only riverine habitat on the Commons
with sections passing through Wimbledon Common and Putney Lower Common.
(Page 28)
Restoration of Valley Mires – On Wimbledon Common there are three valley mire
systems which include Farm bog, Stag bog and Ravine bog. (Page 29)
Management of invasive non-native species – From 1 April 2021 to 31 March
2022, the management of non-native invasive species included the control of Oak
Processionary Moth, Japanese knotweed and Himalayan balsam. (Page 30-32)
Putney Lower Common – From 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022 work on Putney
Lower Common included litter picking, grass cutting, tree safety work, upholding the
Commons’ bye-laws and working closely with local schools and organisations. (Page
33)
Volunteering on the Commons – Accompanying the gradual relaxation of the UK’s
COVID-19 restrictions during spring 2021, from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022,
volunteers provided a total of 5,489 voluntary hours to help look after the Commons.
(Pages 34-38)
London in Bloom – During 2021, Wimbledon Common and Putney Lower Common
were both presented with a Gold Award at the annual London in Bloom event. (Page
39)
Land Management Plan – Since the middle of 2021, work has been carried out to
produce a Land Management Plan that will help to guide the management of the
Commons natural and semi-natural habitats over the course of the next five years.
(Page 40)
References – (Page 40)
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Wimbledon and Putney Commons
Annual Conservation Report 2021/22
Introduction:
Looking back over the previous Annual Conservation Report which covered the
period from 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021, there are multiple references to the
immense pressure that was brought to the Commons through the arrival of COVID19. While the Commons played a vital role in providing visitors with a free and
accessible open space on which to exercise and recuperate during a period when
most other facilities had been temporarily shut, there were however certain negative
implications that accompanied the increased popularity of the Commons as a visitor
destination. These included a great deal of ‘wear and tear’ to many of the Commons’
footpaths and open habitats such as grassland and heathland, disturbance to
wildlife, a significant number of unauthorized fires and a dramatic increase in the
volume of litter that was left behind by visitors to the Commons.
With staff resources stretched to the limit and the availability of volunteers often
severely reduced by the requirements of social distancing, unfortunately, between 1
April 2020 and 31 March 2021, certain areas of routine management unavoidably
received less attention than would normally have been the case. As social distancing
measures in England were eased in April 2021, work on the Commons gradually
returned to ‘normal’ and while the problem of large amounts of litter on the Commons
has remained, staff and volunteers have once again been allowed to focus on the
wide range of issues that are required to conserve this very important area of natural
beauty.
As always, the Commons’ Annual Conservation Report provides a summary of the
conservation, volunteering and public engagement activities that have taken place
on the Commons over the past year.
This year’s report is however particularly special as it not only provides details about
much of the work that has been carried out on site, but it is also a celebration of the
huge effort that has been provided by staff and volunteers to ensure the Commons
have been returned to ‘good health’ after the immense disruptions of the previous
year.
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Damage to grassland and fly-tips on the Commons were among the many pressures faced
by the Commons during the period from 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021
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Heathland Management:

The origins of heathland can be traced back approximately 7,000 years to a period of
history when large wild herbivores began to roam across what is now north-west
Europe. Throughout Britain’s pre-industrial history, heathlands were found in many
areas of the British Isles, with their distribution being a result of environmental factors
such as climate, geology, soil type and subsequently through the results of human
design. Through a combination of historical factors which have included agricultural
intensification, afforestation, urbanisation and the decline in traditional management
techniques, the extent of heathland in the UK has, over the past 200 years, been
dramatically reduced to only 16% of the coverage that was found during the 1800’s.
Often located on the edge of urban settlements, in the past, heathland was a
common landscape feature around the London area. Currently, there are only 80
hectares of this habitat remaining on fragmented sites around London with the
largest single expanse of heathland found on Wimbledon Common and Putney
Heath (20 hectares). Lowland heathland is an internationally important landscape
which is listed as a priority habitat for conservation in the UK Biodiversity Action
Plan.
In Britain, a large proportion of heathlands have been designated as Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI). This designation is awarded to areas of special interest
due to their fauna, flora, geological or physiological features and as a result, certain
activities are prohibited and there are strict legal duties concerning how these areas
should be managed and protected.
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While the original SSSI designation for Wimbledon Common was awarded in 1953,
the Commons were re-designated in 1986 and with Natural England’s guidance, it is
from the designation of this date that management of the Wimbledon Common SSSI
has been carried out during recent years.
The Wimbledon Common SSSI covers 364.5 hectares out of the Commons’ total
area of 461 hectares and in 1986, the same area was also designated as a Special
Area of Conservation for the qualifying features of North Atlantic wet heaths with
Erica tetralix, European dry heaths and the presence of Stag beetles.

The Wimbledon and Putney Commons SSSI/SAC includes all of the land apart from the
Richardson Evans Memorial Playing Fields that is registered to the Wimbledon and Putney
Commons Conservators and is located south of the A3 trunk road. Part of the same
Wimbledon Common SSSI/SAC also extends into an area of ground that forms part of the
Royal Wimbledon Golf Course.
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At the current time, management of the Commons’ heathland is carried out under the
prescriptions of a five-year Higher Tier Countryside Stewardship agreement with
Natural England. According to Natural England, if successful, management under
the guidance of the countryside stewardship agreement will result in ‘heathland
areas with a diverse mosaic structure, including undisturbed bare ground and
vegetation in all stages of its life cycle’.
At the operational level, management under the prescriptions of the Higher Tier
Countryside Stewardship agreement have included the following operational
objectives:
•

There should be no loss of heathland which should cover between 50% and
70% of the identified areas of the Commons.

•

Restoration of Lowland heathland on degraded sites dominated by scrub and
grass.

•

Reduce accumulated nutrients and expose heather seed bank.

•

Removal of invasive trees from heathland sites to achieve a maximum cover
of between 15% and 20%.

•

Develop a heather and gorse mosaic of age and structure through all four
stages of growth to promote wildlife diversity.

•

Collect heather seed in October from existing stands for use both on site and
on request from other heathland sites.

•

Control Purple moor grass.

•

Control pernicious weeds such as creeping thistle, common ragwort and
hogweed.

•

Control of bracken where it threatens flora.

•

Control water loss from wet heath by blocking drainage channels

•

Maintain fire breaks.
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Heathland Management operations from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022:
From 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, heathland management on the Commons
included the coppicing of semi-mature invasive trees on two heathland sites, the
control of scrub on five heathland sites, heather restoration on three sites, heather
cutting on two sites, the maintenance of fire breaks across all areas of heathland and
bracken bruising on all areas of heathland where bracken had become a problem.
Control and management of invasive trees:
Invasive trees such as silver birch and turkey oak are controlled on the Commons’
heathland to maintain open areas, prevent succession to woodland and in some
areas, to improve the structural diversity of the woodland edge. During autumn 2021,
invasive trees were felled on heathland next to Tibbet’s Meadow on Putney Heath
and along a section of heathland that is adjacent to the northern area of Green Ride
on Wimbledon Common. In both areas, the initial clearance of low growing scrub
was carried out by various groups of volunteers. This activity was particularly helpful
as it provided the necessary space for the Commons’ Maintenance Team to focus on
the clearance of larger trees. As with all heathland tree and scrub clearance, follow
up work involved the creation of log piles, the use of some of the brash (cut saplings)
for dead hedging and the chipping of all other cut materials.

Heathland adjacent to Tibbet’s Meadow – photographed in November 2021
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Scrub bashing:
Scrub bashing involves cutting back and stacking invasive saplings on the heathland
ready for chipping or subsequent use by the Commons’ Maintenance Team. This
work is carried out on a regular basis by the Commons’ weekend volunteer scrub
bashing group, local school parties and the occasional local community group. As
with the management of larger invasive trees on the heathland, this work is carried
out to prevent woodland succession from occurring on the heathland.
Unfortunately, as a result of the social distancing measures that accompanied
COVID-19 during much of 2020 and the beginning of 2021, volunteer scrub bashing
on the heathland was significantly reduced during this time and aided by a wet and
warm summer during 2021, young trees and old coppice grew at an incredible rate
across all areas of the heathland.
With the gradual ease of lockdown restriction occurring in April 2021, volunteering on
the heathland soon returned to pre-restriction levels and from 1 April 2021 to 31
March 2022, volunteers helped to clear scrub on five main areas of the Commons.
These areas included:
•
•
•
•
•

Heathland adjacent to the northern section of Green Ride.
Heathland adjacent to Memorial Ride.
Heathland adjacent to Roehampton Ride.
Heathland to the north-west of the junction with Ladies Mile and Inner Park
Ride.
Heathland adjacent to Tibbet’s Meadow.

Volunteer scrub bashing areas on Putney heath from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022
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Volunteer scrub bashing areas on Wimbledon Common from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022

Heather restoration:
During autumn 2021, a programme of heather restoration was carried out on three
areas of ground that are located close to the edge of the Wimbledon Common Golf
Course. These areas are located close to Caesar’s Well, the upper section of
Gravelly Ride and the Birches Fairway.
Having selected three suitable restoration sites, the Commons’ Maintenance Team
removed the top layer of vegetation to reveal the bare ground beneath. Following
this, mature heather that had recently been cut from two areas on Putney Heath was
then transported to each location and spread across all three areas of bare ground.
As this work was carried out during the autumn period, the cut heather was
accompanied by a huge amount of heather seed which, when germinated, should
help to produce a thick growth of heather within each of the three selected areas. It
should be noted however that heather germination can take up to four years to
complete and therefore young plants may not be on display for a few more years to
come.
After allowing the seed on all three sites to be gradually pushed into the ground by
visitor footfall, the final part of this project was to surround each of the three areas
with temporary fencing to ensure that new heather shoots are protected from
trampling and from rabbit grazing. While the accumulated seeds that were collected
from the heather cutting on Putney Heath were put to very good use, the periodic
cutting of mature heather on the heathland is something that we have undertaken for
many years as this operation helps to promote age diversity in heather and also
removes unwanted nutrients from entering the ground.
Although heather is quite a hardy plant, without use of the correct equipment, cutting
can sometimes result in serious damage being inflicted to plants which can
sometimes kill them. For the work that was undertaken during autumn 2021, a
specialist piece of equipment was kindly loaned to the Commons by the team at the
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Royal Wimbledon Golf Club and therefore a huge amount of thanks is owed to them
for their help in ensuring this task was carried out correctly.

Heather cutting on Putney Heath: autumn 2021

The Commons’ Maintenance Team preparing the ground at one of the three heather
restoration sites.
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Condition assessment of the Commons’ heathland:
Approximately every six years, all SSSI land is assessed against the six conditions
that are listed below. All SSSI sites are divided into units (although some sites may
only have one unit). Each unit is then assessed separately and this can often result
in a mixture of ‘Favourable, Unfavourable and Destroyed units across one SSSI. At
the current time, the heathland on Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath is classed
as unfavourable recovering.

Condition assessments for SSSI’s
Favourable - The SSSI is being adequately conserved and is meeting
its 'objectives'.
Unfavourable recovering - Often known simply as 'recovering', SSSI
units are not yet fully conserved but all the necessary management
measures are in place. Provided that the recovery work is sustained, the
SSSI will reach favourable condition in time.
Unfavourable no change - The special interest of the SSSI unit is not
being conserved and will not reach favourable condition unless there are
changes to the site management or external pressures. The longer the
SSSI unit remains in this poor condition, the more difficult it will be, in
general, to achieve recovery.
Unfavourable declining - The special interest of the SSSI unit is not
being conserved and will not reach favourable condition unless there are
changes to site management or external pressures. The site condition is
becoming progressively worse.
Part destroyed - Lasting damage has occurred to part of the special
conservation interest of a SSSI unit, such that it has been irretrievably
lost and will never recover. Conservation work may be needed on the
residual interest of the land.
Destroyed - Lasting damage has occurred to all the special
conservation interest of the SSSI unit, such that it has been irretrievably
lost. This land will never recover.
Information taken from Department of Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs – condition assessment for SSSI’s
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The future management of the Commons’ heathland:
While still under some discussion, as we are coming towards the end of our current
CS agreement with Natural England for the management of heathland and acid
grassland, one potential route that has been advocated by Natural England is for the
Commons to follow a CS mirror agreement.
CS mirror agreements have been offered to land-owners and managers where the
existing agreement already delivers the environmental outcomes expected. The
duration of the CS mirror agreement will last for a period of five years and following
this, it is anticipated that the next phase of heathland management will be carried out
under the new Environmental Land Management (ELM) scheme. Under the ELM,
there will be three new schemes from which the Landscape Recovery scheme may
be best designed to meet the Commons requirements. The Landscape Recovery
scheme will support landscape and ecosystem recovery through long-term projects,
such as restoring wilder landscapes in places where it is considered appropriate,
large scale tree planting and peatland restoration. The Landscape Recovery scheme
will begin piloting approximately 10 projects in 2022 and it is anticipated that it will
then launch in all areas by 2024.
Under the guidance of Natural England, up to the present date, the management of
the Commons’ heathland has followed a selective return to heathland in areas that
have suffered from the encroachment of invasive trees. Our restoration of heathland
on the Commons has remained mindful that this should not lead to the damage of
other habitats such as established areas of woodland or grassland which now make
up and support the SSSI’s habitat mosaic. Where large trees are removed, this will
be through the result of planned and selective thinning that will help to promote
different age ranges and structures on site.

Heathland scrub bashing will continue to form an important part of any future heathland
management programme on the Commons.
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Grassland Management:
There are approximately 36 separate parcels of grassland on Wimbledon and
Putney Commons and there is a wide range of uses for which these areas are
managed. These uses include sports fields, cricket pitches, a golf course, fairground
sites and areas of general amenity. Where areas of grassland do not fit into any of
these categories, they are either managed as grassland meadows or as road-side
verges.
While grassland on the Commons is not managed specifically for the hay which is
produced, the techniques that are increasingly being employed on the Commons
closely mimic those which have always been used in traditional meadow
management. This includes leaving all areas of meadow grassland uncut until the
end of the summer and then cutting, baling and removing all vegetation off site. This
is alternatively known simply as cut and collect.
The reason for this work to be carried out is that regardless of the actual size of the
meadow, management either through mowing or grazing is essential to maintaining
a healthy structure, balance and diversity within the grassland setting. Without a
suitable programme of management in place, grassland will simply become coarse
and rank where it will lose both diversity and interest and eventually turn into scrub
or woodland. With regards to removing all the cut vegetation from each site, this
work is carried out for two reasons. Firstly, many wild flowers prefer poor, nutrient
lacking soil for germination and secondly, without the removal of dead material from
the ground, this can lead to the suppression of certain wild flowers which could
otherwise become established in these areas. The practice of cut and collect has
been employed on the Commons’ three areas of acid grassland for over twenty
years which has led to a vast improvement in the biodiversity of these sites. These
areas include The Plain, Tibbet’s Meadow and the small meadow site which is
located along the southern section of Centre Path.
The Plain is the largest open area of natural grassland on the Commons. The
principal management element for this site is late-summer mowing by contractors of
the target conservation area which is approximately 9.7 hectares of the total 11.7
hectares of the site. The area on The Plain which is not mown by contractors has
traditionally provided an important area for amenity purposes which includes space
for picknicks, playing and for occasional car parking during some of the Commons’
busy public open events.
The Plain provides a very important site for acid grassland on the Commons. Acid
grassland occurs on nutrient poor, free draining soils with a Ph from 4.5 to 5.5 and it
forms an important part of the mosaic of habitats that are found on heathlands. As a
result, the management of acid grassland on the Commons forms part of the site’s
current CS agreement with Natural England. Supporting a wide range of species
including invertebrates, reptiles, birds and flowering plants, this increasingly rare
habitat is a UK Biodiversity Action Plan Habitat and is therefore a top priority for
wildlife conservation.
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To help increase the area of acid grassland on The Plain, consideration may be
required from the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Board of Conservators as to
whether the area that is currently set aside for amenity use could be reduced in the
future years.

Cut and collect work on The Plain during 2021.

Given the relatively large size of The Plain and the large number of hay bales that
are produced during the late summer cut, mowing on all three of the Commons
areas of acid grassland is carried out by a team of experienced agricultural
contractors.
To help manage other grassland sites on the Commons in a similar way to how The
Plain is looked after, during 2021, it was agreed by the Wimbledon and Putney
Commons Board of Conservators that resources would be provided for contractors
to cut and clear vegetation from an additional five locations on the Commons.
These include the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

West Place
Wilberforce Field
Putney Heath Fairground site
Putney Lower Common Main Field
Putney Lower Common Fairground site
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These areas have been selected as the open ground and relatively large size of
each site requires the use of heavy machinery which the Commons do not possess.
It is also the responsibility of the contractor who carries out the work to dispose of all
cut materials which given the large size of the combined sites would also not be
something which the Commons would easily be able to accommodate. Alongside the
annual cut and collect work that is carried out on the Commons three areas of acid
grassland, work on the additional five areas of grassland will begin towards the end
of summer 2022.

Grassland opposite West Place on Wimbledon Common will be cut and collected by
contractors during 2022 to help improve the wildlife diversity of this site.

Although external contractors are required to help manage the larger meadow sites
on the Commons, most other non-amenity grassland sites on the Commons are too
small for large machinery to operate on. Where this is the case, using smaller
machinery, the Commons Maintenance Team are involved.
During 2021, the following small meadow sites were managed by the Commons
Maintenance Team:
•
•
•
•
•

Southern Pound Meadow
Small meadow adjacent to Memorial Ride
Cross Roads Cottage Meadow
Putney Lower Common Oasis Academy Meadow
REMPF Memorial Ring
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•

Westside Common road verges.

In addition to this work, other grassland restoration work that was carried out by the
Commons’ Maintenance Team involved the use of temporary posts and ropes to
encourage visitors to avoid specific areas of the Commons that had been seriously
damaged by the heavy and sustained footfall of 2020. The areas of grassland that
had been most seriously damaged by visitor footfall were located in two areas
around the edge of the Windmill complex. As these areas are within the Wimbledon
Common SSSI, permission was not provided by Natural England to re-seed.
With help from the team who are based at the Richardson Evans Memorial Playing
Fields, a tractor mounted slitter was used where the use of sharp blades slit the
surface of the ground encouraging strong, healthy root growth and rapid recovery
after periods of damage. By April 2022 both areas that had been slit and roped off
were once again covered by vegetation.

Slitting work was carried out opposite the London Scottish Golf Club House by a member of
the REMPF Team during spring 2021.
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Woodland Management
The woodland that is found on Wimbledon and Putney Commons covers an area of
approximately 291 hectares and it is the largest habitat type that is found on the
Commons. Having become established on what was formerly open common land,
the Commons’ woodland is classified as secondary woodland and there are very few
trees that are aged above 150-200 years old.
While the Commons’ woodland is comprised of a range of different native and nonnative species, woodlands are traditionally described in terms of the dominant tree
species which can be found on site. As a result, according to the Commons’ National
Vegetation Classification (NVC) study that was carried out during 2016, the main
woodland type on the Commons has been categorised as oak-bramble-bracken
typical sub community (W10a, Quercus robur-pteridium aquilinum-Rubus fruticosis).
To help protect and enhance the Commons’ woodland, over the past few decades
there have a been series of important management agreements in place that have
been jointly agreed by the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators, the
Forestry Commission (FC) and Natural England (NE). At the current time, the
Commons’ woodland management programme is carried out under the guidance of
a five-year Higher Tier CS agreement.
In general, the FC’s, CS agreement involves the following objectives:
Lasting for a period of five years, the FC’s, CS agreement involves the following
objectives:
- To create a more varied range of tree age to ensure good succession
- To maintain and enhance hazel coppice
- To reduce the dominance of holly in the understorey
- To increase open areas within woodland
- To remove invasive non-native species
- To retain non-intervention areas
- To improve wetland areas and ponds
- To encourage a wider range of native species
- To maintain an appropriate and effective health and safety regime
- To maintain and improve amenity
- To obtain grants where available to further objectives.
- To continue to encourage the use of the Commons for recreational and educational
purposes.
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As part of the Commons’ involvement with the FC, CS agreement, from 1 April 2021
to 31 March 2022, the woodland management that has been carried out on the
Commons has included the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holly thinning
Ride management
Hazel coppicing
Woodland thinning and the creation of glades.
The provision and management of deadwood habitats.
Tree planting
Tree safety
The provision of public information
The positioning of woodland bird boxes

Holly Thinning:
From the middle of November 2021 until the end of January 2022, a small team of
forestry contractors carried out holly thinning in the woodland that is located on either
side of the upper section of Robin Hood Ride. In total, an area of approximately six
hectares of woodland was thinned of holly during this period. This work was carried
out to reduce the dominance of holly in selected areas of the Commons’ woodland
and to help increase the amount of light that can reach the woodland floor. By
allowing increased levels of light into the woodland and by providing additional
breaks in the canopy, the potential for the natural regeneration of a well-developed
structure which should include a ground layer, shrub layer, understorey and canopy
has been provided.
As holly is an important woodland species that provides nesting opportunities and an
important food source for wildlife, approximately 10% of the holly that is found in
each hectare of woodland is retained during each programme of thinning. Holly
thinning forms an important part of the Commons’ current involvement in the FC, CS
agreement and therefore contractors will be carrying out more of this work towards
the end of 2022.
Ride Management:
A path or track becomes a ride at the point where it is wide enough for there to a gap
in the canopy which allows sunlight to reach the ground. On the Commons there are
numerous paths and rides that traverse the site and from the beginning of January
2022 until the end of February 2022, work was carried out by the Commons’
Maintenance Team to improve one of the Commons’ main woodland rides which
known as Upper Gravelly Ride.
The main aim of the ride management work that is carried out on the Commons is to
create large areas within the woodland which allow enough light to penetrate the
woodland edge. Similar to the Commons’ holly thinning programme, this work is
beneficial to the development of a healthy understorey. With a far more diverse
range of invertebrates, birds and plant life occurring along the edges of a woodland
than are found within the more shaded interior of these areas, species such as
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bramble and hawthorn will eventually provide an important source of food and
shelter for a wide variety of species.
In theory, a ride should be approximately 1.5 times wider than the height of the
surrounding trees. By reducing shade along the ride, this will provide a wide range of
benefits for wildlife. Where large mature native trees were found growing along
Upper Gravelly Ride, the healthiest specimens were left undisturbed while nonnative trees and trees that were spaced too close to one another to allow healthy
development were coppiced to accommodate the development of a well-structured
woodland edge. In addition to the tree thinning work that was carried out along
Upper Gravelly Ride, other work that was carried out in this area of woodland
included the creation of a small number of temporary pools, the creation of
deadwood habitats and the positioning of six bird boxes along the edge of the ride.
All six of these bird boxes have been constructed with a woodcrete mix which is a
blend of over 70% real wood fibres plus clay, and cement. Compressed and cured at
high temperatures, the bird boxes are extremely hard wearing and easily withstand
predation from species such as grey squirrel and greater spotted woodpecker.
Having trialled these bird boxes in 2021, the occupancy rate is very high and the
boxes that have been used along Upper Gravelly Ride are designed to attract birds
such as great tit, blue tit, nuthatch and wren. As part of the Commons’ current CS
agreement with the FC, ride management will continue on the Commons during
2022.

Upper Gravelly Ride photographed during early spring 2022
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Hazel coppicing:
Coppicing is one of the oldest woodland management practices that is still in use
today. In practice, coppicing involves cutting back the growth of a tree until only the
stump remains. Preferably, this work is carried out during the winter months while
the tree is dormant and during the following spring and summer periods, new shoots
will appear creating a self-renewing source of timber. Given suitable weather
conditions, regrowth can be extremely fast with new shoots able to grow up to a
height of two metres during the first year.
In a well-managed woodland, coppice provides a dense shrub layer at various
stages of growth. This provides an important habitat for a wide range of wildlife and
helps to increase invertebrate mass and diversity within the woodland setting.
Managed on a rotational basis of approximately 5-7 years, hazel coppicing forms
another important part of the Commons’ existing CS agreement with the FC and NE.
During the latter part of 2021, hazel was coppiced by volunteers on a woodland site
that is located towards the bottom of Lower Gravelly Ride. All cut materials were
used to create a dead hedge which will provide cover for wildlife and hopefully create
a temporary barrier to help protect the area from unnecessary disturbance during the
important early growing stage for new shoots.
As the initial stage of hazel coppicing is carried out by volunteers using loppers and
bow saws, all remaining stumps were ‘cleaned up’ by a team from the Commons’
Maintenance Department. During winter 2022, the next area where hazel coppicing
will be carried out is located along Robin Hood Ride.
Woodland thinning and the creation of woodland glades:
From 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, two small woodland glades were created on
either side of Robin Hood Ride and one existing glade was managed around the
Tangier Stone which is located on Putney Heath. The creation and management of
woodland glades provides additional openings within a woodland setting. This helps
to maintain open, sunny and warm conditions which would otherwise be lacking in a
closed canopy woodland. It also helps to provide a diversity of habitat niches for
many species, especially plants and invertebrates. Where similar conditions have
been provided on the Commons through past woodland management, natural
regeneration of saplings and low growing vegetation has been extremely quick.
Similar to areas of the woodland where hazel coppicing has been carried out,
woodland glades are managed by volunteers on a rotation of between 5-7 years.
The Provision and Management of deadwood habitats
In Britain, there are approximately 2000 different animal species that have been
recorded as living in dead wood. Dead wood is therefore a fundamental component
of a healthy woodland and its presence should account for approximately one third of
the total volume of timber that can be found on any single woodland site.
Apart from the wood that is found in naturally decaying or fallen timber, a large
amount of additional deadwood on the Commons originates from the active
management that is carried out across the site.
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During the period from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, a significant amount of
deadwood was produced through operations such as the ride work that was carried
out along Upper Gravelly Ride. To ensure that as much of the wood that was
produced from this work was put to good use, log piles were created along the
shaded areas of the woodland edge and long lengths of timber were also buried
underground. Although much of the wood that has been used to create deadwood
piles will soon become hidden by encroaching vegetation, the large tree sections that
have been piled up or buried in the ground will take many years to fully decompose
and will therefore provide a habitat for many different species throughout all the
various stages of decay.

Large sections of decaying timber provide a very important habitat for many species
including stag beetles

Tree Planting:
Towards the end of 2021,1250 small trees (alternatively known as whips) were
planted in five separate woodland locations around the Commons. Species included
rowan, hawthorn, spindle, crab apple, wild cherry and hazel. While all the whips were
planted in open areas of the woodland with little existing understorey, the majority of
the whips that were planted during 2021 were hazel and these were planted to help
extend and safeguard existing areas of hazel coppice. While some of these whips
were planted by volunteers, given the distance between each planting site, most of
the planting was carried out over 1.5 days by two members of the Commons’ staff.
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Tree Safety Work:
Throughout the year, tree safety work is carried out to address both planned safety
operations on the Commons and to deal with spontaneous tree damage or failures
which have resulted from naturally occurring events such as high winds and
changing ground conditions. As many of the trees on the Commons are quite large,
areas need to be temporarily closed off from public use and on occasion, tree safety
operations on the Commons will require all members of the Maintenance Team to be
involved. Whenever tree safety work is carried out on the Commons, care is always
taken to recycle any cut timber for use in various other projects such as providing log
butts around the perimeter of the Commons, creating Stag beetle habitats or it is
stored as close to where it was initially felled to provide additional deadwood habitats
on the Commons.
From 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, the Commons’ Maintenance Team were
involved in numerous tree safety operations but by far the most urgent and, at times,
dangerous programme of work on the Commons was caused by the arrival of Storm
Eunice during February 2022. According to the Met Office, Storm Eunice set a new
record for the fastest wind gust recorded in England with 122 miles per hour
recorded at the Needles, Isle of Wight. On the Commons, storm damage resulted in
the uprooting of some trees and a great deal of other damage that required tree
safety work for the following month. All of this work was carried out by the Commons’
Maintenance Team.
Provision of Public Information:
Ensuring that visitors to the Commons are kept up to date with accurate information
about what is happening on site forms a very important part of our ongoing woodland
management programme. In the case of some of the woodland work that is carried
out on the Commons and especially that which involves felling trees, for some
people, this may appear counter intuitive to what they consider is the best way to
manage a woodland. To ensure that visitors to the Commons are informed about
why a specific task has been carried out, information is always displayed on site
prior, during and for some time after the work has been completed and a more
detailed description of each job is also made available via the Commons website.
As a result of our most recent phase of woodland management, only two emails
were received from concerned members of the public and both of these concerns
were immediately addressed by the Commons Conservation and Engagement
Officer. In general, visitor feedback towards all the various woodland operations that
were carried out from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022 has been very positive.
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Pond Management:
There are currently nine ponds on the Commons.
These ponds include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rushmere
Bluegate Gravel Pit
Hookhamslade Pond
Ravine Pond
Queensmere
Curling Pond
Kingsmere
7 Post Pond
Scio Pond

Having been created by damming wet areas of ground or through the flooding of old
gravel pits, each one of the Commons’ ponds is quite different from another and
therefore each pond requires a programme of management that is tailored to its
specific requirements.
Although it is not always easy to rationalise why, ponds and other water courses
have the ability to attract large gatherings of people as perhaps very few other
landscape features can. As a result, during spring and summer 2021, Rushmere and
Bluegate Gravel Pit, became the focal point for large gatherings of young people and
while there was no permanent damage caused around either of these sites, small
fires were lit and large amounts of litter including bottles and cans were thrown into
each of the ponds. Thankfully, following each occasion that gatherings were held at
these ponds, staff and volunteers soon cleared the debris away.
Apart from ensuring that the Commons’ ponds remained clear of litter, from 1 April
2021 to 31 March 2022, management of these areas was fairly low key. In terms of
habitat management around the Commons’ ponds, the two additional floating
platforms that were ‘launched’ at Queensmere during the early months of 2021, were
successful at attracting a pair of nesting mute swans which subsequently produced a
brood of six cygnets. Nesting on Queensmere’s largest floating platform, within a few
days of the cygnets reaching the water, the original number of six cygnets had been
reduced to four. While it is not known what predated on the cygnets, Queensmere is
known to contain large predatory Pike which, in recent years, have successfully
taken both cygnets and ducklings.
Fortunately, Kingsmere is not currently home to Pike which means that, at least from
beneath, waterfowl are reasonably safe from predation. The presence of a large
number of non-native carp does however present another set of issues. In large
numbers, overstocking of a pond can be detrimental to aquatic flora, and alter the
natural ecosystems. Uprooting and disturbing submerged vegetation and stirring up
the sediment at the bottom of the pond can contribute to the presence of algal
blooms which is a problem that is often encountered in some of the Commons’
ponds during the summer period. To help protect and enhance the Commons’
ponds, it is suggested that a better understanding is achieved concerning the fish
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stocks that are currently found in each of the ponds. If certain ponds are found to be
overstocked, it may be the case that some of the fish, especially non-native species,
should be removed and relocated to another pond that is located away from the
Commons.

Certain ponds such as Scio Pond and Kingsmere are believed to be overstocked
with species such as carp.
As mentioned in last year’s Annual Conservation Report (1 April 2020 to 31 March
2021), in addition to the two new floating platforms that were positioned at
Kingsmere during 2021, two duck tubes were also installed close to the island on
Kingsmere. On inspection, both duck tubes had been nested in during 2021 and both
duck tubes were re-furbished with fresh nesting materials during February 2022.
Disturbance in the Commons Ponds:
Despite the Commons’ annual request for dog walkers to keep their dogs under
control and out of the Commons’ ponds during bird nesting season, unfortunately,
while many visitors may observe these requests, a large number of dogs still enter
the Commons ponds. As reported in last year’s Annual Conservation Report, in
2017, an article appeared in the summer edition of Conservation Land Management
magazine entitled, Dogs and Ponds: A case study from Headly Heath’. This article
covered some of the issues that are connected with public pressure and the effects
of dogs entering water bodies on wildlife sites.
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According to the article, some of the notable effects of high numbers of dogs
entering ponds are:
•
•
•
•

Disturbance to the substrate leading to the deposition of sediment on
submerged vegetation.
The adverse effects of turbidity on the presence of dragonfly and
damselfly larvae.
The potential for dogs to spread fragments of invasive non-native plants
such as New Zealand pigmyweed from one pond to another.
The potential negative effects on wildlife from commercial worming pills
and tick treatments.

Despite our utmost endeavours, signage alone has not worked. Staff cannot be in all
areas of the Commons at once and to be fair, if the owners of a dog are some
distance away from a pond, it is not always easy to know when your dog is going run
out of sight and jump into a pond. Being in the water is in the very nature of some
dogs and so they really can’t be held to blame for that.
To help protect the Commons’ ponds and particularly to encourage the development
of marginal vegetation which provides such a valuable aquatic habitat, during spring
2022, temporary fencing was positioned around selected areas of Scio Pond and
Hookhamslade Pond. Accompanying this work, a public notice was also positioned
at each of the two ponds informing visitors to the Commons about why the fencing
was in place. There have been no complaints received about the use of this fencing
and it is proposed that additional temporary fencing should be used in other ponds
prior to frog and toad spawning and bird nesting in 2023. It is suggested that an area
of Kingsmere should be included in this work and potentially a section of Rushmere
or Queensmere.

Scio Pond: spring 2022
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The Beverley Brook (Wimbledon Common)
The Beverley Brook is the only riverine habitat on the Commons with sections
running through both Wimbledon Common and Putney Lower Common. While only a
very short section of the Beverley Brook passes through Putney Lower Common,
there is a much longer section of this watercourse found on Wimbledon Common.
Entering Wimbledon Common at Mill Corner, the 2km section of Beverley Brook
flows in a northerly direction until it leaves the Common beneath the Beverley Bridge
on the A3 By-pass.
While a great deal of restoration work was carried out by the Wimbledon and Putney
Commons Conservators and South-East Rivers Trust (SERT) during 2018 and 2019,
from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, routine management of this area of the
Commons included the following tasks:
•
•
•
•

Regular WPCC volunteer litter picking events
Repairs were carried out by SERT to damaged in-stream berms
Dead hedging was carried out by WPCC staff on nearby ground that had
been damaged by heavy footfall during 2020.
Management of non-native species along the Beverley Brook which included
the treatment of Himalayan balsam, Japanese knotweed and Oak
Processionary Moth.

Unfortunately, on Sunday 27 March 2022, the Rangers Office received reports that
oil had appeared on the surface of the section of Beverely Brook which passes
through Wimbledon Common. The Environment Agency (E.A) was contacted and it
soon transpired that waste oil had been dumped into a tributary of the Beverley
Brook which resulted in a major pollution incident. Fortunately, a clean-up operation
was swiftly carried out by Thames Water and the E.A and it appears that only minor
damage to the environment resulted from the incident.

SERT repairs to damaged berms along the Beverely Brook
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Restoration of Valley mires:
Valley mires are areas of waterlogged deep peat in valley bottoms with characteristic
acid wetland plant communities’. (Dartmoor National Parks website:2022).
Recognised as an extremely important habitat type in the fight against climate
change, the protection of valley mires is of great importance but over the past
century, 94% of the valley mires in the UK have been lost.
On Wimbledon Common there are three valley mire systems which include Farm
bog, Stag bog and Ravine bog. In the case of Farm bog which is the largest bog site
on the Commons, during 2021 work was carried out by WPCC Conservator, Oliver
Bennett, which found that from a total coverage of 0.6 hectares in 1953 when
Wimbledon Common received its first designation as a SSSI, by 2021, this area had
gradually reduced to cover only 0.24 hectares of ground.
Raising the profile of the Commons’ three valley mires and the need to protect and
enhance these habitats into the future has been a very important part of the
Commons’ habitat management work over the past year. With additional volunteers
‘recruited’ via on-site notices around the Commons, during much of 2021 and the
beginning of 2022, volunteers have carried out a great deal of coppicing on Farm
bog and along part of Ravine bog and both sites are now looking much improved.
There is however a great deal more work required to protect the Commons’ valley
mires from future damage and it is hoped that grant funding can be raised to pay for
a large-scale restoration project that will help to protect and enhance all three valley
mires in the future.
At the current time, the Commons’ Fundraising Manager, Maggie May is in the
process of applying for a Nature grant which, if successful, would provide the funding
for a feasibility study and hydrology report for the Commons. The feasibility study
would inform the scale and costs of the proposed valley mires restoration project,
alongside any potential impacts which may affect other habitats.

Farm Bog: 2021
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Management of invasive non-native species.
According to the definition that has been provided by the Natural History Museum
website (2021), Invasive non-native species (INNS) is a term that refers to species
that are found outside of their normal range and may have a negative impact on
native species, human well-being and the economy. While some INNS, such as
grey squirrel and rabbits, have become widespread and familiar to much of the
population, there are other species which require more active management.
In agreement with the sentiments that are held within the Richmond Park
Management Plan (2019 to 2029), the control of invasive species on Wimbledon and
Putney Commons must be tailored to the exact requirements of the Commons alone.
Therefore, at the current time, the principal INNS which require periodic
management on Wimbledon and Putney Commons include the following examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oak Processionary Moth
Japanese knotweed
Himalayan balsam
New Zealand pigmyweed
Parrot’s Feather
A variety of terrapin and turtle species
Duck potato: discovered at Ravine Bog in 2021 but requires clear ID.

Examples of the management of INNS on Wimbledon and Putney Commons from 1
April 2021 to 31 March 2022 include:
Oak Processionary Moth (OPM):
OPM is a non-native invasive moth species that was introduced to the UK in 2006.
First discovered in Kew, West London, despite active management of this highly
invasive pest by the Forestry Commission and various landowners, at the current
time OPM has become established throughout Greater London and the Home
Counties. The caterpillars of OPM are pests of oak trees and present a hazard to
human and animal health. Developing tiny hairs which contain an irritating protein
called thaumetopoein, contact with the hairs can cause itching skin rashes, eye
irritation and in some cases, it can result in a person developing a sore throat and
breathing difficulties.
OPM was first recorded on Wimbledon and Putney Commons in 2011 and since this
time, we have developed a management approach that we consider to be both
appropriate to the situation and manageable with the resources that we have
available. Our annual approach to managing OPM focuses on the two key aspects of
communication and risk management. This involves using specialist contractors to
apply a recognised biological control agent on oak trees in five areas of high footfall
during May, the display of public notices around strategic locations on the Commons,
reminding local organisations and schools about the presence of OPM on the
Commons and the survey and removal of all OPM nests that are found under a
height of two metres from the ground.
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OPM life Cycle: (Information sourced from the Forestry
Commission)
Egg Stage – Eggs are laid from July to early September where each
female deposits between 100 and 200 eggs on twigs and small
branches in the canopy. The first larvae hatch from the eggs in April.
Larval stage – OPM larvae can be found from April to June. There are
six stages during the caterpillar feeding cycle with caterpillars getting
progressively bigger during each stage. As they mature, thousands of
short hairs cover the larvae and it is these short hairs that contain the
irritant toxin.
Stages 1-3: Caterpillars are very small when they hatch, around 2mm
long, and are still less than 1cm by the time they reach the third stage.
Stages 4-6 – Caterpillars spin silken nests and the larvae eventually
moult to the pupal stage within those nests. During this phase, larvae
may also be seen massing on the trunks and branches of trees and
moving in the characteristic processions that give the moth its Common
name.
Adult moths – Adult moths fly at night from July until early September
and they have a wingspan of around 30-32mm.

OPM photograph on the Commons during 2021
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Japanese knotweed
Japanese knotweed is a fast-growing perennial that produces bamboo like stems up
to a height of 2 metres. Under the provisions made within Schedule 9 of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981, ‘it is an offence to allow Japanese knotweed to grow in
the wild’. Wherever Japanese knotweed is identified on the Commons, its location is
entered into a data-base and it is treated with a herbicide by the Commons’
Maintenance Team. The most effective treatment of Japanese knotweed that is
currently available is through the use of glyphosate which is a herbicide that is able
to travel through the plant and kill the extensive system of rhizomes.
To avoid any drift that might occur through using a knapsack and sprayer and may
result in the damage or destruction of non-targeted vegetation, the chosen method of
treating Japanese knotweed on the Commons is through the use of a stem injection
kit. This method injects a concentrated mixture of herbicide into each individual cane
and is a proven method of killing Japanese knotweed in a safe and effective way.
During 2021, there were 11 Japanese knotweed sites recorded on the Commons
and all were treated by the Commons’ Maintenance Team.
Himalayan balsam:
Himalayan balsam is non-native invasive plant species which is listed on Schedule 9
of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. It is an offence to plant or allow this
species to grow in the wild. Growing rapidly, Himalayan balsam can grow to a height
of between two and three metres in a single season. With each plant able to produce
up to 800 seeds, in a suitably damp setting such as a river bank, Himalayan balsam
is able to spread quickly and will soon smother other nearby vegetation. In recent
years, this highly invasive plant has become a particular problem along the edge of
the Beverley Brook on Wimbledon Common and Putney Lower Common.
Controlling Himalayan balsam requires a two-part solution which includes removing
the existing plants and trying to prevent the spread of seed. To tackle the issue of
preventing seeds from dispersing along the river and producing additional plants
downstream, control of Himalayan balsam is carried out during the early to midsummer periods before the seeds have matured. During this period, the most
effective and safest method of controlling Himalayan balsam is by cutting or hand
pulling which, on the Commons, is carried out through a combination of staff and
volunteer time. Given the very steep banks and the deep silt that is present at
various intervals along the Beverley Brook on Wimbledon Common and Putney
Lower Common, removing all the plants that are found is a difficult and dangerous
task to complete. When removed, all plants are left in piles away from the immediate
area of the watercourse where they will gradually dry out decompose.
Note: No other treatment of INNS was carried out on the Commons during 2021.
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Putney Lower Common:
Separated from the main body of the Commons by a distance of approximately one
mile, Putney Lower Common is a 20 hectare site which is comprised of open
grassland, small pockets of woodland and a small section of the Beverley Brook. The
routine management of this area of the Commons is the task of the Head Ranger for
Putney Lower Common and this member of staff is based at the small enclosure that
is located opposite the Oasis Academy.
Routine tasks on Putney Lower Common include litter picking, grass cutting,
upholding the Commons bye-laws and liaising with visitors, local schools and
organisations that use the common. In addition to the help that is provided by local
volunteers with tasks such as litter picking and bulb planting, any large jobs that are
required on Putney Lower Common are usually carried out by the Commons’
Maintenance Team. From 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, some of these tasks
included removal of the invasive Tree of Heaven, the treatment of dense areas of
Japanese knotweed, tree safety work and cut and collect mowing around the edge of
the Oasis Academy.

During 2021, mowing on Putney Lower Common was kept to an absolute minimum with only
a small number of well used footpaths receiving a summer cut.
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Volunteering on the Commons
Accompanying the UK government’s gradual relaxation of the COVID-19 restrictions
during spring 2021, from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, volunteering on the
Commons once again brought huge benefits to the management of the site as a
whole and hopefully a great deal of enjoyment to everybody who was involved.
From 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, volunteers on the Commons provided a total of
5,489 voluntary hours to looking after the site. On the Commons we have always
worked on the principle that every task which is carried by volunteers on this site
provides a meaningful activity that is needed to help look after the Commons.
Although the Commons volunteer programme may grow in the future, it should
remain a top priority to ensure that volunteering always benefits the actual needs of
the Commons and in this way a real sense of purpose can be maintained among all
of our many volunteers. At the current time we are very fortunate in having litter
picking volunteers on the Commons on a daily basis and there is usually at least one
organised weekly activity that takes place on site, although there may be a short
waiting list to join at least some of these groups.
With ongoing tasks such as the management of the Commons’ heathland and the
clearance of litter to consider, volunteering has become an essential part of looking
after the whole site and I would like to thank every single person who has
volunteered their time to help on the Commons over the past year.
During this time the following groups provided help on the Commons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekend scrub bashing team
Mid-week volunteer estate team
Beverley Brook volunteer litter picking team
Duke of Edinburgh volunteers
Volunteer litter pickers
Organised single session volunteer groups
Farm Bog volunteers
Wildlife recorders

Weekend Scrub bashers:
The Commons’ weekend scrub bashing team first met during summer 2015. Since
this time, scores of different individuals have become involved with this group and it’s
great to acknowledge that even after 8 years, some of the original members of the
team are still regularly helping to tackle invasive scrub on the Commons heathland.
Supervised by the Commons’ Conservation and Engagement Officer, the Commons’
weekend scrub bashing team are an essential part of how the Commons’ heathland
and areas of acid grassland are looked after and without their ongoing commitment,
these areas would eventually become lost to woodland.
Managing different areas of the heathland on a rotational basis, the group not only
keeps much of the heathland open but a suitable amount of scrub in various stages
of growth is also maintained somewhere on the heathland which provides an ideal
food source and nesting site for many species of wildlife.
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While the social distancing rules that were in effect for much of 2020/21, temporarily
disrupted much of the management that would have usually been carried out on the
Commons heathland, from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, the Commons’ weekend
scrub bashers helped to clear invasive trees on areas of heathland adjacent to
Green Ride and on heathland adjacent to Roehampton Ride.

Scrub bashing along the edge of Roehampton Ride.

Mid-week volunteer Estate Team:
Established in 2018, the Commons’ volunteer estate team are a truly flexible group
of individuals who meet on a Wednesday morning every three weeks where they
carry out a number of activities that are required to look after the Commons. From 1
April 2021 to 31 March 2022, this group have been involved with hazel coppicing
along Lower Gravelly Ride, coppicing and the clearance of invasive vegetation at
Stag Bog and Ravine Bog, scrub bashing on the heathland to the south of
Hookhamslade Pond and painting around the windmill complex.
The Commons’ volunteer estate team are currently supervised by a member of the
Commons’ Maintenance Team who is able to help direct the team where to carry out
activities, provide the tools and refreshments and answer any questions about the
Commons that may arise during each session. Although this group was formerly
supervised by the Commons’ Conservation and Engagement Officer, providing other
members of the Commons full-time staff with the opportunity to become engaged
with volunteering on the Commons has proved to be an ideal method of increasing
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the skill base of the staff who are involved and helping to close the gap between the
work that is carried out by staff and volunteers.

Mid-week volunteers painting the Commons’ Information Centre
Beverley Brook litter picking volunteers:
Established in 2020, the Commons’ Beverley Brook litter picking volunteers meet
every three weeks on a Wednesday morning where they spend up to three hours
removing litter from along the brook. At the current time, this group is managed by
Bill Rowland who is also responsible for looking after Putney Lower Common and
assisting with a variety of other security and maintenance jobs on the Commons.
While there could be scope for this group to be supervised by a suitable volunteer in
the future, the presence of a member of the Commons’ full-time team means that
waders and equipment can be transported from the Rangers Office to the brook and
rubbish can be transported to the skip area after the task has been completed.
Duke of Edinburgh Volunteers:
Over the course of the past few years, there have been 165 young people who have
helped on the Commons as part of their involvement with the Duke of Edinburgh
Award programme. Covering all three levels of the award programme (Bronze, Silver
and Gold) from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, there were 89 Duke of Edinburgh
volunteers who helped on the Commons providing a total of 711 hours of service in
helping to look after the Commons. As many of the Duke of Edinburgh volunteers
are under the age of 16 years old, most of the volunteering that is provided by this
group involves litter picking. This is an activity that is often carried out under the
supervision of a parent or guardian and the person involve simply updates us about
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their progress through regular emails and by providing photographs of the litter which
they have collected.

Every little bit helps…from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, 711 hours of volunteering
were provided to the Commons by DofE volunteers

Volunteer litter pickers
Although some of the Commons’ volunteer litter pickers carry out this activity as part
of a group, most people prefer to litter pick independently when out walking or even
jogging on the Commons. As a group, the hours that are amassed by the Commons’
volunteer litter pickers far outweigh those of any other single group and as a result,
the Commons as a whole, would look much poorer without their contribution.
Organised single session volunteer groups:
From 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, local societies, organisations and schools all
provided voluntary help on the Commons. These groups are always supervised by a
full-time member of the Commons’ team as most groups are largely unfamiliar with
the Commons and especially the sensitivity that is involved with carrying out tasks on
many areas of the Commons SSSI.
The activities that were carried out by these volunteers included group litter picks
and scrub bashing which proved very helpful given the reduction in volunteer help on
the Commons during much of the previous year.
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Farm Bog Volunteers:
The volunteers who help to look after Farm Bog are supervised by a volunteer leader
from London Wildlife Trust (LWT). Their task is to cut back unwanted vegetation from
Farm Bog and generally help to protect this important wildlife site into the future. As
in previous years, the LWT volunteers have remained busy at Farm Bog where they
have kept the site clear of bramble, bracken, reeds and birch saplings, built an
impressive dead hedge along the stream to prevent damage occurring to the site
and some larger birch trees have also been removed from the perimeter of the
valley. As a result, Farm bog has almost been returned to the extent which it covered
at the time of original Wimbledon Common SSSI designation in 1953. The removal
of trees and scrub will help this site to retain more water than it has been able to for
many years and encourage the growth of important sphagnum mosses.
Volunteer Wildlife Recorders
The Commons are truly fortunate to have a number of volunteers who possess
specialist knowledge on a wide range of different wildlife subjects. Including
expertise on birds, moths, butterflies, dragonflies, damselflies, badgers and plants,
the Commons’ wildlife recorders provide a valuable source of data that can be used
to help manage this important site. Throughout the year, a variety of wildlife walks,
talks and training courses are also provided by the Commons’ wildlife recorders
which help to provide education about many aspects of the Commons flora and
fauna. With much of the information that is collected by the Commons’ wildlife
recorders submitted as part of the Commons’ Annual Monitoring Report, thanks to
this group, a lasting historical record of the Commons’ Natural History is secured.
Public Engagement on the Commons
Although many of the restrictions associated with COVID-19 were gradually relaxed
by spring 2021, the fluctuation in COVID-19 cases in London unfortunately had
repercussions for many of the Commons’ public engagement events that would have
otherwise been held during the year.
As an outdoor event, the Commons’ annual BioBlitz event, otherwise known as the
Weekend of Nature, went ahead and with the presence of reasonably good weather,
a well-attended and informative weekend of nature related events was provided.
Held over the weekend of 25, 26 and 27 June 2021, various events included small
mammal trapping, a bat walk, a butterfly and dragonfly walk, a bird walk, moth
trapping, a nature walk and a very informative lunchtime talk that was provided by
Alison Pelikan on bee keeping.
In addition to the Commons’ Bioblitz, another highlight of the past year was the
annual winter talk, held in February 2022, on the charismatic and spectacular swift
and what can be done to help prevent the further decline of this species. The talk
was provided via zoom by Edward Mayer who has devoted almost twenty years of
his life to helping with the conservation of this bird species in the UK.
Other public events held on the Commons during 2022 included wildlife walks and
talks that were provided by staff and volunteers.
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London in Bloom
Currently in its 53rd year, the aim of London in Bloom is to increase community
involvement, care for our environment and maintain our capital city’s precious green
spaces. Having been involved with the campaign since 2013, the Commons are
relative newcomers to this worthy event but it is something that we now look forward
to entering each year. Focusing on the key issues of horticultural achievement,
environmental responsibility and community participation, each site is marked to a
specified framework and each year both Wimbledon Common and Putney Lower
Common are entered into the same category but as separate entries.
With so many activities carried out on the Commons throughout the year, the two
hours of judging that are awarded to each site never feels like quite enough time to
showcase everything that’s been achieved by staff and volunteers.
We were however delighted that during the award ceremony that is held during
September each year, Wimbledon Common and Putney Lower Common were both
presented with a Gold Award and Wimbledon Common was also voted by the judges
as winner of the category of London Common of the year.

Gold Award
An exceptionally high standard demonstrated
throughout. A consistent approach, which
demonstrates both best practice and
sustainable effort. Meets all of the judging
criteria and objectives of London In Bloom
and scores very highly in each section of the
judge’s criteria. Outstanding – 170-200 points
(85% - 100%)
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Land Management Plan:
Since the middle of 2021, work has been carried out by various members of the
Commons’ team on a Land Management Plan that will help to guide the
management of the Commons’ natural and semi-naturals environments over the
course of the next five years. The plan will provide a pro-active framework which
highlights the special qualities of the Commons, the importance of its landscape and
identify those areas of the Commons which are vulnerable to damage and therefore
in need of additional protective measures in the future. The presentation of the
Commons’ Land Management Plan is designed to be accessible for anyone with an
interest in the future management and protection of the Commons.
The success of the Commons’ Land Management Plan will be dependent on the cooperation and involvement of everybody who works, volunteers or has an interest in
the future prosperity of the site. Containing background information, biological
information, information which relates directly to people, stakeholders, access and
recreation, a wide set of management objectives and various wildlife management
aims, as soon as this very ambitious piece of work is completed it will be available
for comment by anyone who wishes to read it.
References:
Dartmoor National Parks (2022), Valley Mire, https://dartmoor.gov.uk
Denton. J and Groome. G (2017) Dogs and ponds: A case study from Headley
Heath. Complete Land Management magazine, Volume 5, Number 2.
Forest Research (2022) OPM Manual-4 Biology and life cycle, Available at Forest
Research website, https://processionarymoth.co.uk-life-cycle-of-opm.cfm
Haldane. P (2021) Wimbledon and Putney Commons Annual Conservation Report,
Available from the WPCC Rangers Office.
Pavid, K (2020) What are invasive species?, Available at Natural History Museum
website, https://www.hnm.ac.uk/discover/what-are-invassive-species.html
Penny Anderson Associates Ltd, Wimbledon and Putney Commons National
Vegetation Classification and Habitat Assessment. Available to view at the WPCC
Rangers Office.
The Royal Parks, Richmond Park Management Plan: 2019-2029 (2022)
https://www.royalparks.org.uk/managing-the-parks/parl-management-plans
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Committee(s):

Date(s):

Item no.

Board of Conservators

1 June 2022

6.22.10

Subject:
Land Management Plan

Non-Public

Report of:
Chief Executive of Wimbledon and Putney Commons

For Decision and Information

Summary
A first draft of the first section of the Land Management Plan is attached for the Board’s
information.
Land Management Plan
As reported at previous Board meetings, work on the first section of the Land Management
Plan has been progressing.
This section sets out details of the Commons as they are now, looking at the environment,
landscape, flora and fauna, access and recreation and education and communications.
The aim of the completed Land Management Plan is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achieve a greater understanding of the natural and semi-natural habitats that are found
on the Commons and the surrounding area.
Protect, restore and create important wildlife habitats on the Commons.
Improve the ecological condition, resilience and diversity of important wildlife habitats on
the Commons.
Halt the decline of native wildlife species on the Commons.
Control and where possible, eradicate invasive non-native species on the Commons.
Conserve and improve water resources on the Commons.
Manage the resilience of the Commons to the impacts of climate change.
Reduce litter and the harmful effects of environmental pollution.
Help visitors to discover and value the wildlife and landscape of the Commons.
Achieve better connection of habitat networks with areas of surrounding land.

This first draft is not for comment at this stage but to give the Board an overview of the layout
of the document, and its comprehensive nature.
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Wimbledon and Putney Commons Land Management Plan 2022 to 2032
(Draft 1 – Conservators Copy)
Contents Page:
Part 1:
1.1 – Introduction (what is this document?) (PH)
1.2 – Achieving the aims and identifying the challenges of the Commons’
Land Management Plan (PH)
1.3 – How the Land Management Plan was produced (PH)
1.4 – Introduction to the Commons (including setting) (PH)
1.5 – A brief history of the Commons (PH) include information on monuments
1.6 – Environmental information
• Geology (PH) (SB)
• Hydrology (to be carried out through a feasibility study for the valley
mires)
• Climate (Ros Taylor)
1.7 – Landscape (introduction to landscape)
•
•
•
•

Heathland and mire communities (PH)
Grassland (PH)
Woodland (PH)
Aquatic Environment. (PH)

1.8 – Biological information – flora & fauna
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flora (Ros Taylor)
Aquatic vegetation (PH)
Fungi (Debbie Chapman) completed 02.02.22
Ancient, Veteran, Heritage, & Notable trees (PH)
Fauna – Amphibians (PH)
Fauna - Reptiles (PH)
Fauna – Fish (PH)
Fauna – Mammals
Fauna – Birds (Adrian Podmore) completed
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• Fauna – Invertebrates (Lepidoptera) (L-EH)
• Fauna - Dragonflies and Damselfies (Simon Riley)
• Invasive non-native species (PH)
1.9 – People, Stakeholders, Access & Recreation (refer to Barker Langham)
• Paths & access (PH)
• Signage & Interpretation (PH)
• Provision of bins, litter picking and the control of fly-tipping on the
Commons (PH)
• Provision of benches and public seating on the Commons (PH)
• Car Parking on the Commons (PH)
• Health, recreation & well-being on the Commons (PH)
• Health & Safety Provisions on the Commons ( J. Rowland)
• Tree Safety (J. Rowland )
• Bye-law enforcement (Richard Thompson: Senior Keeper)
• Volunteers (PH)
1.10 – Education & raising public awareness - comms (Discussion with Angela
and Ros Taylor is willing to help).
Part 2: Evaluation
Part 3: -Landscape Management, Objectives & Work Programmes - what we
want to achieve (objectives) and what operations are necessary to achieve this.
Objective 1 – Heathland Management (PH)
Objective 2 – Grassland Management (PH)
Objective 3 - Woodland Management (PH)
Objective 4 – Pond & Wetland Management (PH)
Objective 5 – Management of veteran and notable trees (PH)
Objective 6 - River Management (Beverley Brook) PH
Objective 7 - Valley mires & Bog Management - Oliver Bennett
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Objective 8 – The Wimbledon Common Golf Course (PH)
Objective 9 – Management of the REMPF (Discussion with WPCC staff)
Objective 10 – Artificial Hills and the Acropolis (PH)
Objective 11 – Management of non-native invasive flora and fauna (PH)
Objective 12 - Improvement to access (Discussion with WPCC staff)
Objective 13 – Planning for climate change (PH/sustainable Merton)
Objective 14 – Safeguarding Tranquility & managing visitor pressure.
(Discussion with WPCC staff)
Objective 15 – Putney Lower Common (PH & discussion with Bill Rowland)
Part 4: Wildlife management and potential species re-introductions
4.1 – Birdlife: (Adrian Podmore/L-EH)
• Woodland birds
• Ground nesting birds
• Habitat plan for Swallows, Swifts, House sparrows…
4.2 – Invertebrates:
• Stag beetle habitat plan (PH)
• Butterflies (L-EH)
• Dragonflies – (Simon Riley)
4.3 – Reptiles: (PH)
• Establishment of Slow worms (PH)
• Grass snakes (PH)
4.4 – Aquatic: (???)
4.5 – Mammals:
•
•
•
•

Habitat plan for bats (PH)
Habitat plan for water voles
Habitat plan for Badgers (James Copeland & PH)
Habitat plan for Hedgehogs (PH/SW15 Hedgehogs)
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4.6 – Non-native fauna
• Terrapins
• Muntjac
4.7 – Potential re-introductions – flora & fauna
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cattle and grazing
Water vole (London Biodiversity recommendation)
Grass snake/Adder (London Biodiversity recommendation)
Mistletoe (London Biodiversity recommendation)
Elm tree (DED resistant) (London Biodiversity recommendation)
Reed beds (London Biodiversity recommendation)
Black poplar (London Biodiversity recommendation)
Orchards – Adrian Podmore
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PART 1:
1.1 Introduction
Wimbledon and Putney Commons are comprised of approximately 1140 acres (461
hectares) of countryside, with Putney Lower Common separated from the main body
of the Commons by a distance of one and a half miles. Together, the Commons are
made up of a mixture of woodland, heathland, grassland habitats, wetland sites,
amenity areas and the built environment. During the long history of the Commons,
the land which they have covered has served a wide variety of purposes which have
included military, sporting, farming and other civilian activities.
In 1912, Walter Johnson wrote his classic book entitled, Wimbledon Common; it’s
Geology, Antiquities and Natural History. Within these pages, the following passage
appeared which, for many years, has been used to describe the special qualities
which the Commons hold for so many people.
“He does not know Wimbledon Common who is not familiar with its labyrinths of
leafy glades, it’s tangled thickets of wild red rose, bramble and honey-suckle; who
has not often traversed it turfy plateau and has the perfumes of odiferous herbs
borne in upon his senses; who has not pondered over its rusty pebble, and
wondered whence they came; tried to acquaint himself with what may be gleaned of
local history;…and rambled through the bird paradise of Beverley Vale”…”Judged
broadly, the Wimbledon flora and fauna must be ranked very high for a suburban
area”… “Sundry petitions must now be made. First of all, to the Conservators of the
Commons, to whom we really owe very much, one may appeal for the preservation
of the heath in its wild state…one prays earnestly that the Common not be
‘vulgarised’ …by making this lovely spot ordinary – a kind of level, well-ordered
suburban park, … for this windswept Common is not ordinary; for it stands alone,
and is therefore priceless”.
(Insert: photograph of the Commons)
Unfortunately, over the years, there have been many activities which have resulted
in a great deal of disturbance and often damage to the natural aspect of the
Commons. Activities such as the use of large areas of the Commons by the National
Rifle Association (1860 – 1889), the presence of the military on the Commons during
both World Wars and the road improvement scheme on the A3 and Roehampton
Lane during the late 1960’s have all left their mark on the landscape of the
Commons. In the case of the road improvement scheme along the A3 and
Roehampton Lane, while compensatory land was gained by the Conservators on
Putney Lower Common as a result of losing land to road widening, other familiar
areas of the Commons have either been lost or changed forever.
(Insert: photograph of Kingsmere prior to the creation of the A3 in the late 1960’s)
While these and many other events have gradually receded into history and the
natural beauty of the Commons remains, in the Forward notes of Wimbledon
Common & Putney Heath, A Natural History (2000), renowned botanist,
environmentalist and broadcaster, David Bellamy highlighted what he considered to
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be an increasing set of pressures which continue to threaten the future prosperity of
areas such as the Commons. Described as a growing conflict between ‘Mother
Nature’ and the urban temperament, Bellamy suggested that:
“nitrogen from grid locked exhausts, doggie doos and other wastes, are enriching the
soils and helping to speed the growth of trees, which are no longer held in check by
browsing animals and heathland fires”. Without proper management the whole of this
common land will turn itself into a forest; a wonderful resource but the not the
landscape now enjoyed by the post Womble generation”.
Bellamy continued:
“Jealously guarded by at least a million pairs of eyes and trodden by an army of feet
shod in a diverse array of footwear, it should be the safest bit of urban green-scape
in the world. But what if management threatened someone’s favourite glade of
invading birch, or suggested fire, or the introduction of grazing animals or fencing or
relocation of paths at irregular intervals, or the eradication of invading plants and
animals? What about the reintroduction of the red squirrel, brown hare, water vole
and beaver? Shock! Horror!, the altercation of divided opinions, urban rage. It will
happen unless everyone who lives around or loves the freedom of these now sacred
spaces (the smell of their rain washed living soils, the buzz of their insects and the
changing patterns and colours of the seasons of the natural world) take the trouble to
learn the true facts of the life of this, their common heritage”.
By learning about the true value of the Commons, Bellamy concluded that with “the
full understanding of everything the Commons contain, love it not to death, but back
into the haphazard patchwork of biodiverse working order as it was in the days of my
youth”.
Since the publication of Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath, A Natural History in
2000, a great deal has been achieved to protect and enhance the Commons’ natural
and semi-natural environments. Important habitats such as heathland, acid
grassland and woodland are now managed under the guidance of various
management agreements with Natural England and the Forestry Commission. Large
projects such as the restoration of the Beverley Brook on Wimbledon Common have
been undertaken with partners including the Environment Agency, The South-East
Rivers Trust and Merton Council and over the past few years, the Commons’
volunteer programme has literally grown from strength to strength.
(Insert: photograph of volunteers on the Commons)
In recognition of the very high standards in which the Commons are managed, since
2017, both Wimbledon Common and Putney Lower Common have been presented
over consecutive years with Gold Awards at the annual London in Bloom prize giving
event. In 2018, 2019 and 2021, Wimbledon Common also received the coveted
London Common of the year award, which, once again, is a clear indication that the
Commons are being very well looked after.
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Gold Award
An exceptionally high standard demonstrated throughout. A consistent
approach, which demonstrates both best practice and sustainable effort.
Meets all of the judging criteria and objectives of London In Bloom and
scores very highly in each section of the judge’s criteria. Outstanding –
170-200 points (85% - 100%)
There is however still a great deal more that we would like to achieve in conserving
and enhancing the Commons for both wildlife and future generations of visitors to
enjoy. During the various lockdowns which accompanied the Covid-19 pandemic in
2020 and 2021, the Commons provided a valuable lifeline for thousands of visitors,
providing space to exercise, play and unwind. Although we have no idea of how
many people visited the Commons during this period, unfortunately, the damage that
was incurred to the landscape through heavy and sustained levels of footfall was all
too clear to see.
(Insert: photograph of damaged ground opposite the London Scottish Golf Club
House)
While the Commons, unquestionably, provide a vital service to the wider community,
perhaps one of the most notable results to arise from this period of time was the
need to acknowledge, once again, the fragility of the landscape, wildlife, and many of
the precious habitats which are found on the Commons today. Fortunately, following
the easing of social distancing measures during spring 2021, staff, volunteers and
nature have all worked incredibly hard to repair much of the damage that had
occurred on the Commons as a result of COVID-19. Given the Commons location in
the heart of south-west London, there are however still many pressures and threats
to the area’s continued well-being that need to be addressed.
In January 2018, the UK government published “A Green Future: Our 25 Year Plan
to Improve the Environment. At the heart of this ambitious plan are the goals of
working towards the provision of ‘cleaner air and water, plants and animals that are
thriving and a cleaner, greener country for us all’. (UK Gov:2021)
According to the plan:
“By using land more sustainably and creating new habitats for wildlife, including by
planting more trees, we can arrest the decline in native species and improve our
biodiversity. By tackling the scourge of waste plastic we can make our oceans
cleaner and healthier. Connecting more people with the environment will promote
greater well-being. And by making the most of emerging technologies, we can build
a cleaner, greener country and reap the economic rewards of the clean growth
revolution”.
With this ambition in mind, perhaps, the now well used adage to “Think globally, act
locally” has never been more apt in guiding the management of so many facets of
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our everyday lives. Providing one of the largest natural green spaces in London,
Wimbledon and Putney Commons are well placed to help make an incredible
difference to people’s lives and to deliver many of the aims that have been set out in
the UK government’s 2018 paper. By taking a holistic approach to the management
of the Commons which includes the combined value of their landscape, biodiversity,
history and culture, important changes can be made to improve the health and visitor
attraction of the Commons while still conserving the special qualities of the site.
(Insert: photograph of Wimbledon Windmill)
Attracting a truly diverse audience, determining what the special qualities of the
Commons are, is a very subjective exercise but in general, the New Forest
Management Plan (2010 to 2015) provides a very good template in which to follow:
“The special qualities of the New Forest are those qualities that define it, make it
unique and immediately recognisable and, when taken together, distinguish it from
all other parts of the country. Although particular features that we value about the
New Forest today may alter over time, conserving the
essence of the place, and ensuring its uniqueness can be experienced by future
generations, is the central priority for the National Park and is at the
heart of this Management Plan”.
In June 2017, the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators produced “A
Strategy for Wimbledon and Putney Commons”. The vision of this strategy was that:
“Wimbledon and Putney Commons will be recognised as an exceptional and
welcoming natural place for visitors where wildlife thrives.”
Its mission statement read:
“As stewards of the Commons and through our independent governance structure,
we will safeguard their natural aspect and condition so they are safe, available,
welcoming and accessible to all.”
WPCC Mission Statement:
This will require WPCC to:
Conserve, enhance and protect the Commons natural aspect and wildlife for present
and future generations to enjoy;
Demonstrate sound governance and financial discipline by constantly reviewing
operational procedures and all aspects of management;
Seek to balance the enjoyment of the majority of users who come for informal activity
and appreciation of the Commons quiet natural aspect with the needs of groups who
undertake formal and/or more rigorous recreational activities;
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Improve understanding and identity of Wimbledon and Putney Commons and
interpret its rich and varied heritage;
Work in partnership with stakeholders to promote and achieve the vision;
Improve facilities used for organised recreation, sport and events;
Encourage volunteering as a rewarding activity engaging people of all ages and
abilities;
Work in an environmentally sustainable manner.

By reading the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators 2017 mission
statement, it is clear that at the heart of this statement are the fundamental aims of
‘conserving, enhancing and protecting’ the Commons’ natural aspect. Put simply,
the natural aspect of a landscape is something that relates to a distinct ‘natural’
feature of a particular place. As the Commons provide a dynamic and ever-changing
environment, we should however remain mindful of the need to not view the site as a
place that has somehow been preserved in aspic. In the scope of the Commons’
Land Management Plan (2022 to 2032) the natural aspect of the Commons should
therefore not be seen as a snapshot in time and space where the landscape is
managed to a set of requirements that are defined by a specific moment in history.
For example, 1871, which is the date when the Commons were transferred to the
Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators from the 5th Earl Spencer, could be
seen as the date when the Commons were at their ‘best’? An alternative date could
be 1953 when Wimbledon Common was first designated as a Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) for its more extensive areas of heathland and acid
grassland.
While both dates offer examples of a time when certain landscapes may have been
more prevalent than they are today, we must consider what we risk losing in the
pursuit of what may have previously existed. For this reason, it is the aim of the
Wimbledon and Putney Commons Land Management Plan (2022 to 2032) to take
into account the full range and value of the special qualities which exist on the
Commons as they exist today in order to ‘conserve, enhance and protect’ these
Commons into the future.

(Insert: aerial photograph (dated 1919) of the area on the Commons which is
located alongside one section of Parkside. With Rushmere just in view in one
corner of the photograph, there is barely a tree in sight. The question arises as
to whether this is the landscape that we wish to re-capture in the 20th century)
To safeguard the Commons for the future, it is useful to understand them within the
framework of a concept that has been termed as a ‘natural capital approach’.
According to the UK Government’s Natural Capital Committee (2012-2020), natural
capital can be defined as:
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“the world’s stocks of natural assets which include geology, soil, air, water and all
living things. It is from this natural capital that humans derive a wide range of
services, often called ecosystem services, which make human life possible.”
Viewed holistically, Wimbledon and Putney Commons contain a significant amount
of natural capital which includes trees and woodland, rivers and streams, peat bogs,
heathland and grasslands, landscape and cultural assets. Together, these make a
significant impact to mitigating the effects of climate change, helping to alleviate
flood risks, providing areas of carbon storage and maintaining and improving the
quality of life for large numbers of people. Looked at in terms of the ecosystem
services which they provide to human well-being and quality of life, when considered
against the pressures which the natural world is currently faced with, there has never
been a more opportune moment in which to provide a clear plan for the future
management of this site.
Like many other green spaces around the United Kingdom and indeed the entire
world, there are a number of potential pressures which could affect the Commons
over the coming years and these will be driven by complex interactions between
environmental, social and economic factors at a national and global level. (reference
author)
In the UK State of Nature Report 2019, the main drivers of change have been cited
as agricultural management, climate change, urbanisation, pollution, hydrological
change, and woodland management. According to the report, combined, these
factors demonstrate that the abundance and distribution of the UK’s species has on
average, declined since 1970 and many metrics suggest this decline has continued
in the most recent decade. In short, there has been no let-up in the net loss of

nature in the UK. Reporting that almost half (40%) of species in the UK, including
animals, birds and butterflies have declined since 1970, the UK is now considered to
be one of the most nature depleted countries in the world.
Insert: photograph of Kingfisher perched along the Beverley Brook on Wimbledon
Common and reference the restoration project that was carried out during 2019.
In terms of their actual size, the Commons are not overly large but we do have the
potential for improving the quality of the area for the good of the natural world and for
human life. By putting people at the heart of the natural environment, increasing,
where appropriate, the extent of the Commons habitats with less fragmented areas
for wildlife, reducing pollution and environmental pressure and helping to improve
people’s knowledge of the Commons and their surrounding areas we have the
potential to create an environment that is far better that the one that we find today.
There is also the opportunity to extend beyond the confines of the Commons
themselves and work with other local organisations and communities to help the
Commons link up with the biodiversity of the surrounding area.
In 2010, Professor John Lawton launched his report entitled ‘Making space for
Nature 24’. In this report, Professor Lawton said:
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“There is compelling evidence that England’s collection of wildlife sites are generally
too small and too isolated, leading to declines in many of England’s characteristic
species. With climate change, the situation is likely to get worse. This is bad news for
wildlife but also bad news for us because the damage to nature also means our
natural environment is less able to provide the many services upon which we
depend. We need more space for nature.”
As discussed in the Chilterns Land Management Plan (2019-2024), ‘what needs to
be done to enhance the resilience and coherence of England’s ecological network
can be described in four words: more, bigger, better and joined’. While the Commons
are comprised of approximately 1140 acres, neighbouring land belonging either to
private or public organisations should also be viewed as important natural and seminatural space in which to enhance connections and wildlife corridors between the
Commons and the wider environment.
(Insert: google map showing Wimbledon and Putney Commons and the areas of
green land that surround these two sites. Improved connection between these areas
would effectively enhance and enlarge the wildlife habitats that are found in this
area).
While extremely ambitious, in summary, over the duration of the Wimbledon and
Putney Land Management Plan (2022 to 2032), our main aims and ambitions for
these Commons will include the following objectives:
•

Achieve a greater understanding of the natural and semi-natural habitats
that are found on the Commons and the surrounding area.

•

Protect, restore and create important wildlife habitats on the Commons.

•

Improve the ecological condition, resilience and diversity of important wildlife
habitats on the Commons.

•

Halt the decline of native wildlife species on the Commons.

•

Control and where possible, eradicate invasive non-native species on the
Commons.

•

Conserve and improve water resources on the Commons.

•

Manage the resilience of the Commons to the impacts of climate change.

•

Reduce litter and the harmful effects of environmental pollution.

•

Help visitors to discover and value the wildlife and landscape of the
Commons.

•

Achieve better connection of habitat networks with areas of surrounding
land.
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(Insert: photograph from the Beverley Brook restoration project along the Wimbledon
Common section of the Beverley Brook. ‘Large scale projects such as the Beverley
Brook restoration project have played an important role in helping to re-wild specific
areas of the Commons).
Achieving the aims and identifying the challenges of Commons’ Land
Management Plan (2022-2032)
In 2011, the UK National Ecosystem Assessment was published. This report
provided a comprehensive overview of the state of the natural environment in the UK
and a new way of estimating our national wealth. The report showed how we have
undervalued our national resources and how valuing them correctly will enable better
decision making, more certain investment, new avenues of wealth creation and jobs
and greater human well-being in changing times ahead.
One of the key messages of the UK National Ecosystem Assessment was that “the
natural world, its biodiversity and its constituent ecosystems are critically important to
our well-being and economic prosperity, but they are consistently undervalued in
conventional economic analyses and decision making”.
As noted in the New Forest Management Plan (2010-2015)
“Ecosystems and the services they deliver underpin our very existence. We depend
on them to produce our food, regulate water supplies and climate, and breakdown
waste products. We also value them in less obvious ways: contact with nature gives
pleasure, provides recreation and is known to have a positive impact on long-term
health and happiness.”
The purpose of the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Land Management Plan (2022
– 2032) is therefore to provide a pro-active management framework which highlights
the special qualities of the Commons, the importance of its landscape and to identify
those areas of the site which are vulnerable or require additional protection. Taking
into account relevant international, national, regional and local policies, the Land
Management Plan has been designed for everyone who has an interest in the future
management of the Commons.
By looking at the Commons and the pressures which face the natural environment
as a whole it will become clear how best to manage this site for the benefit of all.
Working alongside various partners, implementation, monitoring and evaluation will
be a crucial part of delivering actions and developing future priorities. The Commons’
Land Management Plan is a strategic document which provides long-term visions
and objectives for the Commons over the next 10 years and it will also provide
targets which should be achievable in the short term.
This Plan will remain an active document which is periodically reviewed and revised
as required and its on-going use will always take into account new and innovative
ideas of how the Commons can be conserved and enhanced in the future.
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The WPCC Land Management Plan (2022-2032) is both aspirational and ambitious
and will direct the management of the Commons’ natural resources in a way that has
never been undertaken before. The success of the Land Management Plan relies
upon the cooperation and involvement of everyone who works, volunteers or simply
cares about the Commons and their future prosperity. It is only through working
together with all the Commons’ different partners, stakeholders, friends, volunteers
and staff that we will be able to succeed in protecting and enhancing this beautiful
area of London’s countryside.
Perhaps one of the biggest challenges in realising the aims of the Commons’ Land
Management Plan will be funding….

(See WPCC Business plan for further details of how adequate funding will be
achieved).
1.3 - How the Commons’ Land Management Plan was produced & presented
The Wimbledon and Putney Commons Land Management Plan (2022 -2032) has
been produced in partnership with the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Board of
Conservators, Commons’ staff, volunteers, stakeholder groups & Forums. Extensive
research has also been carried out using historical written and photographic
material, surveys and plans that are specific to Wimbledon and Putney Commons
and a wide assortment of land management plans that have been prepared for many
of Britain’s National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Throughout the
creation of the Commons’ Land Management Plan (2022-2032), we have remained
committed to ensuring that community involvement and stakeholder engagement
have remained an important factor in our decision making. At various stages of the
plan, summary updates and reports have been produced. These have been
published on the WPCC website and discussed during various public meetings that
have been held by the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators.
In addition to the natural and semi-natural habitats that are found on the Commons,
this Land Management Plan also covers the aspects of access infrastructure (car
parks, signage, paths, bins and benches), health and safety measures on the
Commons, the hydrological infrastructure (springs, ditches and pipes), interpretation
and education. This Land Management Plan does not however cover the aspects of
buildings on the Commons.
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1.4 – Introduction to the Commons (including setting)
There are three named areas on the Commons; Wimbledon Common, Putney Heath
and Putney Lower Common which together are managed under the name,
Wimbledon and Putney Commons. The Commons are located in South-West
London and they are approximately 7 miles from central London.
While the exact shape of the Commons has altered slightly during the long history of
their existence, nowadays, the Commons lie within the territory of three Greater
London Boroughs. Broadly, the northern section of the Commons which includes
much of Putney Heath and Putney Lower Common fall within Wandsworth. The
southern part of the Commons which is known as Wimbledon Common can be found
within Merton and there is a very small area which is located along the western edge
of the Commons and forms part of the Richardson Evans Memorial Playing Fields
(REMPF). This area of ground falls within the boundaries of the London Borough of
Kingston Upon Thames. Together, these three areas of open green space cover
approximately 1140 acres (461 hectares).
While a brief history of the Commons will be provided in section 1.5 of the Commons’
Land Management Plan, it should be noted that although Wimbledon Common and
Putney Heath are largely joined as one area of land (despite being divided along the
line of the busy A3 for a distance of approximately 2.8km), Putney Lower Common is
completely separated from the main body of the Commons by a distance of
approximately 2 miles. Located between Lower Richmond Road and a small section
of the Beverley Brook, this beautiful area of land which measure approximately 50
acres (20 hectares) in size remains a distinct yet integral part of the overall area of
the Commons.
(Insert: Google Earth view of Wimbledon and Putney Commons)
In terms of the geology of the Commons, while this be discussed in more detail in
Section 1.7 of the plan, much of the main body of the Commons is located on a flat
plateau which has a layer of river gravel overlying London Clay.
According to Sutcliffe (2000), “On the western slopes of Wimbledon Common, the
solid geology of London Clay gives rise to heavy clay soils, favouring woodland trees
such as oak, beech, sweet chestnut and birch. Springs occur on the upper slopes at
the junction of impervious rock and in many places, there are boggy areas and
streams, the most notable being Farm Bog.”
As the geology controls the Commons’ drainage and the soils which are found on the
site, both Johnson (1912) and Sutcliffe (2000) conceded that while there has
certainly been a loss of species over the lifespan of the Commons, ‘the geology has
not changed and essentially, this is what makes the Commons what they are’.
Recognised as a nationally important and valuable site for wildlife, various parts of
the Commons are designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), a
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and a Site of Metropolitan Importance (SMI).
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SSSI (Designated: 1953 & 1986) (Area of
designation: 900 acres/364.5 hectares) Reason for
designation: “Wimbledon Common supports the
most extensive area of open, wet heathland on
acidic soil in Greater London. The site also
contains a variety of other acidic heath and
grassland communities reflecting the variations in
geology, drainage and management. Associated
with these habitats are a number of plants
uncommon in the London area”.
SAC (Designated: 1986) (Area of designation: 900
acres/364.5 hectares) Reason for designation:
North Atlantic wet heaths; European dry heaths;
Stag beetles.
SMI (Designated ?) (Area of designation:
Wimbledon Common & Putney Heath) Reason for
designation: “A large Common incorporating a
number of high- quality habitats associated with
acidic soils. These include the largest area of wet
heath in London, areas of dry heath and one of
London’s very few Sphagnum bogs. There also
extensive areas of acid grassland, both dry and
damp, much woodland and scrub, several ponds
and a section of the Beverley Brook.”
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(Below: Wimbledon Common SSSI citation)
COUNTY: GREATER LONDON SITE NAME: WIMBLEDON COMMON
BOROUGH: WANDSWORTH AND MERTON
Status: Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) notified under Section 28 of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
Local Planning Authority: Wandsworth Borough Council; Merton Borough Council
National Grid Reference: TQ 227720 Area: 346.5 (ha.) 856.2 (ac.)
Ordnance Survey Sheet 1:50,000: 176 1:10,000: TQ 27 SW
Date Notified (Under 1949 Act): 1953 Date of Last Revision: 1975
Date Notified (Under 1981 Act): 1986 Date of Last Revision: –
Other Information: There are several boundary amendments, including extensions.
Reasons for Notification: Wimbledon Common supports the most extensive area of
open, wet heath on acidic soil in Greater London. The site also contains a variety of
other acidic heath and grassland communities reflecting the variations in geology,
drainage and management. Associated with these habitats are a number of plants
uncommon in the London area.
The high plateau in the east and north of the site has a capping of glacial gravels
overlying Claygate Beds and London Clay which are exposed on the western slope
of the Common. The acidic soils, and poor drainage of the plateau give rise to a
mosaic of wet heath and unimproved acidic grassland. Semi-natural broadleaved
woodland covers the deeper, clay soils of the western slope.
The acidic grassland is mostly co-dominated by common bent Agrostis capillaris and
sheep’s-fescue Festuca ovina, with soft rush Juncus effusus well-represented where
drainage is impeded. Also present are two locally uncommon grasses, wavy-hair
grass Deschampsia flexuosa and in damper depressions, purple moor-grass Molinia
caerulea. Typical herb species of unimproved grassland occur including heath
bedstraw Galium saxatile, tormentil Potentilla erecta, harebell Campanula
rotundifolia, and eyebright Euphrasia officinalis. Purple moor-grass also
characterises the ground flora beneath encroaching pedunculate oak -- birch
woodland on the gravels of the plateau.
A significant cover of heather Calluna vulgaris distinguishes areas of both dry and
wet heath. The wet heath is especially important for its large extent and supports
typical species such as the heath rush Juncus squarrosus. The brown sedge Carex
disticha is present, as is mat-grass Nardus stricta on drier parts. Both of these
species are restricted in their occurrence in Greater London. Localised areas of dry
heath supporting bell-heather Erica cinerea and dwarf gorse Ulex minor demonstrate
the variability of the heathland habitat and are of additional note for an interesting
lichen flora.
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The semi-natural woods of the clay soils comprise a dense canopy of maturing
pedunculate oak Quercus robur and silver birch Betula pendula, with beech Fagus
sylvatica, hornbeam Carpinus betulus and aspen Populus tremula in parts. Holly Ilex
aquifolium is the dominant understorey species. Hazel Corylus avellana and alder
buckthorn Frangula alnus, a species with a restricted distribution in London, also
occur. Where sufficient light penetrates there is a herb layer of bracken Pteridium
aquilinum and bramble Rubus fruticosus.
Several streams rise at the boundary of the gravels and clays and one feeds a small
valley mire known locally as Farm Bog. A rich assemblage of plants uncommon in
Greater London occur here, such as bogbean Menyanthes trifoliata, bulbous rush
Juncus bulbosus, water horsetail Equisetum fluviatile and several species of bog
moss Sphagnum, including S. palustre and S. fimbriatum.
There are several ponds on the Common. The disused Bluegate gravel workings
with its variable water level supports an abundance of floating club-rush Eleogiton
fluitans in the shallow water. This is a locally uncommon species. Bog mosses,
mainly Sphagnum subsecundum are also present, occurring amongst tussocks of
rush Juncus species.
The woodland and scrub support a locally important community of breeding birds,
including green and great spotted woodpeckers, lesser whitethroat, nuthatch, and in
most years, kestrel and lesser spotted woodpecker

A SSSI is a conservation designation denoting an area that is of special interest due
to its fauna, flora, geological or physiographical features. These areas form the basic
building blocks which all other UK nature conservation legislation are based on.
These include National Nature Reserves, Ramsar sites, Special Protection Areas
and Special Areas of Conservation. SSSIs are designated and protected under
national legislation by Natural England under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981,
as amended and strengthened by the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000; they
are chosen to represent the UK’s best nature conservation sites. (Richmond Park:
confirm date?)
At the current time, most of the areas that are located on the Wimbledon Common
SSSI and which come under the control of the Wimbledon and Putney Commons
Conservators have been assessed by Natural England under the category of
‘Unfavourable recovering’.
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Condition assessments for SSSI’s
Favourable - The SSSI is being adequately conserved and is
meeting its 'objectives'.
Unfavourable recovering - Often known simply as
'recovering', SSSI units are not yet fully conserved but all the
necessary management measures are in place. Provided that
the recovery work is sustained, the SSSI will reach favourable
condition in time.
Unfavourable no change - The special interest of the SSSI
unit is not being conserved and will not reach favourable
condition unless there are changes to the site management or
external pressures. The longer the SSSI unit remains in this
poor condition, the more difficult it will be, in general, to achieve
recovery.
Unfavourable declining - The special interest of the SSSI unit
is not being conserved and will not reach favourable condition
unless there are changes to site management or external
pressures. The site condition is becoming progressively worse.
Part destroyed - Lasting damage has occurred to part of the
special conservation interest of a SSSI unit, such that it has
been irretrievably lost and will never recover. Conservation
work may be needed on the residual interest of the land.
Destroyed - Lasting damage has occurred to all the special
conservation interest of the SSSI unit, such that it has been
irretrievably lost. This land will never recover.
Information taken from Department of Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs – condition assessment for SSSI’s
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Despite the great importance of the Commons SSSI, SAC and SMI designations,
this hugely important green space which is located close to the heart of London, also
provides the landscape for a wealth of cultural and recreational activities.
As noted by James Reader (2000) who held the post of Clerk and Ranger on the
Commons between the years (clarify J. Readers years in post) “According to the
1871 Wimbledon and Putney Commons Act, the management duty of Conservators
and their employees is simple…to keep the Commons for ever open and unenclosed
and unbuilt on, and to protect the turf, gorse, timber and underwood thereon, and to
preserve the same for public and local use, for purposes of exercise and recreation
and other purposes”.
Since the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Act came into operation in 1871, the
Commons have been enjoyed and used by people in a wide variety of ways and up
until the present day, sporting and recreational activities on the Commons have
included golf, athletics, horse riding, cycling and team sports such as rugby, football
and cricket.
James Reader (2000) continued:
“Most of the area of the Commons, south of the A3 is designated a Site of Special
Scientific Interest, and as such we, the Managers, have an agreement with English
Nature (later renamed, Natural England) that clearly lays down the operations that
we are permitted to carry out there. The most obvious objective, as agreed with
English Nature, is to maintain the natural state and beauty of the Commons while
preserving and fostering the wildlife. Yet simultaneously, there has to be an element
of compromise, taking into consideration the activities on the Commons such as
walking, running, cycling, horse riding, golf, football, pick-nicking and many others.
All these activities can be categorised as ‘exercise and recreation’ as stated in the
1871 Act and may conflict with other users”.
While this information was written by James Reader over twenty years ago, the
sentiment remains very much the same today as it was in the past. Subsequently,
there remains a need to manage the Commons, wherever possible, for all users of
the area whatever their lawful motivations for using the Commons may be.
Managing the Commons is fundamentally a balancing act and therefore while one of
the of the overarching aims of the Commons Land Management Plan (2022 – 2032)
is to work towards the goal of raising the overall condition of the Wimbledon
Common SSSI from its current assessment of ‘Unfavourable recovering’ to one that
is ‘Favourable’, there must be elements of compromise. Sporting activities for
example have been on the Commons in one form or another for hundreds of years
and the presence of these activities helps to form the cultural history of the site. It
may however be time to re-evaluate the nature of how some of these activities are
held on the Commons and how the important element of ‘exercise and recreation’
may be able to better fit into the landscape of the Commons during the coming
years.
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(Insert: photograph of a sporting event on the Commons such as the golf
course.)
(Insert a map of Wimbledon and Putney Commons)
1.5 - A brief History of the Commons:
Over the years, detailed accounts of the history of Wimbledon and Putney Commons
have been published in a number of articles and local history books. Through the
works of local historians such Richard Milward and Norman Plastow, there now
exists a concise record of the history of the Commons and its surrounding areas
from Neolithic times, almost, to the present day. While a full and detailed account of
the history of the Commons may not be necessary for the pages of this Land
Management Plan, there is nonetheless some merit in providing an outline of some
of the main events that have shaped the long and eventful history of this site.
As suggested by Norman Plastow (1986), “the early settlement of Wimbledon can
probably be attributed to the geology of the Commons”. Providing a source of clean
water which had been filtered by the existing gravel and at a depth that was fairly
easy to extract, human settlement on and around the Commons can be reliably
traced back to the Neolithic Age (300BC-1000BC).
(Insert: early sketch of Caesar’s Well – to show that water has been sourced from
the Commons for a considerable length of time.)
From this point onwards, there are records that suggest the presence of a large
barrow (burial mound) which was located close to the Portsmouth Road and there is
also a record from 1798 which describes a cluster of 23 barrows near Tibbet’s
Corner. While these barrows are considered to have originated from the Bronze Age
(1800 BC to 500 BC) unfortunately, all the barrows were destroyed in the early 19th
Century whereby the materials that were used to construct them were re-used to
repair roads around the local parish.
Although little, if any, relics from the Bronze Age have survived on the Commons, as
noted by Plastow (1986), the Iron Age people have certainly left their mark on the
area. First listed as a Scheduled Monument in 1932, Caesar’s Camp is situated on a
blunt spur of land overlooking Beverley Brook to the west and is now largely found
within the grounds of the Royal Wimbledon Golf Course. According to the Historic
England website (2022), ‘the hillfort is roughly circular in plan except on the NNW
side where it is flattened to follow the spur. The ground slopes steeply towards Farm
Ravine on this side and would have provided some form of natural defence’. The
reason for its designation as a Scheduled Monument is that Caesar’s Camp is a
large univallate hillfort and is therefore defined as a fortified enclosure of varying
shape, ranging in size between 1ha and 10ha, located on hilltops and surrounded by
a single boundary comprising earthworks of massive proportions.
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Despite alterations and landscaping that have diminished the profile of the
earthworks, according to Historic England, Caesar’ Camp on Wimbledon Common
has survived well. Historic England’s online summary of Caesar’s Camp continues
that “it has only been partially excavated and holds potential for further
archaeological investigation using modern techniques. it will contain archaeological
information and environmental evidence relating to the hillfort and the landscape in
which it was constructed.” Despite the current name of Caesar’s Camp, over the
years, the remains of this hillfort have been known by antiquarians as Bensbury,
Warren Bulwarks and The Rounds.
(Insert: plan of Caesar’s Camp)
While it is likely that the origins of Wimbledon Common, at least, can be traced back
to Saxon times when the village of Wimbedounyng was established, Milward (1986),
has pointed out that explicit mention of the Commons does not appear until 1461
when the records (or Rolls) of the Manor Court began. As noted by Milward, it is very
likely that the Commons were larger than they are today but from the Middle Ages
until approximately 1798, a special Manor Court which consisted of all of the lord’s
tenants and presided over by his steward would deal with matters affecting village
life and all things which concerned ‘the rights of common.’
First enshrined in the Magna Carter in 1215, originally, Common land was part of the
estate held by the lord of the manor which had been granted to him by the Crown or
by a higher ranked peer. Essentially, areas of common land were considered as the
waste ground of the manor where the poor quality of the soil had meant that it had
never been brought under the plough. It has been estimated that at one time, almost
half of the British Isles consisted of Common land providing the rural communities of
these areas with a source of wood and pasture for livestock.
(Insert: early engraving of Commoners foraging on the Commons)
According to the National Archives (2021), the historical rights of common were
usually of five kinds, although there were others.
•
•
•
•
•

Of pasture: the right to graze livestock; the animals permitted, whether sheep,
horses, cattle and such, were specified in each case.
Of estovers: the right to cut and take wood (but not timber), reeds, heather,
bracken and the like.
Of turbary: the right to dig turf or peat for fuel.
In the soil: the right to take sand, gravel, coal and other minerals.
Of piscary: the right to take fish from ponds, streams and so on.

(Insert: artist’s impression of Wimbledon Common with livestock in the foreground of
the picture (date unknown)
As noted by Milward (1986), as a result of the generally poor conditions associated
with common land, use of commons had to be strictly regulated and limitations on
what could be grazed or removed from the land usually resulted in producing
barely enough for the domestic needs of the commoners.
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In the aftermath of the English Civil War (1642-1651), it has been reported by
Milward (1986) that ‘the Manor Court lapsed into virtual non-interference on the
Commons”. Effectively, this situation lasted until the beginning of the 19th Century
when the land covered by Wimbledon and Putney Commons was considered to be
out of control. During this time, the lords of the Manor were the Spencer Family and
while in 1807, the 4th Earl Spencer made an unsuccessful attempt to enclose the
Commons, it was not util 1864, when the 5th Earl Spencer proposed to “improve”
Wimbledon Common by turning it into a public park.
As described by Alan Phillips (date unknown),
“Quite suddenly in 1864 Earl Spencer concluded that Wimbledon Common was
beyond control. It was so ill-drained as to be a swamp much of the year; its gravel
was nibbled for repairing highways; the gipsies were not only objectionable for
dumping rubbish, but even dangerous; the public found it annoying to be excluded
by the rifle competitions every summer. He called a meeting to announce these
thoughts on 11 November and prepared a Bill for Parliament. By that he intended to
enclose the Common; sell part to builders to recover the cost of enclosure, drainage,
making new roads, and buying out copyholders, that is, persons who held parcels of
land by copy of a Court Roll; and convert the remainder to a public park, reserving a
space for his own house and some pasturage within it, as well as his rights over
gravel and turf.
(Insert: early drawing by George Cooke of Wimbledon Windmill. The windmill was
constructed by a carpenter called Charles March and ceased to operate as a
working mill in 1864)
As Phillips points out, public reaction to the Earl’s plans was ‘swift and hostile’ and
although it took nearly seven years of public meetings, parliamentary debates and
litigation, on 16th August 1871, the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Act received
Royal Assent.
Quoting the preamble of the 1871 Act, it is this piece of legislation that has guided
the administration of the Commons until the present day:
“It is expedient that provision be made for the transfer from Earl Spencer of his
estate and interest in the Commons to a body of Conservators to be constituted so
as to represent both public and local interests, whose duty it shall be to keep the
Commons for ever open and unenclosed and unbuilt on, and to protect the turf,
gorse, timber, and underwood theron, and to preserve the same for public and local
use, for purposes of exercise and recreation, and other purposes…
Accompanying the exchange of land from the ownership of 5th Earl Spencer to the
Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators, an annuity of one thousand two
hundred pounds was paid to the Spencer family. This arrangement continued until
1958, when the Conservators discharged this obligation with the payment of a final
sum of £22,500. Within ten years, three quarters of the sum had been paid. All of
the money was raised by a rate levied on residential properties that were located
within three quarters of a mile by foot of Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath or
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from the old Parish of Putney and this same levy remains in use up to the current
day.
(Insert: painting of John Poyntz Spencer, 5th Earl Spencer (1835-1910)
The body of Conservators is still constituted in exactly the same way as it was at the
time when the 1871 Act was passed and there remains in place eight Conservators,
three of whom are appointed by various government departments and three who are
elected by local rate payers on a tri-annual basis.
In 1864, the 5th Earl Spencer had stressed three evils which he considered were
providing serious problems on the Commons. These were lack of drainage, rubbish
dumping and gipsy encampments. The Commons which the first board of
Conservators took responsibility over was a very different set of locations than exists
today. In an article written for the Wandsworth Historical Society in 1994, the author,
Dorian Gerhold, made reference to a report that had been written for the
Conservators during the 1860’s by A.E. Dryden, a Barrister, then living in Putney
High Street concerning the condition of Putney Lower Common.
According to the article, Dryden had reported that:
“The Lower Common suffered at the hands of a somewhat low and rough set of
people who had been in the habit of misusing it. Cows, donkeys and geese had
roamed on it and sewage from dairies and piggeries made its north-east corner a
stinking swamp. Carts were left around, rubbish was dumped and washer women
put out their clothes to dry”.
(Insert: Hubert Von Herkomer’s engraving of a gipsy encampment on Putney
Common in 1870)
In addition to the problems that were being faced by the Conservators on Putney
Lower Common, perhaps one of the most significant issues that persisted at the
same time on a large area of Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath was the
continuing presence of the National Rifle Association.
As a result of a significant French naval expansion during the 1850’s and a growing
concern that the French were intent on invading Great Britain, on 12th May 1859, the
British government issued a circular authorising Lord Lieutenants to raise Volunteer
corps. As part of this move, the idea of a national association to promote
marksmanship within the Volunteers was devised. Driven by two prominent
noblemen, Lord Spencer of Althorp and Lord Elcho, on 16 November 1859, the
National Rifle Association (NRA) was formed.
While a selection of different locations were investigated, eventually, Wimbledon
Common and Putney Heath were chosen as the most suitable ‘home’ for future NRA
events to be held. As noted by Christopher Bunch (date unknown) the requisites
that had been set out for the selection of potential sites were ‘great space,
accessibility and vicinity of the Metropolis’, to which was added ‘picturesque and
charm of situation’. The choice of location was fully supported by Lord Spencer, who
was also the Lord of the Manor at this time and on 2 July 1860, the first prize
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meeting of the National Rifle Association was opened on Wimbledon Common by
HM Queen Victoria who fired the first shot, duly scoring a bull’s eye at 400 yards.
(Insert: painting of Queen Victoria firing the first shot to inaugurate the Wimbledon
Rifle Meeting in 1860.)
With 24 targets on Wimbledon Common in 1860 and a modest 299 Volunteers
involved in the inaugural event, by 1888, the number of targets had increased to 125
and there were 41,670 entries recorded as attending this one event.
(Insert: illustration from the London Illustrated News depicting the rifle competition
held on the Commons in 1872)
As noted by David Minsell (date unknown), the use of the Commons by the NRA,
was not unopposed in 1860 and over the years, objections had continued from other
local residents of the area. With reports of stray bullets and local residents
increasingly upset at the curtailment of their rights of access over the Commons, the
final meeting of the NRA was held on Wimbledon Common in 1889 and in 1890, it
moved to Bisley, Surrey, where it remains today.
Rifle shooting on the Commons had however not fully ceased and according to
Minutes from various meetings of the Wimbledon and Putney Commons
Conservators, between 1890 and 1895, reports continued to detail various incidents
of ‘wild and careless shooting’.
In April 1883, it was noted:
“The petition of ratepayers asking the Conservators to put an end to the occupation
and use of the Commons by the Volunteer Corps for rifle shooting was further
considered and it was resolved that the Clerk be instructed to reply to the petitioners
that having regard to the importance of the volunteer movement the Conservators do
not consider that they can at present properly comply with the request of the
petition”.
In fact, it was not until the Conservators’ Minutes of June 1894 when a letter from the
Putney Burial Board dated 23rd May 1864 was read that a full inquest was held to
determine the future of the use of the Commons for rifle shooting.
The entry read:
“ A letter from the Putney Burial Board dated the 23rd May 1894 relative to the death
of a grave digger who had been shot in the back whilst working in the cemetery on
the previous day was read, and the Chairman stated that he and the Clerk had
represented the Conservators at the inquest….
The Clerk was requested to write to the War Office enclosing a copy of all of the
complaints received by the Conservators since 1885 and stating that the Head
Common Keeper is prepared to give further evidence if desired as to bullets
frequently going beyond the danger zone.
That having regard to the evidence of the cases of risk to life on the Common from
bullets and especially ricochets culminating in a death from a rifle bullet on the 23rd
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May and to the increase of population in the neighbourhood and to the increasing
number of persons frequenting the Commons, the Conservators are of the opinion
that the privilege reserved to the Volunteers to practice rifle shooting on the
Commons can no longer be exercised with due regard to the public safety and that it
devolves upon the Secretaries of State for the Home and War Departments and the
Commissioner of Works to provide for the public safety by ordering the ranges to be
permanently closed and that copies of the evidence of the complaints and of this
amendment be sent to the Secretaries of State and to the Commissioner of Works.”
Following various unsuccessful letters of appeal from Horse Guards, on 14 October
1896, the right to shoot on the Commons was finally revoked.
As Gerhold (1994) suggested, as the abuses were checked, and particularly once
the National Rifle Association had departed, the task could begin of making the
Commons fit for their new role of recreation. Following the departure of the NRA and
subsequently the Volunteer Corps from Wimbledon Common, historical events did
however inevitably continue to affect and at times shape the future of the Commons.
During the First World War, military training camps occupied a large area of the
plateau and a small airfield was situated between Parkside and the Windmill. As
part of the war effort, allotments were also located on Putney Lower Common (check
this fact) and opposite West Place on Wimbledon Common.
(Insert: photograph of allotments on the Commons: 1918)
(Insert: photograph of the military training camp on the Commons during the First
World War).
Once again, during the Second World War, the Commons were extensively used by
the War Office for military activities. Trenches were dug across large areas of the
Commons, obstacles were positioned across open country to prevent enemy
aircrafts from landing and ‘dragons teeth’ were installed to resist the potential
movement of enemy tanks. Large anti-aircraft guns were also positioned on The
Plain during the war and other areas of the Commons were used for the purposes of
military training and the construction of a prisoner of war camp for captured Italian
soldiers.
Following the end of the Second World War, the Commons were, once again,
provided with the opportunity to heal and return back to the purposes for which they
were protected by the Conservators in 1871. Since this time, there have been events
on the Commons which have changed its boundaries and even altered its landscape
(see Objective 10: Artificial Hills & Acropolis). There have also been a small number
of events which have brought a temporary and unwelcome notoriety to the
Commons. Given its proximity to London with its current population of approximately
8.9 million people, the post war history of the Commons has been largely peaceful
and as an area of public open space it continues to provide both a green lung for the
city and a place for thousands of people to visit and enjoy.
(Insert: black & white photograph of two mounted Keepers patrolling the Commons
during 2021)
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1.6 – Environmental information
Geology:
While the geology of Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath has been covered by a
number of authors in past articles and publications, the most comprehensive
information that has been written on this subject was prepared by Una Sutcliffe in
Wimbledon Common & Putney Heath, A Natural History (2000). The following
information has been extracted from this work.
In general terms, Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath, consist of a relatively flat
plateau to the east, which then slopes away to the west of the site towards the
Beverley Brook and the Richardson Evans Memorial Playing Fields. There are few
topographical features of note. The most significant hills on the Commons are a
result of spoil tipping during the construction of the A3.
Two main types of rock outcrop on the Commons. The lowest and earliest of these,
underlying the entire area, is London Clay; laid down in the sea, under sub-tropical to
tropical conditions, during Eocene times, about 54-52.5 million years ago. Much of
the oak woodland that mantles the lower western slopes of Wimbledon Common
grows directly upon the London Clay. Resting upon an eroded surface of this (and
locally on an overlying sand deposit – the Bagshot Beds) is a layer of pebbly sand
and gravel only a few metres thick, laid down in the bed of the river Thames about
430,000 years ago. This outcrops across the plateau top where it supports mainly
heath and birch woodland. That Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath survive as
an open space today can be attributed directly to this deposit, its poor agricultural
quality causing it to have been left in times past as Manorial wasteland, for the use of
Commoners. There are small exposures of the Bagshot sands on the Commons –
most noticeably in the depression now used as a horse ring adjacent to Gravelly
Ride, known locally as the Sandy Ring.
Whilst London Clay is the oldest exposed deposit on the Commons, a borehole sunk
at St George’s Hospital, less than 2 miles east of the Commons, showed chalk at a
depth of 165 metres, overlain by 132 metres of London Clay 23 metres of Reading
Beds and 7 metres of Thanet Sand. Cut into the London Clay foundation of the
Common is a geologically controlled pattern of small streams fed by springs from the
overlying gravel aquifer, with associated Sphagnum bogs.
(Information is required about the geology of Putney Lower Common)
(Insert: Illustration of the Commons geology from Wimbledon Common and Putney
Heath , A Natural History, 2000)

Hydrology:

No information for this section of the Land Management Report has yet been
produced as it is anticipated that information will become available from the results of
the proposed feasibility study into restoring valley mires.
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Climate: (Ros Taylor)
This information is currently being prepared by Ros Taylor

1.7 – Landscape
According to the European Landscape convention (2007), landscape is defined as
“an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and
interaction of natural and/or human factors”. Landscape therefore encompasses
everything that is both ‘natural’ and of human design which together makes an area
distinctive or unique in its own right.
Providing a unique sense of place, the landscape of a particular area is made up of
many different layers from the geology of a site, through to its ‘natural’ habitats,
buildings, and cultural associations. While the overarching ambition of the Commons’
Land Management Plan is to protect the integrity of the landscape as a whole there
are clearly certain landscape features which provide the Commons with the highest
level of historic, aesthetic, cultural and communal value.
Without the inclusion of any built areas of the Commons such as the Wimbledon
Windmill which will be covered in detail as part of the Wimbledon and Putney
Commons Business Plan, the most outstanding elements of the Commons which
clearly provide the area with its distinct and recognisable character include its
heathland and mires, areas of natural grassland and its woodland communities.
To help improve our understanding of these important landscapes, in 2016, a
National Vegetation Classification Survey and Habitat Assessment was carried out
on the Commons by a team of professional ecological consultants. The results that
were gathered from this survey have proved invaluable in helping with the ongoing
management of the Commons and it is from this report that the special landscape
features of the Commons will be explained.
National Vegetation Classification Survey and Habitat Assessment (2016)
In April 2016, ecological consultants, Penny Anderson Associates, were
commissioned by the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators to undertake
a National Vegetation Classification (NVC1) survey and assessment of the habitats
found within the boundary of their landholding on Wimbledon and Putney Commons.
The survey covered all 1,140 acres (461 ha) of the Commons and the reason behind
the commissioning of the survey was to inform current management and to provide a
baseline against which to measure change.
As part of this report, the Commons were divided into three areas based on obvious
geographical divisions. Site 1 included all of the areas south of the A3 trunk road,
Site 2 is the area of Putney Heath which is north of the A3, and Site 3 is on Putney
Lower Common. Dividing the three sites into various parcels of land, each parcel
was mapped to NVC coding where possible (e.g. W10a). The NVC types allow for
some degree of variation in the community composition to cover known variations
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within a habitat type (often reflecting management history or local variations in
topography, soils and climate). If a stand was identified as deviating significantly
from a standard NVC type, this was identified and described by dominant species
and any unusual floristic combinations.
The 2016 NVC report provided the Commons’ management team with the single
most comprehensive report that had ever been commissioned on the composition of
vegetation and habitat types that were found on the Commons at one time.
For this reason, information has been directly sourced from the 2016 NVC report to
provide the required biological information for the following vegetation communities
that make up the most significant landscapes on the Commons.
•
•
•
•

Woodland communities
Heath & Mire communities
Grassland communities including Acid grassland & Neutral grassland.
Aquatic environments

(Insert: NVC Communities and Sub-communities Recorded on the Commons: 2016)
(Insert: Wimbledon and Putney Commons map with Habitat distribution and NVC
codes)

Woodland Communities.
(Insert NVC Assessment chart of different woodland and scrub habitats on the
Commons)
According to the Commons’ 2016 NVC survey, the largest habitat type recorded
across the whole area of Wimbledon and Putney Commons is woodland, covering
291.89ha (63.47%) of the area surveyed when the NVC and Phase 1 woodland
codes are combined. Scrub communities cover a further 11.34ha (2.46%) of the site.
Most of the woodland which has been classified into NVC categories is recorded as
single habitat stands and not in mosaics with other habitats (99.35% of the NVC
woodland).
The majority of the Commons’ woodland is categorised as oak-bracken-bramble
woodland – typical sub community (W10a, Quercus robur-Pteridium aquilinumRubus fruticosis) 190.72ha (67.89%) The various sub-communities of W10, when

combined, cover 254.76ha (90.69%) of the total woodland. There is a much

smaller area, 9.06ha (3.23%), of oak–birch–wavy hair-grass woodland (W16,
Quercus spp.-Betula spp.-Deschampsia flexuosa) and a substantial area (14.87ha)
(5.29%) of a mosaic or transitional community between the two woodland types.
Other woodland habitats are very limited and confined to small areas of willow
woodland (W1, Salix cinerea-Galium palustre), birch-purple moor-grass woodland
(W4, Betula pubescens-Molinia caerulea) and alder-nettle woodland (W6, Alnus
glutinosa-Urtica dioica). These communities combined total less than 0.5ha.
Woodland is the dominant habitat type across Wimbledon Common, around the
fringes of Putney Heath south of the A3 and across Putney Heath north of the A3.
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There is relatively little woodland on Putney Lower Common and that which does
exist has a low conservation interest as much is young planting or derived from the
expansion of woody shrubs along lines of older planted trees.

W10 - Quercus robur-Pteridium aquilinum-Rubus fruticosus (Oak-brackenbramble) Woodland
This is a variable community in which floristic differences are related to treatment of
the canopy and underwood. Essentially W10 is pedunculate oak (Quercus robur)
woodland and, although the cover of oak can vary considerably, it is definitely the
most common tree and the only woody constant, with the next most common tree
being almost always silver birch (Betula pendula). This can also be a prominent
species in younger stands of the community developing by colonising open ground
on neglected commons and field corners. Other canopy trees which can typically
occur in this community, and which do occur at least occasionally in this survey, are
lime, sweet chestnut, hornbeam (Carpinus betulus), ash (Fraxinus excelsior), beech
(Fagus sylvatica) and sycamore. Holly (Ilex aquifolium) and rowan (Sorbus
aucuparia) also reach the canopy but are more common in the understory.
In general terms, these woodlands can often have a distinct understory of shrubs
with hazel (Corylus avellana) the most common shrub and hawthorn (Crataegus
monogyna) generally the next most abundant with frequent trees of holly and rowan.
Wayfaring tree (Viburnum lantana) and Guelder-rose (Viburnum opulus) can occur
sparsely with blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) and elder (Sambucus nigra). On
Wimbledon Common there is a distinct variation in the occurrence of hazel with
much more recorded in the woodlands to the south and west of the site, whilst it is
only rarely recorded in the woodlands east of the Inner Windmill Road and Windmill
Ride South.
The ground flora in the typical sub-community (W10a) is generally species-poor with
three constants - bramble (Rubus fruticosus agg.), bracken (Pteridium aquilinum)
and honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum) and a very small number of occasional to
frequent species. Certainly at Wimbledon the dominant species are bracken and
bramble with frequent to occasional ivy (Hedera helix), honeysuckle and (more
locally) bluebell (Hyacinthoides non-scripta), although some are hybrid plants
obviously planted. Other woodland ground flora species across the site are generally
sparse across the site.
Holly is the most abundant understory species and can become locally abundant or
dominant, forming very tall dense stands which shade out all ground flora species.
(Insert: photograph of oak woodland)
In addition to the dominant oak woodland that covers much of Wimbledon and
Putney Commons, other woodland types with less cover include:
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W16 - Quercus spp.-Betula spp.-Deschampsia flexuosa (Oak-birch-wavy hairgrass) Woodland.
Dominated by Silver birch and acidic ground flora such as purple moor grass
(Molionea caerulea) and wavy hairgrass (Deschampsia flexuosa), this woodland type
is mainly found on the Commons east of Inner Windmill Road and Windmill Ride
South. The W16 community can also be seen as a precursor to progression to a
W10 (oak-bracken-bramble) woodland after oak and birch have colonized the
heathland.
(Insert: photograph of heathland edge adjacent to Ladies Mile)
Other very limited areas of woodland on the Commons include:
W1 - Salix cinerea-Galium palustre (Grey willow-marsh bedstraw)
Woodland
W4 - Betula pubescens–Molinia caerulea (Downy birch-purple moorgrass) Woodland
W6 - Alnus glutinosa-Urtica dioica (Alder-nettle) Woodland
W21 - Crataegus monogyna-Hedera helix (Hawthorn-ivy) Scrub
Additional woodland habitats which do not fit into the NVC classification include
planted lines of trees adjacent to the main roads and rides around the Commons and
small landscape plantings. Trees species that make up these areas often include
both native and non-native species such as horse chestnut, sweet chestnut, London
plane and various species of pine.
(Insert: photograph of Southside Common and horse chestnut trees)
(Insert: General Woodland Habitat and NVC Survey Map)
Heathland & Mire Communities (NVC assessment)
(Insert: Assessment of the different Heath and Mire Communities)
While there is no heathland present on Putney Lower Common or north of the A3, on
the main area of the Commons, heathland is generally located east of Inner Windmill
Road and Windmill Ride South, on The Plain and on the central area of Putney
Heath, north of the windmill. There are also occasional small areas associated with
the golf course and thin sandy soils close to Memorial Ride and towards the war
memorial at the eastern end of the ride. These isolated heathland patches are often
found in association with acid grasslands as mosaics.
Heathland covers 19.99ha (4.35%) of the area surveyed. Heather and purple moorgrass dominated communities (H2 and H2c) comprise most of this (19.37ha) and are
often found in mosaic or transition communities with grasslands and occasionally
scrub and woodlands (Table 5, Figure 6).
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(Insert: map showing the 2016 coverage of heathland on the Commons)
The heathlands/mires across the site are generally species-poor, dominated by
heather with very localised cross-leaved heath (Erica tetralix) as the only other
dwarf-shrub species recorded. Purple moor-grass is the main grass associated with
the heathland areas although common bent, sheep’s-fescue (Festuca ovina) and
wavy hair-grass are locally frequent or dominant in some areas. The grasses’
abundance within the heathland communities depends to a large extent on the
growth phase of the heather at any one time. For example, on an area of heath
which has recently been cut, grasses may be 90% of the total vegetation as the
heather seedlings/regeneration has a low cover, whilst adjacent areas may have
only 5% of grasses as the heather is mature and dominant.
In most field survey situations it is relatively simple to split heathland and mire NVC
type, however, this is not the case across the majority of the Commons. The mire
key in the Field Guide to Mires and Heaths (Elkington et al., 2001) initially splits the
mires and wet heaths from heathlands on the abundance of Sphagnum (absent in
this survey in the heath areas), the presence of spring or flush vegetation with
specific bryophytes (none recorded), dominance of
sedges (rare occurrence of sedges on site), and then the abundance of purple moorgrass (dominant over large areas). This leads to a second key in which the codominance of heather and purple moor-grass obvious on the ground at Wimbledon is
not one of the options presented, again leading to difficulties with the classification.
Soil investigations to ascertain the depth of peat (it appears to be shallow) and the
degree of water impediment may help aid the classification of the purple moorgrass/heather dominated areas in the future but from the data collected in this survey
there is no evidence to classify the heather/purple moor-grass areas as anything but
heathland.
Heathland and mire communities on the Commons:
H1 - Calluna vulgaris–Festuca ovina (Heather-sheep’s fescue) Heath
This is a dry heath heather-dominated community which has few vascular
associates. Heather is the only dwarf-shrub and the cover and canopy height depend
on the growth stage of the heather. Sheep’s-fescue is scattered throughout the
heather and other grasses include common bent and wavy hair-grass.
H2 - Calluna vulgaris-Ulex minor (Heather-dwarf gorse) Heath

In addition to the obviously dry heath community (H1), there are floristically
very similar areas which also support a high cover of purple moor-grass. The
high cover of this grass causes problems in classifying the community. Purple
moor-grass is generally indicative of wet heaths, deeper peats and/or impeded
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water flow. At Wimbledon the grass occurs in many of the communities (as
described for the woodland community W16a) at higher than expected levels.
M21 - Narthecium ossifragum-Sphagnum papillosum (Bog asphodel papillose
bog-moss) Valley Mire
The largest valley mire on the Commons is Farm Bog. Farm bog is situated within
the southern woodland area of Wimbledon Common, just north of Caesar’s Camp. It
is an area of valley mire fed by a small seepage of acidic, nutrient-poor spring water
rising from a gravelly slope. The SSSI citation describes the site as having ‘a rich
assemblage of plants uncommon in Greater London… such as bogbean
(Menyanthes trifoliata), bulbous rush (Juncus bulbosus), water horsetail (Equisetum
fluviatile) and several species of bog moss Sphagnum, including S. palustre and S.
fimbriatum.’ Previous surveys (Sinnadurai 1996) note that the vegetation of the mire
is predominantly M21 Narthecium ossifragum – Sphagnum papillosum valley mire
(Rodwell 1991b) grading into M16 Erica tetralix-Sphagnum compactum wet heath
and M25 Molinia caerulea – Potentilla erecta mire.
Purple moor-grass is dominant with a carpet of Sphagnum moss species below,
showing gradation to the M25 Molinia caerulea – Potentilla erecta mire. Bittersweet
(Solanum dulcamara) is present along with rushes (Juncus sp.) and tormentil. There
are two small pools/open areas in the centre. The invasion of scrub and woodland
species suggests that the site is or has been dying out, the damming of seepages
may halt this process. In total, there are however three valley mire systems on the
Commons: Farm bog, Stag bog and Ravine bog. There is also a stream to the north
of the windmill, Glen Albyn, which has similar hydrology to the other mire sites and is
therefore likely to have been a valley mire in the past.
While the restoration of the Commons’ valley mires will be covered in detail in
Section 2 of this Land Management Report, it has been proved that through even a
small amount of tree removal and where necessary the repair/installation of dams
can result in some very impressive improvements to these important areas of the
Commons.
(Insert: relevant NVC table) NVC
(Insert: photograph of Farm bog)
Grassland communities (NVC survey 2016)
Acid Grasslands

(Insert NVC survey table of acid grassland on the Commons)
There are two main acid grassland types within the survey area, U1, Festuca ovinaAgrostis capillaris-Rumex acetosella (sheep’s fescue-common bent-sheep’s sorrel
grassland) grassland and U4, Festuca ovina-Agrostis capillaris-Rumex acetosella
(sheep’s fescue-common bentheath bedstraw) grassland.
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Smaller areas of U2 Deschampsia flexuosa (wavy hair-grass) grassland and U20
Pteridium aquilinum-Galium saxatile (bracken-heath bedstraw) community were also
recorded. The areas assigned to each community are given in Table 6. This shows
that U1 is the dominant grassland in terms of area 28.20 ha (67.64% of all acid
grassland). A large proportion of the acid grasslands (85.02% Table 3) were found in
single habitat stands, i.e. not in a mosaic with other habitat types. Those acid
grasslands in mosaics tend to be associated with the heathland areas.
There are no areas of acid grassland recorded on Putney Lower Common although
the cricket pitch had, in places, affinities to a species-poor acid grassland vegetation.
Very small areas were recorded north of the A3 and on the main block of the
Common, acid grassland dominates the large area of
open space at the southern end of Wimbledon Common around Rushmere and
areas of The Plain. Smaller patches are generally associated with the heathland
fringes.
U1 - Festuca ovina-Agrostis capillaris-Rumex acetosella (Sheep’s-fescue
common bent-sheep’s-sorrel) Grassland
This is the main acid grassland community found on the Commons. It is a diverse
grassland often on thin dry soils with an open sward of small tussocky grasses
amongst which some small ephemeral forbs occur. It can grade into other grassland
communities when less parched, with red fescue, sweet vernal-grass (Anthoxanthum
odoratum) and Yorkshire fog increasing in abundance.
The bulk of the large expanse of grassland south of The Causeway is best described
as U1. It is a large area with an uneven topography resulting in a very patchy
vegetation cover easily visible on the aerial photographs. Sheep’s fescue is the main
grass species with areas of frequent red fescue and common bent and occasional
patches of perennial rye-grass (Lolium perenne), annual meadow-grass (Poa
annua), rough meadow-grass (Poa trivialis), Yorkshire
fog and, locally, mat-grass. Forbs are generally limited, with the sheep’s sorrel, cat’sear (Hypochaeris radicata) and ribwort plantain (Plantago lanceolata) all occasional.
Barer areas support species such as early hair-grass, parsley-piert, sheep’s sorrel,
common stork’s-bill (Erodium cicutarium), bird’s-foot (Ornithopus perpusillus) and
species of mouse-ear (Cerastium sp.). In small areas red fescue and cat’s-ear are
more dominant than expected in the typical
community.
U1 acid grassland was also found on the edges to the fairways with the U1b typical
subcommunity being the best fit. In places the grassland becomes denser and less
intensively managed and here it begins to show some affinity to the U4 sheep’s
fescue-common bent heath bedstraw grassland type (as described below). In the
west, a smaller, narrower part of the fairway has vegetation with a slightly better fit to
the U1e heath bedstraw-tormentil subcommunity with fewer annual species and a
greater proportion of perennials. This is likely related to the reduced disturbance
from recreational pressure from walkers in this location as there were noticeably
fewer informal paths crossing the area.
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U2 - Deschampsia flexuosa (Wavy hair-grass) Grassland
Acid grassland with obviously dominant wavy hair-grass, heather is the only other
constant species. Other grasses such as sheep’s fescue and common bent occur
particularly regularly in the U2a sub-community along with tormentil, heath bedstraw
and sheep’s sorrel. Across the Common U2 tends to occur in a mosaic or transition
with the heath H2 community.
U4 - Festuca ovina-Agrostis capillaris-Galium saxatile (Sheep’s-escuecommon
bent-heath bedstraw) Grassland
This is a much more luxuriant grassland community than U1, although the two main
grass species are the same - sheep’s fescue and common bent - in the U4
community they form a much denser sward. In the typical community (U4a)
additional species, such as sweet vernal grass, can occur regularly with patches of
mat-grass and wavy hair-grass in some situations. Wood rush species (Luzula sp.)
are also common in the sward, whilst the forb complement of the grassland is
generally poor with heath bedstraw and tormentil the most common species with
speedwell species (Veronica sp.) occasional. The main area of this grassland type is
The Plain where it is intimately mixed with small patches of heath and U2 grassland
in a very small scale mosaic.
Neutral Grasslands
(Insert: NVC chart for neutral grassland communities on the Commons)

Neutral Grassland Distribution
Putney Lower Common is dominated by neutral grassland most of which are tall
grasslands, very forb-poor and have traditionally have only occasionally been mown.
The playing fields west of Beverley Brook and adjacent to Vale Crescent on
Wimbledon Common also represent a large area of neutral grassland but this is
regularly managed. Elsewhere, this grassland type is much more fragmented often
associated with road verges, woodland edges and amenity/recreational areas where
it is often regularly mown.
There are two main types of neutral grasslands on the site, tall rank grasslands
(MG1) and generally shorter sown grasslands dominated by perennial rye-grass
(MG6 and MG7). However, in many cases where the latter group of grasslands are
irregularly or only annually managed, these have become ranker with invading tall
grasses blurring, what is often, easily distinguishable grassland sub-community
boundaries. In addition, there is another coarse weedy grassland vegetation (OV23)
dominated by perennial rye-grass and cock’s-foot.
A small number of the MG7 stands are transitional with MG6 grasslands, this is
because of the high cover of perennial rye-grass which can occur in the MG6 (Lolium
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perenne-Cynosurus cristatus) grasslands communities and similarity in the range of
common forbs in both types of grasslands.
The three common grassland communities are all forb-poor with grasses accounting
for the bulk of the vegetation. Forbs are often the defining features of the subcommunities in grasslands and, therefore, where there is a lack of forb species and
the grass complement of the sub-communities is similar, it is not always possible to
assign sub-communities, which tends to mean that the community is generally of low
conservation value.
There is one very small area which can be classified as a more species-rich
grassland community (MG5).
MG1 - Arrhenatherum elatius (False-oat grass) Grassland
This is a community in which coarse-leaved tussock grasses, i.e. false oat-grass
(Arrhenatherum elatius), cock’s-foot and Yorkshire fog, are always conspicuous.
Cow parsley (Anthriscus sylvestris) and hogweed are often frequent with occasional
patches of creeping thistle, nettle and common knapweed (Centaurea nigra). Below
the taller grasses the occurrence of different fine-leaved grasses and forbs tend to
differentiate the different subcommunities.
Many of the grasslands occurring on Putney Lower Common are MG1 communities,
especially so further north on the Common. It is also a typical grassland community
found fringing roads and unmanaged corners of land. Perennial rye-grass can occur
in all MG1 sub-communities with a cover of up to 75% in some situations. MG1 and
its sub-communities cover 10.53ha (18.71% of all neutral grasslands).
MG7 - Lolium perenne (Perennial rye-grass) Leys and Related Grass
Perennial rye-grass has been widely sown into grasslands either to create a
productive grassland sward or for amenity grassland and recreational sports areas
and as a result it is the main neutral grassland covering 33.77a (60.04%). There are
several sub-communities which occur at Wimbledon.
The two main sub-communities are the perennial rye-grass-clover ley (MG7a) and
the perennial rye-grass-ribwort plantain grassland (MG7e). The former is a
community dominated by perennial rye-grass with frequent white clover and often
some cock’s-foot and, in older stands, Yorkshire fog. Many of the grasslands on the
site, especially north of the A3 have a higher cover of Yorkshire fog than expected,
with red fescue and common bent cover also high. The proportion of perennial ryegrass or false-oat grass in the mix is often the deciding factor between the MG1 and
MG7 communities.
There are also smaller areas of the perennial ryegrass-meadow foxtail (MG7d) and
the bentryegrass (MG7f) sub-communities and these are typically associated with
the OV23 perennial ryegrass-cock’s-foot open vegetation community (as described
below). These areas are small previously re-seeded grasslands with a high degree
of recreational pressure from walkers but
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limited regular mowing management. This leads to mix of taller grasses and more
open bare ground. Some of these areas also have a slight affinity to the MG6 Lolium
perenne-Cynosurus cristatus (perennial rye-grass-crested dog’s-tail) grassland,
including the sweet vernal-grass (Anthoxanthum odoratum) sub-community (MG6b),
perhaps remnants of previous recreational
grass mix sowings.
OV23 - Lolium perenne-Dactylis glomerata (Perennial rye-grass-cock’sfoot)
Community
This is a coarse, weedy grassland with the two grass species making up the bulk of
the grassland community with a few perennials associates and scattered ephemeral
species in disturbed areas. Ribwort plantain and dandelions are the main forbs but
yarrow, red clover, creeping bent (Agrostis stolonifera), nettle, cat’s-ear and creeping
cinquefoil (Potentilla reptans) all occur occasionally.
The extent of this grassland community is very similar to that of MG1 at 10.58ha,
(18.82%). It is typically found at the edges of grasslands and on re-sown recreational
areas adjacent to roads where there are often disturbed areas and management is
irregular.

MG5 - Cynosurus cristatus-Centaurea nigra (Crested dog’s-tail-knapweed)
Grassland
This grassland is a more species-rich grassland than those listed above with a
greater proportion of finer grasses and a wider range of forb species. The most
common grasses are normally red fescue, crested dog’s-tail and common bent with
sweet vernal-grass, cock’s-foot and Yorkshire fog less frequent.
Omissions
The Wimbledon and Putney Commons 2016 NVC survey did not provide any indepth study of the Commons’ golf course. These areas are highly managed and
modified grassland communities which do not easily fall into any specific NVC
community. The code that was used in the classification of these areas was J.1.2
(Amenity grassland) as they were considered to hold no semi-natural habitats or
features of nature conservation interest. This category was also used for the bowling
green on Putney Lower Common and a small area of lawn associated with the flats
north of the bowling green.
(Insert: NVC map showing general non-wooded habitats on the Commons such as
mires, heath, grassland, ruderal and wet)
(Insert a relevant grassland photograph for the Commons. This could include The
Plain, PLC cricket field, road verges, golf course or Rushmere)
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Aquatic Environment:
While the Commons’ nine ponds are an extremely important part of the Commons
mosaic of natural and semi-natural habitats, unfortunately, aquatic communities were
not surveyed in any detail in the Commons’ 2016 NVC report.
Although there have been other ponds on the Commons in the past, there are
currently nine ponds that are located around various parts of Wimbledon Common
and Putney Heath.
These ponds include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rushmere (Wimbledon Common)
Hookhamslade Pond (Wimbledon Common)
Bluegate Gravel Pit (Wimbledon Common)
Ravine Pond (Wimbledon Common)
Queensmere (Wimbledon Common)
7 Post Pond (Wimbledon Common)
Kingsmere (Putney Heath)
Curling Pond (Putney Heath)

• Scio Pond (Putney Heath)

Varying in size, depth and setting, all of the Commons’ nine ponds have been
created through human activity which has involved damming up wet areas on the
Commons or through the creation of gravel pits which regularly become flooded. All
the Commons’ ponds are extremely important for the diversity of wildlife they attract,
the history that is associated with these locations and the aesthetic value which they
provide to the site.
Located within the surroundings of a largely urban landscape, the Commons’ ponds
are exposed to ongoing pressures such as pollution, recreational damage and the
introduction of non-native flora and fauna.
In addition to the Commons’ ponds, there are also two stream sections which occur
on the Commons and these are sections of the same watercourse which is the
Beverley Brook.
As noted in the Commons’ 2019 NVC Survey:
“There are a wide range of waterbodies on site both in terms of their size, origins and
vegetation. All appear to suffer from a substantial degree of disturbance caused by
dogs regularly swimming in the water. The marginal vegetation is generally restricted
to small fringes. The aquatic species can be
more abundant but in two ponds there are significant colonies of non- native,
invasive, water plants – New Zealand pigmyweed and parrot’s-feather which could
spread to other waterbodies on or near the site. There are two sections of stream
corridors which pass through the survey areas, they do not
support a rich or diverse wetland vegetation but do have the potential to allow the
spread of Himalayan balsam and Japanese knotweed both of which were recorded
in the northern section of Beverly Brook where it passes through Putney Lower
Common”.
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Management of the Commons ponds and streams will be covered in detail in Section
2 of the Commons’ Land Management Plan.

1.8 – Biological Information
1. Flora (Ros Taylor)
2. Aquatic vegetation (PH/RT)
3. Fungi (Debbie Chapman)
4. Veteran & notable trees (PH)
5. Fauna – Amphibians and Reptiles (PH)
6. Fauna – Fish (PH)
7. Fauna – Birds (Adrian Podmore)
8. Fauna – Mammals (PH)
9. Fauna – Invertebrates (Butterflies and Moths) (L-EH)
10.Fauna dragonflies and damselflies (Simon Riley)
11.Non-native invasive species (PH)
1: Flora (Ros Taylor)
This section is currently be written by Ros Taylor
2: Aquatic vegetation (PH/RT)
This section is currently be written by Ros Taylor
3: Fungi (written by Debbie Chapman)
Fungi are everywhere and vital to the ecosystem. Wimbledon and Putney Commons
are no exception with more than 150 identified species, and probably many more yet
to be recorded. Without fungi, the world as we know it would not exist. For most of
the year fungi live hidden underground or within plants and only emerge for us to see
as mushrooms, puffballs and brackets when they are ready to reproduce and
distribute their seed like spores.
Recyclers form the biggest group of fungi and live by breaking down dead plants,
returning vital nutrients to the soil for future plant growth.
Mycorrhizal fungi live in partnership with plants in a symbiotic relationship. In this
arrangement fungi obtain energy from sugars stored in the plant’s roots, and plants
get water and essential nutrients in return. Some fungi are very fussy which plants
they team up with – such as the instantly recognisable Fly Agaric which can be found
under silver birch trees. Like all fungi, mycorrhizal fungi have an underground
network of fine filaments, or mycelium. These can cover huge distances, bringing
resources from far beyond the reach of the plant’s own roots. It is estimated 90% of
all the worlds plants would not survive without fungal help.
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We are just beginning to understand this fascinating underground mycorrhizal
network, which is made up of the mycelium of hundreds of different fungi species
and the roots of trees and plants. It has been called the Wood Wide Web by
scientists, who think of it as an internet style communication hub for woodlands. It
provides a pathway for sugars produced by one tree to move to other nearby trees.
Even more amazingly, it seems to allow some trees to selectively pass resources to
their own offspring! Other helpful chemicals can also pass along these systems,
such as those produced when a tree is under attack from predators. This gives
neighbouring trees advanced warning to prepare their own defences - such as
making bitter tasting compounds to deter caterpillars from eating their leaves. There
are also a small group of Parasitic fungi that take nutrients from the plant,
weakening it, and giving nothing in return.
(Insert: photograph of Mycorrhizal fungi)
Fungi and the Ecosystem
Having diverse and plentiful fungi is a good sign of a healthy ecosystem, which is
why in August 2021 the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature)
introduced its FFF initiative. These 3F’s, Flora Fauna and Funga, recognise that we
should all be thinking about fungi as well as plants and animals when planning for
the future of our environment.
Here are a just a few fungi you can see on the Commons – mainly in autumn, but
some all year round.
(Insert: photographs of various fungi on the Commons)
The regularly mown unimproved grassland of The Plain is a haven for a host of
colourful Waxcaps
(Insert: image)
Dead trees and fallen branches host many other species
(Insert image)
.. and on woodland floors and other grassy areas
(Insert image)
Lichen:
Fungi are also present in lichen. A lichen is not a single organism, but a stable
symbiotic association between a fungus and algae and/or cyanobacteria.
Lichens exist in a multitude of shapes usually determined by the organisation of the
fungal filaments. And, of course, fungi live on and in both the wildlife that lives on the
common, and the humans and our dogs who visit.
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4: Ancient, Veteran, Heritage, and Notable trees
Given the long history of disturbance that has shaped much of the Commons’
landscape, the woodland on Wimbledon and Putney Common is best described as
semi-natural having established through a process of natural regeneration. Occurring
on a landscape which historically had been largely made up of heathland and acid
grassland communities, much of the woodland that is found on the Commons today
is of a relatively young age having largely become established from the early
twentieth century onwards.
Despite the relative youthfulness of the Commons woodland, there are however
many trees that are present on site that contain a great deal of ecological and
cultural interest. With reference to the work that has been carried out by the Ancient
Tree Forum, trees of special interest are not only those that have been classed as
ancient but they are also trees that can be classified into the categories of veteran
trees, heritage trees and notable trees.
Ancient trees:
The term ‘ancient’ refers to any tree that has passed beyond maturity and is
therefore old in comparison with other trees of the same species. An example that is
often used to describe how different tree species are categorised as ancient is that
while a birch tree would be considered as ancient at 150 years old, a Yew is not
defined as ancient until it has reached at least 800 years old. As the process of
decay within a tree promotes additional habitats for a diversity of wildlife, the older a
tree becomes, the more valuable it is and therefore, great care needs to be taken to
protect any trees of this description that may be found on site.
Veteran trees:
Although the term veteran tree has not been precisely defined, a tree that is
described in this way is one that exhibits features such as wounds or decay that
have not necessarily been caused through the process of age but may be the result
of other environmental factors such as physical damage or stress.
Consequently, veteran trees will often support a wide range of habitats niches that
would be missing on an otherwise healthy tree of a similar age. As a result of their
high ecological value, veteran trees should also be protected wherever it is possible
to do so.
Heritage trees:
A heritage tree is marked by its connection to history or shared culture.
Whether its importance originates from cultural associations, a memorable event or a
famous person or through their aesthetic design, heritage trees become well known
landmarks and are therefore often cherished by the local community.
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Notable trees:
A notable tree is one considered to be significant in the local area. This is often due
to the size of the tree when compared to other trees which surround it.
The trees of Wimbledon and Putney Commons:
With 291 hectares of woodland on the Commons and numerous other trees lining
the perimeter or forming small plantations around the site, there are important
ancient, veteran, heritage and notable trees to be found on the Commons. Recent
holly clearance work on the Commons has revealed large beech and oak trees that
were previously largely hidden from view and dotted around the Commons there are
also isolated examples of large native and non-native species that may be providing
important habitat niches for wildlife.
Unfortunately, our knowledge about individual trees on the Commons is very limited
at the current time and this is something that should be remedied in the future. In
terms of heritage and notable trees, this is also something that requires further
investigation. While a catalogue of notable trees on the Commons does not exist at
the current time, it is important that a record is made about why certain trees were
planted and the role these trees play in the cultural history of the Commons. To the
untrained or even uneducated eye of the future, a small plantation of pine trees may
simply be regarded as non-native trees that should be removed from the Commons
whereas, if placed in their correct historical context, the presence of these trees
would help to form a greater understanding of the Commons’ social and cultural
history. This same concept should also apply to any notable trees which may go unnoticed without revealing the story which surrounds the origins of their planting.
In summary, it is acknowledged that far more work needs to be carried out to help us
fully understand the true nature of the Commons’ trees. This worthy project would be
perfect for any budding historian whose findings would help staff, volunteers and
visitors to the Commons achieve a far higher understanding of the Commons as a
whole.
(Insert: photograph of a large tree or group of trees on the Commons which could sit
with either of the aforementioned categories)
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5: Fauna: amphibians
There are seven native British amphibian species.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natterjack toad (Epidalea calamita)
Common toad (Bufo Bufo)
Common frog (Rana Temoraria)
Pool frog (Pelophylax lessonae)
Great crested newt (Tritus cristatus)
Smooth newt (Lissotriton vulgaris)
Palmate newt (Lissotriton helveticus)

Three of these species can be found on the Commons and these include: common
toad, common frog and smooth newt. The information that we have about the
distribution of amphibians on the Commons has been established through the
numerous observations that have been reported by Commons’ staff and visitors to
the site.
Since 2015, all amphibian reports made on the Commons have been included within
the pages of a simple annual amphibian and reptile survey that is compiled by the
Commons’ Conservation and Engagement Officer.
Interestingly, written in the pages of Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath, A
Natural History (2000), it was suggested that past records indicate that great crested
newt (Tritus cristatus) was present in some ponds in years gone by and a common
European tree frog (Hyla arborea) was also recorded by Bluegate Gravel Pit in 1998.
There have been no confirmed records of the common European tree frog on the
Commons since this date and a series of eDNA surveys (2015-2021) that were
carried out by the Freshwater Habitats Trust have confirmed that the great nested
newt is not present in at least three of the Commons ponds (Rushmere, Bluegate
Gravel Pit and Hookhamslade). Unfortunately, there has been no similar eDNA
survey work carried out in any of the Commons’ other six ponds but equally, there
are no reports to suggest that any great crested newts have been seen on the
Commons in recent years.
Common Toad (Bufo bufo)
Spending most of the year in moist, shaded areas such as woodland, log piles and
rough tussocky grassland, the common toad is easiest to find when breeding in the
spring. In Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath, A Natural History (2000), the
status of the common toad was described simply as ‘less common than the frog’. As
part of the annual monitoring of amphibians and reptiles on the Commons’, common
toads have been consistently recorded at Queensmere and Scio Pond and
occasionally they have also been seen at Kingsmere and Ravine Pond.
Approximately 10-12 days after the spawn hatches, it is common to find large
numbers of toad tadpoles converging around the edge of Queensmere, in particular,
where they can be seen feeding on algae and decaying vegetation.
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The fact that all the ponds which contain common toad also contain different fish
species does not provide any problem as the toad tadpoles contain a toxin that
makes them extremely unpleasant to eat. Outside of the breeding season, Common
toads have also been found in woodland, on the heathland and quite often they have
also been discovered inside the watering pipes of young trees.
(Insert: photograph of a common frog in a tree watering pie on the Commons)
Common Frog (Rana temporaria)
In Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath, A Natural History (2000), it was written
that the status of the common frog on the Commons was abundant and with the
exception of Rushmere and Bluegate Gravel Pit, the majority of ponds support this
species.
Since 2015, records have shown that frog spawn has been identified in all the
Commons’ ponds except Queensmere. With the ability to spawn in shallow water
which includes garden ponds and even puddles, large amounts of frog spawn are
also found in various shallow depressions around the Commons’ heathland and at
Farm Bog. Unfortunately, apart from providing an easily accessible meal for herons
and ducks, the shallow nature of some of the depressions that have been chosen for
spawning also means that these areas are liable dry out before the spawn/tadpoles
have managed to complete their lifecycle and move into the surrounding area.
Smooth or Common Newt (Triturus vulgaris)
Noted by Drakeford (2000) as widespread on the Commons, the common newt is
still regularly found on the Commons.
As spawn is laid by the female newt as individual eggs, each wrapped in a leaf of
pond vegetation, unless directly seen in the water, it is not always easy to identify
whether or not there are newts in a specific pond. Between 2015 and 2022, common
newts were reported in Bluegate Gravel Pit, Hookhamslade Pond and Curling Pond
but it’s possible that they also use other suitable ponds on the Commons. The
largest number of common newts reported in a single pond was in 2020, when 41
individuals were seen around the edge of Curling Pond during the beginning of April.
Outside of the breeding season (February to June) common newts leave the water
where they spend most of their time feeding on invertebrates in woodland and other
damp and shady places. Apart from the occasional sighting of newts in the water,
most of the reports that have been made of common newts on the Commons have
followed the discovery of these amphibians under logs, rocks and in various gardens
around the site.
(Insert; photograph of a common newt on the Commons)
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Legal protection for native British amphibians:
The four widespread species of amphibian, the smooth and
palmate newts, the common frog and common toad, are
protected only by Section 9 (5) of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981. This section prohibits sale, barter,
exchange, transporting for sale and advertising to sell or to buy.
(Nature net)
6: Fauna: Reptiles
The UK is home to six native species of reptile. There are three species of snake:
adder, grass snake and smooth snake and three species of lizard: common lizard,
sand lizard and slow worm. Grass snake, common lizard and slow worm are
currently found on the Commons. In addition to these native species, in recent years,
the occasional pet corn snake have also been found on the Commons.
Anecdotal evidence suggest that adders were found on the Commons until the mid1980’s but there have been no confirmed sighting of adders on the Commons since
this time. Interestingly, according to Atkins (2005 & 2016), although the adder is
widespread within Greater London, it is restricted to only four widely dispersed sites
and of the four known sites, three would not occur today, were it not for the creation
in 1965 of Greater London, which included parts of rural Essex, Middlesex, Surrey
and Kent. Also, of the four known sites, Atkins has reported that ‘only one is thought
not to be either completely or partly composed of animals deliberately introduced by
humans’.
Although Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath provide suitable habitat for adders
which includes areas of heathland, rough grassland and woodland edge, the
eventual demise of adders from these sites could have been the result of a number
of combined factors. As illustrated in the English Nature report (Number 666),
Conservation status of the adder in Greater London (2005), the following factors
could all impact on the survival of adders in a given location and unfortunately, all of
these factors could be relevant to the Commons.
These factors include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human pressure and disturbance
Direct persecution
Habitat degradation
Fire damage (accidental or deliberate)
Ecological challenges such as difficulties with availability of food or climatic
variations.
Genetic viability leading to inbreeding which is especially relevant for smaller
populations.
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Grass snake (Natrix helvetica)
Grass snakes are found throughout much of England and Wales. They are the UK’s
largest snake and can exceed one metre in length. Completely harmless to humans,
grass snakes are known to predate on amphibians, fish and small mammals. Grass
snakes are commonly grey-green in colour, often with a distinctive yellow and black
collar around the neck and black markings along the full length of the body.
Once thought to be single species, in 2017, the species of gras snake which is found
in Britain and western Europe was classified as a new species (Natrix Helvetica) and
therefore distinctive from the species of grass snake which are found in Central and
Eastern Europe.
Reports of grass snake on the Commons are extremely rare with the most recent
report made on Putney Heath during November 2021. Prior to this date, all reports of
grass snake on the Commons have been anecdotal with no photographic evidence
to support any claims. Evidence was however discovered of a grass snake via a
largely intact piece of shed skin or slough in the area near Fishponds Wood on 26
August 2006.

(Insert: photograph of grass snake taken on the Commons during 2021.)
Common Lizard (Lacerta vivipara)
Native to the UK and widespread across central and northern Europe, the Common
lizard measures around 10-15 cm in length and varies in colour from black to bright
green. Found in a variety of habitats including heathland, waste ground, woodland
and even private gardens, common lizards give birth to live young and can usually
be found basking in dry sunny locations with dense protective cover nearby. Being
cold blooded animals, common lizards will hibernate from approximately November
through to March.
Regarded as ‘Fairly abundant’ on the Commons by Drakeford (2000), since 2015,
the annual reptile and amphibian survey has reported the presence of common lizard
on most areas of Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath although they are most
prevalent on heathland and grassland areas of the site.
(Insert: photograph of common lizard on the Commons)
Slow Worm (Anguis fragilis)
Growing to a length of between 30-50cm, the Slow worm is a native reptile species
that can easily be mistaken for a snake. Slow worms are however legless lizards
which have a long, smooth and shiny appearance and similar to the common lizard
they are able shed their tail as a means of defence. Unlike Common lizards, Slow
worms rarely bask in the open and instead prefer to spend most of their time in deep
vegetation or hiding under logs.
In 2000, the presence of slow worms on the Commons was not included in
Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath, A Natural History. Although incredibly rare,
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since the publication of this book, there have been occasional sightings of Slow
worms on the Commons plateau.
Usually, these reports have been submitted by members of the Commons’
Maintenance Team while carrying out various tasks such as grass cutting and
strimming. It is difficult to know whether the slow worms that have been found on the
Commons have been introduced to the site or whether there has always been a
colony of these elusive creatures on the Commons.
(Insert: photograph of slow worm on the Commons)
UK Reptiles: Legal status. (taken directly from English Nature Report 666)
All British reptiles are protected to various degrees by the Wildlife and Countryside
Act, 1981 (as amended). London’s reptiles are protected from intentional killing and
injury, selling or other forms of trade. Damage to their habitats is not specifically
referred to as a prohibited action. However, as it may be argued that premeditated
habitat destruction would amount to an intentional attempt to kill or injure any
resident reptiles; their immediate habitat at least, is protected indirectly by the Act.
Many important reptile habitats are protected by virtue of their status as a statutory
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) or Local or National Nature Reserve (LNR,
NNR). Others are safeguarded from inappropriate development through designation
as a non-statutory Site of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC).
Corn snake (Pantherophis guttatus)
More of an occasional occurrence than a resident of the Commons, since 2015,
three corn snakes have been found on various parts of the Commons.
The corn snake is a North American species of rat snake, that is a popular pet reptile
species in the UK. It is believed the corn snakes that have been found on the
Commons have either escaped from their owners or have been intentionally
abandoned. There is no evidence to suggest that corn snakes are permanently
surviving on the Commons.
Growing to a length of between 120cm and 180cm, in captivity corn snakes can live
into their twenties and they are considered as harmless to humans. Interestingly, in
2015, a Corn snake was found close to Scio Pond on Putney Heath and when
collected by a reptile charity that was known to the Commons from past events, it
was suggested by one of the members of the charity that the snake could have been
on the Commons for a few weeks before it was found.
(Insert: photograph of corn snake on the Commons)
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7: Fauna – Fish:
There is relatively little known about the fish stocks that exist in the commons’ ponds
and the information that is available mainly originates from the pages of the
Commons’ two most recent books: Wimbledon Common & Putney Heath, A Natural
History (2000) and Wimbledon Common, 100 Years of Change (2012). Any
additional information that is available on this subject originates from various
sightings of live or dead fish that have been found close to the water’s edge.
With reference to the various sections of the Beverley Brook that pass through the
Commons (Wimbledon Common and Putney Lower Common), the main pieces of
information that we have for these areas originates from two small-scale fish surveys
that were carried out along the Wimbledon Common section of the brook in 2010
and 2018. Given the fact that the total length of the Beverley Brook is 14.3km, it is
also conceivable that what is found in neighbouring land such as Barnes Common
and Richmond Park could also be found on the Commons.

Ponds:
At the time of publication, Drakeford (2000) wrote in Wimbledon Common, A Natural
History, that only five of the eight ponds found on Wimbledon Common and Putney
Heath contained fish. These ponds were named as Queensmere, Scio Pond,
Kingsmere, Rushmere and 7 Post Pond. While this information remains fairly
accurate, as a result of regularly drying out during the summer months, it is not
believed that 7 Post Pond still contains a permanent population of fish and there are
now definitely a small number of fish in Ravine Pond. Other ponds which also
regularly become dry and are therefore unable to support any fish include Bluegate
Gravel Pit, Hookhamslade Pond and Curling Pond.
According to Drakeford, the following species of fish were found on the Commons in
2000 and without subsequent investigation, it is presumed that this may still be the
case.
Pike (Esox Lucius) The pike is a large predatory fish that can grow to 1 metre in
length. When hunting, pike will burst out of cover at high speed to catch its prey
which can include fish, frogs, small mammals or waterfowl. According to Drakeford,
in 2000, Pike were found in Queensmere and Scio Pond but it is generally accepted
that Queensmere is the only pond that still supports a population of Pike on the
Commons. The largest recorded Pike caught on the Commons was in Queensmere
in the mid 1990’s. This Pike, named Pricilla “Monster from the Blue lagoon” in a local
newspaper article, weighed 22 pounds and when caught was found to have been
feeding on full sized Black headed gulls. Following the removal of Pricilla from
Queensmere, there have been a small number of other occasions when large Pike
have been removed from this pond and this has generally followed a year when the
presence of large Pike have had a significant impact on the number of ducklings and
even cygnets using this area.
(Insert: picture of Pike on the Commons)
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Perch (Perca fluviatilis)
Perch are a carnivorous fish which feed on smaller fish or insect larvae. They are
easy to identify as they have a very spiky dorsal fin and they have a greeny-brown
coloured back with a series of dark vertical bars across the upper sides of their body.
In 2000, Perch were said to be abundant on the Commons and found in
Queensmere, Kingsmere and Scio Pond. Perch are still known to be at Queensmere
but without apart from this, unfortunately, there is no up to date information about the
abundance of Perch on the Commons.
Common Carp (Cyprinus carpio)
The Common Carp is a large fish with a rounded body and powerful fins. Easily
recognisable by their dark brown to bronze colouration, Common Carp can live up to
50 years. They are omnivorous feeding on plants, algae, invertebrates and other
fish. In 2000, Common Carp were reported in Kingsmere and Scio Pond and it is
believed this is still the case today. Two common carp have also been reported in
Ravine Pond but how they arrived in this area is unknown.
Koi Carp (Cyprinus carpio)
The koi carp is a domesticated version of common carp which originates from East
Asia. Most commonly found in ornamental garden ponds, koi carp can vary in colour
and similar to common carp, they are at home in muddy ponds.
In 2000, Drakeford reported that a small shoal of koi carp could be found in
Rushmere and Kingsmere. There is no up to date information to confirm which
ponds, if any, still contain koi carp on the Commons.
Goldfish (Carassius auratus gibelio)
Originating in East Asia, with their gold and silver colouring, goldfish are easy to
identify. Most likely discarded on to the Commons by pet owners, in 2000, Drakeford
reported that Goldfish could be found in Scio Pond. It is not known whether Goldfish
are still found in this pond.
Rudd (Scardinius erythrophthalmus)
Rudd are coppery golden in colour with bright red fins and an upturned mouth.
These fish tend to be a shoaling fish and prefer rivers or ponds with a large amount
of vegetation. Rudd will feed on snails, worms, insects, insect larvae and algae. In
2000, Rudd were reported in Scio Pond and Kingsmere but there is no up to date
information to confirm whether this species can still be found in these areas of the
Commons.
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Roach (Rutilus rutilus)
Roach is often mistaken for rudd as both fish look fairly alike. Similar to rudd,
roach is also a shoaling fish that can be found in lakes, rivers, ponds and canals.
The roach is a medium sized fish with silvery white sides and a dark brown or
grey back, with a blueish or greenish tint. Roach will feed on a variety of
insects, worms and vegetable matter. In 2000, Roach were reported in Scio
Pond and Kingsmere but there is no updated information to confirm the status
of this species on the Commons.
Tench (Tinca tinca)
Tench are recognisable through their olive green colouration. They have a stout
body with rounded powerful fins. Tench feed on invertebrates including pond snails
and often frequent slow flowing rivers or ponds with an abundance of aquatic
vegetation. In 2000, Tench were recorded in Scio Pond and Kingsmere but there is
no recent information to confirm their current status on the Commons.
Three-spined Stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus)
Three-spined stickleback are one of the most common freshwater fish in the UK
where they can be found in lakes, ditches and rivers. Although small in size, this fish
is an aggressive predator that hunts tadpoles, invertebrates and other small fish. Its
colouring is brownish black with silvery sides and belly. In spring however, the male
develops a red throat and belly and bright green flanks.
In 2000, Three-spined sticklebacks were reported as abundant on the Commons and
found in the Beverley Brook, 7 Post Pond, Scio Pond, Kingsmere and Queensmere.
Unfortunately, there is no more recent data available to confirm whether this
information is still correct.
The Beverley Brook:
The Beverley Brook is 14.3 km in length with approximately 2km of this area passing
through Wimbledon Common and 500 metres passing through Putney Lower
Common.
Similar to the Commons’ ponds, there is very little information about which species of
fish can be found in the Commons’ section of the Beverley Brook but we can achieve
a fairly accurate account through the findings of two small-scale fish surveys that
were carried out during 2010 and 2018. While not entirely accurate, another indicator
of which species of fish can be found in the brook is via the information that can be
found in neighbouring sections of the brook which include Barnes Common and
Richmond Park.
In Wimbledon Common, A Natural History (2000), Drakeford reports that in 1992, a
National Rivers Association Fisheries unit had described the Wimbledon Common
section of the Beverley Brook as poor in fish and macro-invertebrates. In 2010, the
Environment Agency carried out a survey on 15 June where various sections of the
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Wimbledon Common section of the brook were electro-fished. At the time of the
survey, the brook was described as a heavily shaded section of river with poor
channel morphology. It was however acknowledged that areas of collapsed toe
boarding provided some refuge for fish, along with isolated patches of macrophytes
and woody debris. A gravel riffle was also reported as being present towards the top
section of the brook which was suitable for gravel spawning species such as chub
and dace.
The fishery comments for this survey were as follows:
“The site contains a good population of coarse fish dominated by chub and dace.
Dace were the most abundant species, with three distinct year classes and a number
of very large individuals present. Chub were present to 3lb and dace to 12oz. Other
species captured in low numbers were gudgeon, European eel, roach, rudd and
stickleback. Fish survey results probably represent ‘moderate’ to ‘good’ ecological
status”.
As part of the preparations for the major restoration project that was carried out
along the Wimbledon Common section of the Beverley Brook, a small-scale fish
survey was carried out by a team from South-East Rivers Trust in December 2018.
This survey revealed nine species of fish along the brook which included chub, dace,
roach, European eel, stone loach, minnows, tench, goldfish and gudgeon.
As both fish surveys were carried out prior to the completion of the restoration
project along the Wimbledon Commons section of the Beverley Brook, it would seem
timely that another fish survey is carried out along this area to measure whether the
restoration work has been a success or not.
This survey would not need to be expensive and could very easily be carried out by
a team of volunteers with a suitable level of knowledge who would be willing to
undertake this activity on behalf of the Commons. If such a group could be
organised, then the Beverley Brook and all nine ponds could be surveyed for an up
to date assessment of which species of fish are present on the site.

(Insert: photograph of the Beverley Brook)
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8: Fauna – Mammals
The oldest known source of information that is available for the Commons’ flora and
fauna was published by Walter Johnson in 1912. Entitled ‘Wimbledon Common; its
Geology, Antiquities and Natural History’, there are three notable mammals that are
absent from the Commons nowadays compared to 1912: the red squirrel, water vole
and brown hare. There are also two new species which have arrived on the
Commons since the publication of this book, and they are the grey squirrel and the
muntjac deer. If we were to go back far enough in history, there would doubtless be
other species of mammals that were present on the Commons including beaver,
brown bear, wolf and wild boar but perhaps further mention of these species can wait
until later chapters.
In 2000, Drakeford wrote in ‘Wimbledon Common & Putney Heath, A Natural History,
that the following mammal species were present on the Commons:
Carnivores (4 species)
•
•
•
•

Fox (Vulpes vulpes) Status: Widespread
Badger (Meles meles) Status: Common and stable
Weasel (Mustela nivalis) Status: Quite common and increasing
Stoat (Mustela erminea) Status: Rare on the Commons

Insectivores (4 species)
•
•
•
•

Mole (Talpa europaea) Status: Common and widespread
Hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus) Status: Common and Widespread
Common shrew (Sorex Araneus) Status: Very common and widespread
Pygmy shrew (Sorex minutus) Status: Very common and widespread

Rodents (5 species)
•
•
•
•
•

Wood Mouse (Apodemus Sylvaticus) Status: Abundant on the Commons
Field Vole (Microtus agrestis) Status: Status: Super abundant
Bank Vole (clethrionomys glareolus) Status: Abundant
Brown Rat (Ratus norvegicus) Status: Common and widespread
Grey squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) Status: Common and widespread

Lagomorphs (1 species)
•

Rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) Status: Very common

Bats:
•
•
•
•
•

Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrellus)
Daubenton’s (Myotis daubentonii)
Noctule (Nyctalus noctule)
Brown Long-eared (Plecotus auritus)
Serotine (Eptesicus serotinus)
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While there have been a small number of mammal surveys held on the Commons
since 2000, these have been very limited in scale and therefore it is difficult to know
exactly how widespread the mammals mentioned in 2000 are on the Commons
today.
Carnivores
With reference to the four carnivore species that were found on the Commons in
2000, fox and badger are still regularly seen but it is far less certain whether weasels
and stoats remain widespread on the Commons.Through camera trapping, one of
the Commons’ volunteers, James Copeland, has managed to record activity at three
of the Commons’ established badger setts but an increase in this activity would
certainly help us to monitor the activity of badgers at some of the Commons other
known setts.
Over the past few years, there have been occasional sightings of weasels and
interestingly, all sightings of this species since 2016 have been made in the areas of
ground that is located close to Inner Windmill Road. Without clear evidence, it is
however difficult to confirm the certainty of these sightings. Once again, further
camera trapping on the Commons may help us to confirm whether a viable
population of weasels or indeed stoats still remain on site.
(Insert: photograph taken by James Copeland of badgers on the Commons)

Insectivores:
Of the four species of insectivore that were noted by Drakeford in 2000, the
occasional common shrew (usually dead) has been found on the Commons but as
these reports have usually been anecdotal, it is unknown whether the shrews were
common shrews or pygmy shrews.
Moles, once common and widespread on the Commons are now largely confined to
the area surrounding the REMPF and hedgehogs are now sadly only found on
Putney Lower Common.
In addition to the excellent work that has been carried out by local volunteer groups
such as SW15 Hedgehogs, the most up to date information that is available about
the hedgehog population on Putney Lower Common and its surrounding area
originates from a series of surveys that were carried out by a team of scientists from
ZSL’s London Hogwatch between 2018 and 2020. As discussed in the London
Hogwatch report from 2020, ‘hedgehogs have recently been classified as vulnerable
to extinction in the UK as their numbers are estimated to have declined by 46% in
the past 13 years’. The report continued that, ‘the causes for this decline are
complicated but factors such as habitat loss, the use of pesticides and other
agricultural chemicals, road traffic and an increasing badger population may all be
responsible for the decline in hedgehog numbers.’
Originally identified as a potential hedgehog hot-spot for South London in 2018,
during that same year, the London Hogwatch survey revealed that from the 30
cameras that were positioned around Putney Lower Common and Barnes Common,
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nearly a quarter of the cameras had hedgehog contacts. Building upon the initial
2018 survey, during the following two years, the survey area was expanded to
include other neighbouring green spaces which could potentially provide habitats for
the local hedgehog population.
In general, the survey produced some very encouraging results with hedgehogs
found at five of the seven survey sites.
These sites included:
•
•
•
•
•

Barnes Common/Putney Lower Common
Barnes Elms and fishing ponds
Barnes wetlands
North Barnes
Roehampton Gardens.

As a result of the hedgehog surveys that have, in part, been carried out on Putney
Lower Common over the past few years, this area of the Commons is managed as
sensitively as possible to ensure the ongoing safety of hedgehogs in this area. Areas
of grassland are checked for hedgehogs prior to mowing, hibernation boxes have
been made available in suitable locations and a series of holes have been cut
through the brick wall of the neighbouring cemetery to provide unimpeded access
across this 2 acres site.

(Insert: hedgehog photograph on Putney Lower Common)
Rodents:
Of the five rodent species that were identified on the Commons by Drakeford (2000),
the grey squirrel and brown rat remain common and widespread with Putney Lower
Common being a particularly active area for brown rat.
Through an annual programme of small mammal trapping which usually take place
during the Commons’ summer Bio-blitz event in June, wood mouse and field vole
have regularly been caught and weighed but we have not yet been successful in
capturing a bank vole. As the Commons’ are in possession of 20 Longworth small
mammal traps, it is conceivable that, if led by a suitable volunteer, the extent of small
mammal trapping events on the Commons could be increased which would certainly
help to improve our knowledge about the distribution of small mammal species
around the Commons.
(Insert: wood mouse caught during a small mammal trapping event on the
Commons)
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Lagomorph:
With reference to the only lagomorph that was included in Drakeford’s list of
mammals that were found on the Commons in 2000, the status of rabbits as being
common on the Commons remains true today. First introduced by the Romans in
approximately 43AD for meat and fur and then further increased by the Normans
during the mid-12th Century, rabbits are actually known as a non-native invasive
species. In Britain, they are however a familiar sight throughout the countryside and
despite occasional fluctuations in numbers mainly as a result from viral diseases
such as Myxamatosis and rabbit haemorrhagic disease, on the Commons, they have
proved to be a real survivor. This said, according to data from the British Trust for
Ornithology, since the 1990’s, overall, the UK’s wild rabbit population may have
declined by as much as 60% since 1995, largely in response to Viral Heamorrhagic
disease.
Bats:
As demonstrated each year at the Commons’ annual Bioblitz event, there is a
substantial amount of interest among visitors to the Commons on the subject of bats.
Attendance for the guided bat walks which are often led by a volunteer from the
London Bat Group are always high and it is not unusual for at least four species of
bat to be recorded during these annual events.
The information that we currently have available about the bats that are found on
Wimbledon and Putney Commons is however very limited and apart from a few
snippets of information that have been collected from isolated surveys, the most
comprehensive information that have was obtained from a baseline trapping and
roost survey that was carried out in 2013. The 2013 bat survey and report was
carried out and prepared by Daniel Whitby, a Natural England bat worker and was
organised and funded by the London Bat Group.
The survey involved using an acoustic lure playing a range of species social calls to
trap bats and enable accurate species identification and breeding status of bats
present on the site. The trapping survey was conducted across a range of habitats
and locations on Wimbledon Common over the course of six nights from May to
September 2013, avoiding the more sensitive late pregnancy and birth periods.
As a result of this survey, 157 bats were caught belonging to eight different species.
These species included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soprano pipistrelle
Common pipistrelle
Daubenton’s
Brown long-eared bat
Noctule
Natterer’s
Leisler’s.
Nathusius pipistrelle.
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The conclusions of the survey indicated that Wimbledon Comon has a rich bat fauna
present. It continued that, like Richmond Park, Wimbledon Common is now
completely enclosed in an urban landscape making it a highly important ecological
reserve for many bat species. The report concluded that bats were using the
Commons for both roosting and foraging and suggested that:
“Species like Pipistrelle and Daubenton’s will be commonly foraging outside of the
Commons, particularly over water bodies and the River Thames where large bats
like noctule and leisler’s will comfortably commute larger distances in search of
suitable foraging areas. However, other species particularly brown long-eared and
natterer’s are more likely to be restricted to the Commons and be almost completely
dependent on the ecological resources it provides.”
As certain species such as brown long-eared bat and natterer’s are considered
vulnerable locally, the 2013 report suggested that sensitive tree management is
essential throughout the Commons as many of the bat species that are found on the
Commons roost in woodland trees. As expressed by Whitby (2013) “The felling of a
tree with a colony present could cause the local extinction of a species (such as
brown long-eared or natterers) from the Commons”.
To help protect bats on the Commons, large mature trees of all species that may
provide roost space only receive work on them where they provide a very high risk of
causing harm to Commons visitors by dropping a limb or completely failing. Another
piece of work that has been carried out over recent years is the planting of small
whips around various parts of the Commons woodland where a healthy understorey
is missing. By creating a dense native understorey within areas of woodland, this will
provide additional foraging opportunities which is vitally important for species such
as the brown long-eared bat to thrive. Despite these actions, our actual knowledge
about the distribution of bats on the Commons is extremely limited and therefore,
resources allowing, an updated and comprehensive survey of the bats of Wimbledon
Common is due.
(Insert: photograph of brown long eared bat: sourced from the London Bat Group)
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9: Fauna – Birds (Adrian Podmore)
Introduction
Bird sightings for Wimbledon Common from the 1950’s and 60’s make for some eye
watering reading with breeding records for red backed Shrike, pied flycatcher,
nightingale, wood warbler, redstart, willow tit, hawfinch and cirl bunting. Further
breeding species that have been lost since the 1980’s and 1990’s include linnet,
cuckoo, yellowhammer, lesser redpoll, tree pipit and bullfinch while lesser
whitethroat, spotted flycatcher, meadow Pipit and house martin have no longer bred
since the early 2000’s. The last willow warbler bred in 2016. 2011 was the first year
since proper records began in 1974, when no ground-nesting birds bred on the
Common at all. Although over 100 species were recorded in 2010 and 2011, the
annual species count has averaged around the 90 mark, although there is a sense
that this masks a significant decline in abundance in recent years.
On the plus side, raptors such as buzzard and red kite have increased significantly,
while hobby and peregrine also appear to be prospering. The firecrest is
demonstrably expanding its range too while increasing winter appearances from
dartford warbler have been very welcome.
With over 150 species seen on the Commons altogether since records began in
1974, providing a synopsis for each one is clearly not practical although the annual
reports do give a useful overview of the more common birds. This chapter however,
by loosely grouping various species together, focuses on some of the more
significant birds, particularly those that are or have been an integral part of the
Commons ecology along with those that are red-listed, are in decline or where
remedial action may be possible.
Waterfowl & Terns
The Commons support most of the more common breeding waterfowl including
moorhen, coot, mallard, tufted duck, egyptian goose, mandarin and the mute swan.
The latter has been a particular success story, breeding for the first time after fifty
years in 2007 and with the occasional blank year, has continued to do so at
Queensmere with the provision of rafts.
Species such as gadwall used to be regular visitors at Queensmere but are now very
infrequent. Unlike many ducks which are generalist feeders, gadwall feed exclusively
on submerged vegetation which they require in abundance so one wonders if there
has been a change in the ponds physiology or water quality. Pochard (red listed)
was also regularly seen at Queensmere but only infrequently now although
remarkably, a pair did breed at Bluegate in 2013. This bird is susceptible to avian
influenza while it too may also be quite sensitive to changes in water chemistry
particularly over eutrophication. Shoveler is a dabbling duck that used to appear
regularly in double numbers on Kingsmere during the winter months but even half a
dozen now is unusual. Shovelers are susceptible to avian influenza and avian
botulism while climate change, warmer winters, turbidity and water quality at
Kingsmere may also be issues. Little grebe last successfully bred in 2014 at
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Bluegate but further attempts in recent years appear to have been unsuccessful.
Two breeding pairs at Bluegate in 2014 demonstrate this pond can provide ideal
conditions for this bird if a water level of around one metre is maintained along with a
rich vegetation (floating, submerged and emergent) and high density of aquatic
invertebrates, small fish, crustaceans and amphibians. The nest is a floating
platform of aquatic plant matter anchored to emergent vegetation, submerged
branches or bushes close to the edge of shallow wetlands.The Common’s ponds,
particularly Rushmere, also provide an important feeding resource for Common
Terns which can often be seen in June and July most likely commuting to Richmond
Park.
(Insert: photograph of waterfowl)
Waders
The Commons have provided an important sanctuary for migrating and wintering
woodcock (red listed) that arrive each year from the Continent. However, no
woodcock were recorded at all in a recent survey by xxxx in 2013 or in 2020.
Woodcock is another species in decline in the UK where recreational disturbance
and dogs are likely to be the biggest culprit along with drying woodland in times of
drought. Encouraging a thicker and more diverse shrub layer in the woodlands along
with the restoration of some of the mires and other wetland areas would be a real
boon in providing damp soil for feeding on earthworms.
The Plain, particularly the uncut areas when they flood, provides an important refuge
for Snipe and Jack Snipe where birds are afforded good views of approaching
predators. However, once disturbed by people or dogs they may return to The Plain
once or twice but seem to depart for good if put up again. The rough grassland and
boggy areas at Ladies Mile also provide good habitat although increased paths
through these areas need to be monitored.
Lapwing (red listed) can often be seen flying over in hard weather but will take to The
Plain when the surrounding countryside is snowbound or they are grounded by bad
weather. One Lapwing was seen briefly displaying on The Plain in 2013 while they
have also frequented Rushmere in the past but disturbance is probably too great
now.
(Insert: photograph of wader)
Owls & Raptors
First appearing in 2002, the little owl has been an irregular visitor to the Commons
over the past couple of decades and its arrival is likely to be dependent on
fluctuations in the Richmond Park population. However, it does appear that a pair
has taken up residence near the golf courses which would provide their preference
for open parkland and hopefully its main prey of large invertebrates, particularly
beetles. Occasionally in autumn, short- eared owls, most likely from Scandinavia,
can be seen passing through. As a specialist predator of small mammals,
predominantly voles, they will be particularly attracted by rough tussocky grassland.
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The biggest change in recent years has been the spectacular increase in buzzard
and red kite. Buzzard is almost certainly a breeding resident on the Commons now
while red kite is breeding in the local vicinity. There are probably two or three Kestrel
pairs but with voles providing the bulk of their prey, good sized areas of rough
grassland and scrub with thick cover and a deep litter layer are important.
The Hobby, a dashing summer migrant, also breeds on the Commons or in the
immediate environs, although it can prove incredibly elusive. At least two pairs bred
in 2011. The decline in its usual prey of hirundines and swifts on the Commons is
likely more than made up for by dragonflies and sand martins from visits to the
Wetlands Centre, but the Commons’ ponds are probably an important food source
too.
(Insert: photograph of owl)
Woodpeckers, Kingfisher, Cuckoo & Parakeet
The great spotted woodpecker has experienced a 300% population increase since
the seventies and one of the birds most likely to be seen on the Commons. The
increase in dead and dying trees, its use of garden bird feeders and reduced
competition from starlings may all be reasons. With a diet comprised mainly of ants,
the green woodpecker is probably holding its own although there is anecdotal
evidence of parakeets taking over nesting holes initially used by green woodpeckers.
Maintaining areas of grassland with ant hills is a key requirement for this species.
The lesser spotted woodpecker (red listed) is an extremely unobtrusive species.
Preferring the upper levels of the tree canopy, it is consequently hard to see or
monitor. Although no records were received for 2021, this woodpecker probably has
a toehold on the Commons still. With low breeding success, it too may be suffering
from competition by parakeets and potential predation by the great spotted
woodpecker. There is some evidence of the lesser spotted woodpecker preferring
wetter woodland near streams along with a good shrub layer, so providing increased
water retention e.g. mire restoration and leaky dams may be options.
The Kingfisher clearly breeds along the Beverley Brook and with recent restoration
works and various fish introductions, hopefully the future is secure for at least one
pair. It should however be possible to create a kingfisher nesting bank, possibly at
the Ravine Pond. Designs vary widely but now that there are purpose- built
kingfisher boxes, as long as there is a vertical face, even using old containers or
tanks and covered in turf or soil have been used.
The cuckoo (red listed) was last recorded as breeding on the Commons in 1987.
Just one or two birds pass through each spring now. Another species in decline,
likely reasons include issues on their migration routes and wintering grounds along
with a reduction in host species, particularly meadow pipits. Moths are one of the
important prey items and the decline in this group is likely to be another cause for the
reduction in cuckoo numbers.
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With strongholds in Richmond Park and throughout Surrey, the ring-necked parakeet
is clearly here to stay, although Defra is looking at potentially culling some satellite
populations. Although gamekeepers at Richmond Park shot over 100 between 2017
and 2019 and with increasing evidence of peregrines and sparrowhawks both
preying on Parakeets, this will have minimal impact on a very adaptable and
resourceful bird that can cope with extremes of climate. The main concern is that this
species out competes green woodpecker, starling, spotted flycatchers and lesser
spotted woodpecker for nesting holes.
(Insert: photograph of Kingfisher)
Larks / Pipits / Wagtails
Skylarks (red listed) are one of the flagship species for the Commons. There were
six pairs back in 1983 where breeding was confirmed for both north and south of the
Plain. This had reduced to a couple of pairs in the 1990’s with the last pairs to breed
being in 2007 and finally 2015. In recent years, birds have appeared in late May,
early June, possibly failed pairs from Richmond Park and have made attempts to
breed but these appear to have been short-lived. Typically, a pair was briefly seen
for a couple of days in 2020 but did not linger. Skylarks have specific requirements
involving a mosaic of habitats including areas of bare earth, a low sward for feeding
but a higher sward for nesting with 20-60cm preferred and 55cm height as optimum.
Inevitably, the weather plays a major role in the growth and composition of The
Plain’s grassland each year. While Skylarks are both seed and insect eaters, the diet
of the nestlings is exclusively that of arthropods. Nest failure due to predation is
common, particularly from mammals but Kestrels and corvids too. Disturbance from
people and their dogs is likely to be the biggest factor. Huge efforts have been made
though signage and increasing awareness of the presence of skylarks but
unfortunately, it is the case that just one unruly dog can disrupt a breeding attempt.
The Meadow Pipit used to be another regular breeding bird (2003 and before that
1999). Similarly, a ground nesting species, they prefer open areas where they can
feed predominantly on insects, flies, beetles, moths and spiders, while
supplementing their diet in winter with seeds and berries. They used to be present in
varying numbers on The Plain throughout the winter months with flocks of 20-30
regularly seen passing through in the spring and autumn but just the odd one or two
are recorded now. It is noticeable that birds found on The Plain, once disturbed
appear to find it hard to settle, remaining on the ground again for a short period of
time before flying off altogether. For both skylark and meadow pipit, maximising the
amount and connectivity of uncut grassland in the winter may encourage further
birds to overwinter while for any pairs that do attempt to breed, roping off an area
should be implemented.
Wagtails are represented with at least one pair of pied wagtails frequenting the
Windmill complex, while one pair of grey wagtail probably breed along the Brook,
they will also frequent Kingsmere, Hookhamslade and Queensmere as well.
(Insert: photograph of either lark, pipit or wagtail)
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Hirundines / Swift / Flycatchers
In 2014, a pair of swallows bred on the Commons for the first time since 1982. The
Stables at the Windmill now support one to two breeding pairs most years. Further
artificial nesting bowls have been put up by WPCC staff so it is hoped that the
population might expand. Swallows have declined 31% between 2008 and 2018,
where climate change, issues on the wintering grounds and a declining insect
population may all be key. It has become noticeable in recent years that as soon as
the second broods have fledged, the birds immediately disappear possibly indicating
a lack of food.
However, the most worrying decline in recent years has been that of the house
martin (red listed) 57% down in the UK between 1969 and 2018. There was just one
record for 2021. In the past, house martins were a regular sight on the Commons
where they could be seen collecting mud from Rushmere for their nearby nests. Dry
springs can reduce the opportunities to find mud while many nests are now knocked
down or mesh is put up to prevent birds using the eaves of houses, reflecting the
public’s increasing intolerance to mess - there is clearly an issue of education here.
While swifts do not breed on the Commons, they do use The Plain and Rushmere for
feeding, particularly on the Plain in June. The species is red listed with a population
decline of 58% (1995-2018). The loss of traditional nest sites is likely to be a
contributory factor. The idea of a Swift tower has been discussed previously. From
the experiences of other installations, this can be a slow and long-term project and
maybe at least five years before birds are attracted to use it, if at all. However, a
Swift tower would provide a talking point and an opportunity for education. Another
option would be to put some swift boxes on the Windmill. They would be at an ideal
height and provide good visibility. The concern about ‘mess’ is generally unfounded,
as adult swifts generally eat any waste from the chicks. For either the windmill or a
tower, the key is to be able to provide sound recordings to attract the birds in the first
place.
Currently red-listed with an 89% decrease between 1967 and 2012, the spotted
flycatcher last bred on the Common in 2008. Passing autumnal migrants are now
something of an event. Once again, conditions in the wintering grounds in Africa may
be the principal cause. However, these birds do prefer the larger flying insects,
including butterflies, moths, craneflies and damselflies, so any reduction in these will
also have an impact. Poor weather in the summer months can also result in nests
failing as smaller invertebrates are taken but then eaten by the parents rather than
fed to the young. Woodland with open glades provides the optimal habitat for seeing
and catching insects so recent work by WPCC providing this habitat is clearly
welcome.
(Insert: photograph of swallow)
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Warblers
The Commons provide some excellent habitat for this group with good populations of
blackcap, chiffchaff, garden warbler and whitethroat where numbers can seem
denser than in the countryside sometimes. Blackcap has experienced a stellar
increase in recent years, being the site’s most numerous warbler with perhaps 70
pairs. This may in part be due to its ability to take food from garden feeders during
winter although these are likely to be continental birds but its liking for nesting a
couple of feet up in the middle of a dense bramble patch may reduce predation and
disturbance from dogs and people.
Numbers of chiffchaff are probably stable, although there is a sense that garden
warbler and particularly whitethroat have started to decline, possibly due to the
recent, late and cold springs resulting in little cover and food once they arrive.
Lesser whitethroat used to breed up to 2002 but prefers tall, thick hedges, often
singing from deep inside hawthorns and blackthorns.
A national phenomenon reflected in a 78% decline from 1995-2015, there were 100
pairs of willow warbler in 1970. One can only imagine what the Commons must have
sounded like in spring. With just a handful of spring and autumn migrants now,
climate change is likely to be the biggest player here with strong populations still in
the north of the UK. However, being a ground nesting bird, disturbance, dogs and
predation are all likely to have made their mark, combined with a potential decline in
insect food. Willow warblers like dense young birch thickets, for example that at
Ladies Mile, so it would be good to encourage this habitat further but once it matures
and becomes less dense then coppicing is ideal in producing new thickets.
Encouragingly, one bird that has increased its presence in recent years is the
dartford warbler. Previously seen in 1938 with a pair breeding in 1936, this bird has
been appearing most winters since 2016. On the edge of its range in Britain, it is
dependent on mature, dry heath habitats for not only its mostly insectivorous diet of
spiders, but also for surviving cold, harsh winters as it is non-migratory. The critical
habitat requirement is gorse that is not only in good condition but is of medium height
e.g. 1-1.5m along with the provision of a dense continuity between the ground
vegetation and the gorse so usually mature heather. Very young or old, leggy gorse
or heather under 50cm are avoided. Interestingly of all the birds on the Commons, it
seems that the Dartford warbler may be able to tolerate human disturbance best and
certainly birds seem to co-exist with the many visitors to the UK’s heathland National
Nature Reserves.
The occasional reed or sedge warbler pass through on migration but with a
reasonably sized reedbed on the Commons, there is no reason to suppose why a
pair of reed warblers could not be encouraged to take up residence as even a few
square metres of reed can suffice. Similarly, the expanding population of cetti’s
warblers could also be attracted.
(Insert: photograph of Dartford warbler)
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Crests & Tits
The long-tailed tit is probably one of the Commons’ most well- known and
charismatic residents and appears to have a stable population with perhaps 50 to 60
pairs. Dense patches of gorse provide its preferred nesting habitat where nests are
constructed from spiders’ webs and lichen and then lined with feathers.
The marsh tit (red listed) is a scarce visitor although pairs have bred in 1979 and
more recently in 2016. Despite their name, marsh tits are most often found in damp
broadleaf woodland, copses, parks and gardens where they feed mostly on insects,
seeds and berries, often caching food over winter. They prefer to nest in existing tree
holes, rather than excavating their own. It is however the shrub layer that is most
important so increasing the understorey / low wet scrub of some of the woodlands
would be beneficial.
The goldcrest has a stable population but in the last decade or so, it has been the
firecrest that has been going from strength to strength, with nine singing birds
recorded in the spring of 2019. These birds favour the northern and western parts of
the Commons where dense stands of holly, yew and ivy provide their favourite
habitat. While woodland management is generally about letting the light in, retaining
some denser blocks of ‘jungle’ still have their place and all add to diversity.
(Insert: photograph of long-tailed tit)
Starling, Thrushes & Chats
The Commons used to support significant post breeding flocks of Starlings (red
listed) with anywhere up to four hundred birds in June / July. A species with another
nationwide decline (66 % since the mid-1970s), causes are still unknown but some
studies suggest that mortality of first year youngsters has significantly increased.
Starlings are heavily dependent on soil invertebrates like earthworms and
leatherjackets in their grassland foraging areas. It is possible this food supply has
declined, possibly due to less being available during dry summers or to the
increasing crow population that uses The Plain for feeding and roosting.
Some observers may be surprised to know that both the song and mistle thrush are
now on the red list where loss, degradation and over management of habitat are
likely causes of their population declines. Current evidence suggests that only 60%
of adult song thrush survive to breed the following spring. Requiring a mix of
woodland and grassland habitat, the song thrush likes to nest in low, dense
vegetation while food consists of worms, slugs, snails, fruit and other invertebrate
prey. Encouraging a dense shrub layer in some of the woodlands while introducing
any measures that prevent drying out of soil, particularly in droughts, for example
new pond and wetland areas would be welcome. The Commons do support good
numbers of visiting thrushes from Scandinavia and Iceland in the autumn, notably
redwing (red listed) although less so fieldfare (red listed). Numbers of redwing vary
considerably during the winter but can increase rapidly in spells of cold weather
where the denser, more mature stands of holly trees provide shelter and food.
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The stonechat is one of the more charismatic visitors to the Commons, often one of
the first spring migrants to be seen in February or March and again on their return
trips throughout September and October. Some years there are just two or three
sightings while in others such as 2016, there were 45 records involving 60 birds.
There is a sense that whereas in the past, birds would spend protracted periods of
time on the Commons, visits are now considerably shorter. However, individuals did
stay for the whole of winter in 2004 and 2016. There is no reason to suppose that
with enough rough grassland, scattered bushes and scrub habitat with suitable
perching opportunities that birds should not regularly overwinter, particularly as
Bushy Park and Richmond Park (18 in Nov 21) host suitable numbers.
Whinchats (red listed) used to be regular visitors to the heather patch on The Plain
during their spring and autumn migrations. One suspects this area has been used
historically over many years. They favour uncut, rough grassland with small shrubs
to perch on. However, if The Plain is cut early in the summer, much of this habitat is
lost to migrating birds particularly this species.
The Plain has always been a magnet for migrating Wheatears. While spring
migration has always been more pronounced, sightings used to average around a
dozen to 30 per year with a bumper year in 2011 of over 50 separate birds. In recent
years however, just a handful are now seen.
(Insert: photograph of starling)
Finches, Buntings & Sparrows
Linnet, bullfinch, greenfinch and house sparrow have all undergone noticeable
demises.
Linnets (red listed) have declined by 57% in the UK between 1970 and 2014 and last
bred on the Commons in 1987. They feed primarily on the seeds of small-seeded
plants and are particularly fond of dandelion seed. They also take insects especially
in the summer and particularly for their young. Linnets like thick unkempt hedges for
food and cover where they will nest semi-colonially.
In 1985, the Bullfinch had 22 territories on the Commons with the last record of any
springtime pairs around 2006. While the occasional bird still visits in the winter, this
handsome finch has been a sad loss. They have a strong preference for dense,
mature hedgerows that offer thick cover and a good supply of food particularly fruit
and berries so an orchard on the Commons would be of benefit to this species..
From 2000, the Greenfinch (red listed) population on the Commons was actually
expanding with flocks of up to 40 birds not being uncommon. However, from around
2010, the greenfinch has been hit hard by the parasitic disease trichomonosis. There
is still the odd pair at their previous stronghold along the Causeway while another
pair appears to have taken up residence within the increasing tree cover at the
corner of Rushmere Pond.
There is a small population of house sparrows (red listed) at the Green which also
appears to utilise the trees at the corner of Rushmere. While the decline in this
species is well documented (70% between 1995 and 2017), lack of food, diminishing
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habitat and avian malaria are all potential causes. The last records of any birds at
the Windmill were in 2011. Maintaining long swards of grassland will provide more
insects while these birds are very partial to red millet and live mealworms – terraces
of sparrow boxes also appear to be effective should any be enticed back.
The Commons’ birch and alder trees provide vital food for wintering siskins and
lesser redpolls (red listed) although the larger winter flocks of the latter are much
less frequent now, possibly due to climate change while these is also some evidence
of a reduction in birch seed food supplies.
The Commons still support a pair of reed buntings, usually on The Plain but this is
well down on the 18 pairs in 1983. As another ground nester, they are hugely
susceptible to disturbance by people, dogs, cats and corvids and with the chicks fed
exclusively on invertebrate prey which may be harder to find, it is no surprise that
there has been no evidence of successful nesting in recent years.
(Insert: photograph of bullfinch)
Summary & Recommendations
The decline in the Commons’ birdlife is clearly being mirrored across the UK and at
70 species long, the UK Red list for birds has nearly doubled from that of 1996.
Thanks to Dave Wills and Ron Kettle, WPCC is fortunate in having a detailed record
of observations since 1974. Along with four monthly transect walks conducted since
xxxx, these records illustrate, perhaps better than any other ecological group for the
Commons, just how dramatic the loss in our biodiversity has been. It is also clear
that the scientific world is still some way from fully understanding all the causes but
urbanisation, pollution of air, water and soil, increased dog ownership, climate
change, changes in wintering or summering grounds abroad, human disturbance,
reduction in food availability and increased prevalence of disease are all likely
factors. While many of these issues require a global or national response, what can
WPCC do to help stem or even reverse some of these declines. Four areas that
could be addressed are habitat, disturbance, community engagement / education
and supplementary measures. These four areas will be discussed in further detail
during section 2 of the Land management Report.
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10: Fauna - moths & butterflies (Les Evans Hill)
Information currently being prepared by Les Evans-Hill
11 – Dragonflies and damselfies (Simon Riley)
Information currently being prepared by Simon Riley
12 - Invasive non-native species
According to the Joint Nature Conservancy Council (JNCC), ‘non-native’ species are
those that have reached Great Britain by accidental human transport, deliberate
human introduction, or which have arrived by natural dispersal from a non-native
population’. While the introduction of non-native species into the environment is a
global concern, in Britain alone, there have been more than 3,000 non-native
species recorded as established or reproducing in the wild.
Although many non-native species cause no harm to the environment, there are a
significant number of these species that do pose a threat to the nation’s natural
(native) biodiversity. With a long history of plant and animal introduction to the British
Ilses, it is important to have a clear understanding of the impact that invasive nonnative species (INNS) can have on the natural environment as this will help
determine the most suitable course of action that is required to deal with this
problem. It is therefore important that a few terms are clearly defined to avoid
confusion. These terms refer to native species, non-native species (or introduced
species) and invasive non-native species.
Native species: This term refers to species that are found in an area for entirely
natural reasons and have not been introduced through human activity.
Non-native species: Non-native species are species that are found outside of their
natural range, most often as a result of human activity (Natural History Museum
website: 2022). The list of non-native species in Britain includes virtually any species
that did not naturally occur before the arrival of humans to these islands.
Invasive Species: This term refers to species that are found outside of their normal
range and may have a negative impact on native species, human well-being and the
economy. As there are some species such as bramble, bracken and ragwort for
example that may be considered as invasive but are in fact both native to the British
Isles and a useful part of the natural environment, it is important to note that this
management plan will only focus on invasive non-native species (INNS) as there is a
very clear distinction between the two.
According to the Natural History Museum’s website (2022), while most non-native
species do not cause harm to the environment, approximately 10-15% of them have
become invasive and have had a negative impact in some way’. The website
continues that in the UK, approximately 1.8 billion pounds a year is spent trying to
deal with the problems that have been caused by INNS. Whether through the
predation of native species, competing for resources, introducing new diseases or
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hybridisation with other species, INNS are, alongside climate change, considered to
provide one of the biggest threats to global biodiversity.
In Britain, some INNS have now become commonplace and familiar to much of the
population. The grey squirrel (released in the UK in 1876) for example which for
many people is the only squirrel they have ever known managed to largely
outcompete the native red squirrel ensuring that our native breed is now found in
only a very locations around the country. It should also be considered that some
species which may be categorised as INNS, such as wild rabbits, parakeets, grey
squirrels and deer have become much loved by the general population and therefore
without a very clear case for reducing their numbers, any programme of eradication
should, as far as possible, be avoided.
To echo the sentiment of the RSPB,
“We do not advocate the ‘demonisation’ of non-native species, or the eradication of
every plant or animal brought to the UK by people; some non-native species do not
have a direct detectable effect on native wildlife, and some species are too well
established for any realistic practical response”. (RSPB:2022)
Also, in total agreement with the information found within the Richmond Park
Management Plan (2019-2029) the control of invasive species that are found on a
particular area of land must be tailored to the exact requirements of that area alone.
On Wimbledon and Putney Commons, the principal INNS which are currently
managed can be found in the following list:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oak Processionary Moth (Thaumetopoea processionea)
Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica)
Himalayan balsam (Impatiens glandulifera)
New Zealand Pigmyweed (Crassula helmsii)
Parrot’s Feather (Myriophyllum aquaticum)
Various terrapin and turtle species

As a result of the ongoing effects of increased globalisation and potentially climate
change, it is likely that the prevalence of INNS in the British Isles will continue if not
increase in the future. Coming into force on 1 January 2015, the European Union’s
Invasive Alien Species Regulation estimated that while there are nearly 2,000 nonnative species already established in the UK, the number of new arrivals was also
increasing with 10-12 new non-native species becoming established each year. This
trend was mirrored across Europe and the rest of the world.
As stated in the Great Britain Invasive Non-Native Species Strategy 2015, the
overarching aim of this strategy is to minimise the risk posed by, and to reduce the
negative impacts of INNS in GB.
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To achieve this, four main types of management were suggested which included,
eradication, containment, control and mitigation and it is with these broad principles
in mind that any management of INNS on the Commons in the future will follow.
(Insert: photograph of Himalayan balsam removal along the Beverley Brook).

1.10 – People, Stakeholders, Access & Recreation
• Paths & access (PH)
• Signage & interpretation on the Commons (PH)
• Provision of bins, litter picking and the control of fly-tipping on the
Commons. (PH)
• Provision of benches and public seating on the Commons. (PH/Paula
Graystone)
• Car Parking on the Commons. (PH)
• Health, recreation and well-being on the Commons (PH )
• Health and Safety provisions on the Commons (Jack Rowland: WPCC)
• Tree Safety (Jack Rowland: WPCC Maintenance Manager)
• Bye-law enforcement (Richard Thompson)
• Volunteers (PH)
1: Paths & Access
Following a series of workshops and discussions with Wimbledon and Putney
Commons staff, volunteers and Conservators, the issue of access to and within the
Commons formed an important part of the 2020, MRG Studios Landscape and
Ecology Situation Report for Wimbledon and Putney Commons. It was noted in the
report that one of the key issues that needs to be addressed within the Commons is
access for communities around the site.
It was further remarked by MRG Studios (2020):
“The A3 is a considerable barrier to the site on its western boundary and splits the
northern half of Putney Heath from the rest of the Wimbledon and Putney Commons.
Improving these entrances could help connect the surrounding neighbourhoods to
the Commons and make the space more inclusive for all”.
In total there, there were 21 entrances on to the Commons from surrounding
communities that were highlighted in the report which ranged from hard surfaces to
well-worn or muddy tracks.
Another section of the report dealt with the issue of providing access within the
Commons which included walking paths, horse rides, cycle paths and roads. As
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access within the Commons is key to providing a destination that is both accessible
and inclusive, challenging paths, the lack of a looped cycle path for leisure cyclists
and closed canopy woodland edges which compromise a sense of safety and
security were all noted as existing features of the Commons landscape.
Leading on from the work that had been produced by MRG Studios, in June 2020,
planning consultants Barker Langham produced an outline masterplan strategic
options report which was submitted to the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Board
of Conservators for their consideration.
With reference to access to and within the Commons, under Section 3.2 of the
report, it was outlined that “accessibility to and within the Commons will be key to
enhancing the current visitor experience and will assist attracting new users by
removing current barriers to visitation.
Under Option 1: Enhancing the Core, potential opportunities included:
High & medium priority path improvements – This would include paths around
what was termed as the Windmill hub and the REMPF hub and other areas of the
Commons. Re-surfacing work and path repairs would be carried out with self-binding
or compacted gravel.
Re-surface and re-landscape car parks – This would involve carrying out work at
the Windmill hub and the REMPF hub and re-landscaping would include re-grading,
re-surfacing, re-planting, SUDS (Sustainable Drainage System) compliance and lowlevel lighting, for improved integration in the landscape.
Further options which were included under Option 2 of this section of the report
(entitled Growth and legacy), included both options noted under option 1 as well as
the additional suggestions of including lower priority path improvements, relandscaping the visitor entrance facing Windmill Road and installing bike racks.
While all of the options that had been raised by Barker Langham could, if agreed by
WPCC, be achieved, the cost for such a large undertaking would be considerable
and therefore, at the current time, no policy has been agreed to undertake such a
significant piece of work. This by no means suggests that path repairs and
restoration work is not already carried out on the Commons and over the past few
years, there have been two major path restoration works carried out and numerous
smaller operations which have helped to improve access around the site. The most
significant path restoration works that have recently been carried out the Commons
have included the resurfacing of the Inner Windmill Road (approximately 1300
metres) in 2018 and the resurfacing of approximately 800 metres of tow path along
the edge of the Wimbledon Common section of the Beverley Brook during 2020.
In the case of the Inner Windmill Road, this work was completed following a
successful public appeal where approximately £56,000 was raised through public
donations and the Beverley Brook path restoration work was funded via a grant from
Southern Western Railway’s Customer and Communities Improvement Fund and
from donations to the Friends of Wimbledon and Putney Commons. In both cases,
each of the of the paths provides a multi-use route with a hard standing surface that
is suitable for pedestrians, cyclists, wheelchairs and pushchairs.
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(Insert: photograph of path restoration work along the Wimbledon Commons section
of the Beverley Brook)
In addition to the two large footpath restoration projects that were funded through
public donations and grants, to further improve access within the Commons,
approximately 500 metres of Memorial Ride and 300 metres of Bluegate Ride were
also successfully re-surfaced in 2018. All the costs for these two ride projects was
raised by donations from the Wimbledon Village Stables who are now the only
commercial riding school who regularly use the Commons for their business.
For more limited path and ride restoration projects, all work is carried out by the
Commons Maintenance Team. Over the past few years, the Commons’ Maintenance
Team have carried out work along many sections of the Commons’ 16 miles of horse
ride and path repairs have been completed around all areas of the Commons.
(Insert: photograph of the Commons’ Maintenance Team carrying out path repairs on
the Commons)
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2: Signage and Interpretation on the Commons
As part of a Heritage Lottery Funding bid that was carried out by the Commons
during 2019 and 2020, London based landscape design practice MRG Studios
produced a report which was entitled Wimbledon and Putney Commons Landscape
& Ecology Situation Analysis (February 2020).
In this report, the following main areas of interest were covered:
• Interpretation in and of the landscape
• Access to the Commons
• Access within the Commons
• Landscape ecology
• Climate change and resilience.
In terms of providing visitors to the Commons with relevant information about the
history and management of the site, some of the suggestions that were proposed in
the report included providing additional named walks and trails on the Commons, the
use of light touch trail markers and the positioning of thoughtfully located information
boards. It was suggested in the report that:
“Demystifying and informing visitors of the rich cultural and natural heritage of the
Commons could greatly enrich their experience of the landscape and also protect
fragile habitats. Potential themes for interpretation could include landscape
processes, landscape heritage elements and their continuing influence and the
future significance and value of landscape assets.” (MRG: 2020).
While it is anticipated that over time, resources will become available to fully realise
many of the points that have been suggested in the MRG report, at the current time,
clear, informative and up to date signage and visitor information can be found across
all areas of the Commons.
Directional Signage can be found at the following locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Windmill complex
The Richardson Evans Memorial Playing Fields (REMPF)
Springwell Car Park
The Wimbledon Common Golf Course
Map boards are located at numerous key locations around the Commons.
Cycle signs are located around most areas of the Commons.
Horse riding signs are mounted on posts around most areas of the Commons.

(Insert; photograph of directional signage and bicycle racks close to the windmill)
(Insert: photograph of No Cycling and Horse Ride signage in the woodland)
(Insert: photograph of Warning golf in play signage)
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Interpretative signage on the Commons.
Public information and interpretative signage is located at all major ‘gateways’
around Wimbledon and Putney Commons and informative, accurate and up-to-date
signage is always placed on display around locations where significant or interesting
projects are being carried out. Examples of interpretative signage that can regularly
be found on the Commons includes:
Skylark Protection Area on The Plain (annually in force from 1 March to 31 July)
Oak Processionary Moth (OPM) information (annually displayed around many areas
of the Commons from 1 April to 30 September) This information alters during various
stages of the OPM season and includes details of the presence and threat of OPM to
people and animals and the control and removal of OPM on the Commons.
Dogs out of ponds notice (annually displayed from 1 March to 31 July) All nine of the
Commons’ ponds are included.
There are currently 22 large notice boards located around various strategic locations
on the Commons. The notice boards provide regular and up to date information
about events, conservation and wildlife activities, landscape work and the adherence
to specific bye-laws.
A3 & A4 sized wooden notice boards are mounted on wooden posts at multiple
locations around the Commons. These notice boards are used to display temporary
information about specific events or campaigns that are taking place on the
Commons.
Information boards are on display at various points along the Beverley Brook on
Wimbledon Common. The information contained on the notice boards informs
visitors about the ongoing river restoration project that is taking place in this area of
the Commons.
(Insert: photograph of one of the large notice boards on the Common)
(Insert: photograph of one of the Commons dogs out of ponds notices)
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3: Provision of bins, litter picking and the control of fly-tipping on the
Commons
Managing the issue of litter and unwanted waste on the Commons is an ongoing
task that takes up a considerable amount of the Commons resources.
These resources include staff and volunteer time as well as the financial resources
that are required to remove litter and unwanted waste from the Commons.
At the current time, there are 28 litter bins and 82 dog waste bins located around
various parts of Wimbledon and Putney Commons.
Traditionally, these bins were emptied by the Commons’ Maintenance Team on a
Monday and Friday morning. Unfortunately, as a result of the 2020 COVID-19
lockdown which resulted in a significant and prolonged increase in visitor numbers to
the Commons, the twice weekly litter picking arrangement that was in place, simply
couldn’t cope and a new form of management for this issue was soon developed.
At the height of the COVID-19 lockdown, staff from the Commons’ Maintenance
Team, Keeper Team and REMPF Team, were involved for much of 2020 and the
beginning of 2021 with the daily task of removing litter and dog waste from bins
around the Commons. At one point, the problem became so acute that staff were
operating on a shift system from dawn until to dusk and the cost of removing litter
from the Commons increased by approximately six times the usual level that we
were accustomed to during a ‘normal year’.
(Insert: photograph of Keeper Team and piles of litter at Rushmere during 2020)
While the number of visitors to the Commons has gradually decreased from the
levels that were experienced during 2020, since this time, the Commons have
remained a major attraction to visitors throughout the year and the problem of litter
sadly remains far worse than should be expected.
To help ensure the Commons remain as free from litter as possible, since the middle
of 2021, a new member of staff has been added to the Commons team with the sole
responsibility of litter picking and removing litter and dog waste from designated bins
around the Commons. During the busy spring, summer and autumn periods of the
year, this member of staff is on duty five days a week, including weekends and
during the winter period this time is slightly reduced to cover a three day week. While
the Commons’ Maintenance Team and Keeper Team support this work during
especially busy periods of the year, the presence on the Commons of a designated
waste management operative has provided other members of the team with
additional time in which to carry out other important duties.
The only areas on the Commons which are not looked after by the designated waste
management operative are the Richardson Evans Memorial Playing Fields which are
looked after by the ground staff who manage this site and Putney Lower Common
which is looked after by a designated Ranger. In addition to this, fly-tips, which often
result in large amounts of rubbish having to be removed by tractor and trailer are
also dealt with by the Commons’ Maintenance Team but thankfully, while these
events are always unwelcome, they do not occur on the Commons too often.
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(Insert: photograph of a fly tip on the Commons)
In addition to the work that is carried out by the Commons’ full-time staff, another
very important element to how the Commons are kept clear of litter is through the
assistance that is provided by volunteers. Over the years, this group has included
local residents, schools, clubs and local organisations as well as the many young
people who have helped on the Commons as part of their Duke of Edinburgh Award
scheme. With some volunteer litter pickers venturing out on a daily basis and others
visiting weekly or even monthly, there are very few locations on the Commons which
are not covered by this very special group of volunteers.
While most volunteer litter pickers are very much self-led and visit the Commons at a
time of their own choosing, there are also organised litter picking events throughout
the year and it should be noted that litter picking on the Commons does not only
include activities on the land but also in the water.
Throughout the year, the 2km section of the Beverley Brook on Wimbledon Common
is litter picked, at least on a three week basis, by an organised group of volunteers
who are equipped with waders, rubber gloves and litter sticks. As riparian owners,
the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators take a huge sense of pride and
responsibility in ensuring that as much litter as possible is removed from its
watercourses. During each year, volunteers remove huge amounts of litter from the
Beverley Brook which would otherwise end up in the Thames or potentially find its
way out to Sea.
(Insert: photograph of litter picking along the Wimbledon Common section of the
Beverley Brook)
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4 Provision of benches and public seating on the Commons
In 2022, there were 221 benches on Wimbledon and Putney Commons.
These benches include a variety of different styles from a bench that is formed of
slatted wooden planks that are fixed on to a metal frame to the newer benches which
are made entirely from English oak.
All the benches on the Commons have been donated as memorial benches and all
of them have been paid for by their respective donors. In 2017, a full inventory was
made of the Commons benches and information on all the benches is available on a
data base at the Rangers Office. As some of the benches on the Commons were
dedicated as far back as the 1940’s, there is a clear variation in the quality and
condition in which some benches are currently found. Consequently, we are
currently in the process of trying to locate all the bench donors or family members to
provide them with the option of replacing old benches with the new style of wooden
bench that was introduced to the Commons in 2018. Since this date, 24 of the new
design of wooden benches have been installed on the Commons and it is hoped that
in time, all benches on the Commons will be of this uniformed appearance.
Moving forward, we have identified a number of suitable locations where benches
can be installed in the future. Currently these areas include locations along the
Beverley Brook, within the REMPF Memorial garden and on Putney Lower Common.
While the presence of benches on the Commons will improve more inclusive access
to the Commons, we are mindful that too many benches around specific areas of the
Commons could detract from the natural beauty of the landscape. At some point
around the year 1999, the decision was made by the Wimbledon and Putney Board
of Conservators to not add any more benches on the Commons south of the A3 and
especially on areas of heathland. This decision was, once again agreed during 2009
and therefore any new benches on the Commons are only positioned where
absolutely required.
(Insert: photograph of a new memorial bench on the Commons)
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5 Car Parking on the Commons
There are currently four car parks located on the Commons and all parking on the
Commons is free of charge. These areas include:
•
•
•
•

Windmill Car Park
Springwell Car Park
REMPF Car Park
Telegraph Car Park

Windmill Car Park (SW19 5NQ)
The Windmill Car Park is the largest of the Commons’ four car parks. It located
within view of the Wimbledon Common Windmill and it can be accessed by turning
onto Windmill Road from the nearby Parkside. Windmill Car Park contains provision
for the parking of approximately 215 vehicles and of this total number, there are eight
spaces which have been allocated for disabled drivers. Six of these spaces are
located close to the entrance gates to the car park and there are two more disabled
spaces that have been made available next to the entrance of the Windmill Tea
Rooms.
While much of the car park has been surfaced with tarmac, the actual parking bays
are formed of compacted earth and there are three lines of white painted telephone
poles which mark the various parking bays. Similar to the other three car parks on
the Commons, parking is free at the Windmill Car Park although there is a voluntary
car parking scheme available at this location. Voluntary car parking can be paid by
direct debit, through tap to pay or by paying cash directly into a machine. There is
currently one paying machine which is located opposite the gentleman’s toilets. The
Windmill Car Park is open to the public, 365 days a year and its gates are open from
dawn until dusk. Responsibility for locking and unlocking the car park gates forms
part of the daily duties for the Commons’ Keepers.
This car park forms one of the main hubs of the Commons and as a result, it is busy
throughout the year. In addition to providing parking spaces for motorized vehicles,
there is also provision for approximately 36 bicycles to be secured to metal racks.
Facilities close to the Windmill Car Park include the Windmill Museum, the Windmill
Tea Rooms and toilets (including disabled toilets).
(Insert: photograph of Windmill Car Park)
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Springwell Car Park (SW19 4UW)
Springwell Car Park contains provision for the parking of approximately 25 vehicles
and it can be accessed via Sunset Road which adjoins the nearby Camp Road. This
car park is fully surfaced with tarmac and in addition to parking spaces this area also
provides four metal bicycle racks.
In the strictest sense, according to the Commons’ Bye-laws which are enshrined in the
Wimbledon and Putney Commons Act, 1871, “No unauthorised person shall allow to
remain stationary on the Commons any carriage, motor car, or other vehicle during
the period from half an hour after sunset to half an hour before sunrise”.
Over time, this particular regulation has been relaxed and similar to Telegraph Car
Park, Springwell Car Park is open 365 days a year and parking is available 24 hours
a day. As a result, this car park is only closed to the public in cases of emergency or
at times when repairs are required.

(Insert: photograph of Springwell car park)
REMPF Car Park: (SW15 3PQ)
If sensibly parked, the REMPF Car Park contains provision for the parking of
approximately 170 vehicles. The area from the entrance of the car park towards the
sheds and the corner of the pavilion has been surfaced with tarmac while the rest of
the car park has been formed of road plainings and compacted soil.
There are four parking bays which have been marked out using white painted
telephone poles but there are no line markings as the surface of most of the car park
is not suitable to be able to preserve a painted surface. The REMPF Car Park can be
accessed directly from the A3 dual carriageway and it is open Monday to Friday 8am
to 4.00pm and during weekends from 9am to 4.00pm.
Similar to the Windmill Car Park, the car park at the REMPF, forms another important
hub on the Commons. Providing vehicular parking for the majority of the organised
sporting events which take place on the Commons, the REMPF Car Park is extremely
well used. In addition to vehicular parking, there are also a small number of bicycle
racks available and public toilet facilities are located at one end of the pavilion. There
are no disabled toilet facilities available near to this car park.
(Insert: photograph of REMPF Car Park)
Telegraph car Park (SW15 3TU)
Telegraph Car Park contains provision for the parking of approximately 25 vehicles.
This car park is located next to the Telegraph Pub on Putney Heath and it can be
accessed via Telegraph Road or Wildcroft Road. There are no designated parking
bays in this car park and therefore it is not always clear for drivers to know exactly
where to park. The surface of the car park is comprised of a wide tarmac strip which
forms part of a designated cycle route and the actual parking area is made of
compacted earth. This car park is open 24 hours a day, 365 days of the year. Apart
from the provision of parking spaces, there are no other public facilities available in
this area.
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6 Health, Recreation and well-being on the Commons
In the opening section of the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Act 1871, there is a
passage which reads:
“And whereas it is expedient that provision be made for the transfer from Earl
Spencer of his estate and interest in the commons, to a body of Conservators to be
constituted so as to represent both public and local interests, whose duty it shall be
to keep the commons for ever open and uninclosed and unbuilt on, and to protect
the turf, gorse, timber, and underwood thereon; and to preserve the same for public
and local use, for purposes of exercise and recreation, and other purposes:
From this passage, it is clear that while we, as the stewards of the Commons, have a
responsibility to protect the natural aspect of the Commons, it should not be
overlooked that the 1,140 acres of land which make up the Commons were also
protected for the enjoyment (re: exercise and recreation) of people. While there are
certain activities which are prohibited under the Commons’ Bye-laws, there remains a
great deal of freedom in which visitors are able to enjoy the Commons.
Activities which may be enjoyed on the Commons include golf, horse riding, running,
walking, playing and various organised sports events.
Golf:
Golf has been played on the Commons since 1865, when the London Scottish Rifle
Volunteers, who were stationed on Wimbledon Common, established a 7- hole golf
course. The Wimbledon Common golf course is the second oldest continuously played
course in England and Wales, and pre-dates the formation of the Commons under the
Wimbledon and Putney Commons Board of Conservators. Two clubs use the
Wimbledon Common golf course. The London Scottish Golf Club formed in 1865 and
the Wimbledon Common Golf Club (formerly known as the Wimbledon Town Golf
Club) founded in 1908. The course is unusual in that it is used by two clubs, each with
their own starting point. The London Scottish Golf Club formed in 1865, start at their
1st tee, Elcho, which is the Wimbledon Common Golf Club’s 8th tee. Even more
confusing, Wimbledon Common Golf Club’s 1st tee is Plateau, which is the London
Scottish 12th!
(Insert: photograph of golf on the Commons)
Horse Riding
There are 16 miles of horse rides and two designated horse exercise rings on
Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath. The Commons’ horse rides are open to all
members of the public to ride on, as well as for use by local commercial stables.
Running:
Running is one of the most popular leisure activities which takes place on the
Commons. Whether running alone or taking part in organised events, the Commons’
play host to organised running clubs and societies, as well as to charity runs and
school cross country races.
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Running clubs which use the Commons include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Belgrave Harriers
Hercules Wimbledon
South London Harriers
Thames Hare & Hounds
The Veterans Athletic Club (VAC)
Wimbledon Windmilers
South London Orienteers & Wayfarers
Parkrun

Walking:
The Commons provide the perfect backdrop for walking. With a variety of different
scenic views to enjoy, the Commons provide a welcome destination for visitors to
experience a healthy walk in the country. While all of the Commons is available for
walkers to enjoy, care does need to be taken when walking across the golf course or
along horse rides.
Walking with dogs:
Wimbledon and Putney Commons are a very popular location for people to walk their
dogs. While all visitors to the Commons are welcome to enjoy the natural beauty,
walking and exercising dogs should be done responsibly and with consideration to
others.
It is therefore required that no more than 4 dogs are walked in any one group –
regardless of the number of people.
As noted on the Wimbledon and Putney Commons website, please help us to keep
the Commons safe and welcoming by following these simple guidelines.
•

Keep your dog in sight and under effective control.

•

Don’t let your dog disturb other visitors

•

Please keep your dog off the golf greens and fairways as much as possible.

•

Pick up after your dog and dispose of the bag responsibly.

•

Be aware of instructions and notices around the Commons.

•

Microchip and tag your dog.

Organised Sports on Wimbledon and Putney Commons Common
The Richardson Evans Memorial Playing Fields (REMPF):
Owned and managed by the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Board of Conservators
since 1925, most of the organised sporting events on the Commons are hosted at the
REMPF. The REMPF is a large grassed sports facility which is located close to the
busy A3 road. As part of this sports facility, there is a large pavilion, public toilets and
extensive car parking facilities. The REMPF is used by Saturday and Sunday league
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football teams and the club house is home to a local football team called The Old
Thorntonians.
The REMPF also has outstanding rugby facilities which are used by the London
Cornish RFC as their home ground. Within the Pavilion there are ten fully fitted
changing rooms and the site is also home to Thomas’s London Day School who use
the sports pitches, cricket nets and a long jump pit throughout the year.
At the top of the pavilion, there is also another small area that is home to the
Thames Hare and Hounds which is the oldest adult cross-country running club in the
world. Founded in 1868, this club has been running on the Commons ever since.
In addition to football, rugby and athletics, in recent years, the REMPF has also hosted
Australian rules football, ultimate frisbee, dog fly-ball and even Mongolian wrestling.
Cricket
The first record of cricket being played on Wimbledon Common dates back to 1854
when the Wimbledon Cricket Club marked out a field near to the Windmill and used
tents as changing rooms. While the Wimbledon Cricket Club moved to Wimbledon
Lakeside in 1889, cricket still remains a firm fixture on the Commons. Today, there two
cricket fields on the Commons and these are located opposite the reservoir on Putney
Heath which is played by the Roehampton Cricket Club and on Putney Lower
Common which is played by the Putney Cricket Club. Although both these areas are
located on the Commons, the management of both fields is carried out by the teams
themselves.
Cycling on the Commons
Responsible cyclists are very welcome. Cycling provides a wonderful way to get
around the Commons and it keeps you fit and healthy. Cycling is not however
permitted on all areas of the Commons and there are designated cycle tracks which
can be used to enjoy the Commons. If you do cycle on the Commons, please be
considerate towards other users. The Commons are not part of the transport network
and it is important that cyclists know where they can cycle safely and responsibly, so
they can enjoy the Commons while also allowing others to enjoy them as well.
Please:
•
•
•
•
•

only cycle on the designated shared use pedestrian and cycle tracks
always give way to pedestrians and horse riders
slow down around pedestrians and horse riders
never exceed 10 mph
always use you bell to alert other users if you are approaching them from
behind.

(Insert: photograph of an organised sporting event on the Commons)
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7 Health and safety provisions on the Commons (Jack Rowland)
This information is being prepared by Jack Rowland
8 Tree safety (Jack Rowland)
This information is being prepared by Jack Rowland
9 The Byelaws, their origins and their application. (Richard Thompson: WPCC
Senior Keeper)
The Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators are responsible for the
maintenance and preservation of Wimbledon Common, Putney Heath and Putney
Lower Common. The Conservators derive their powers from the Wimbledon and
Putney Commons Act 1871. The act provides the Conservators with the powers to
make Bye-laws and to ensure and maintain the smooth running of the Commons. They
employ a team of six mounted keepers and four horses to enforce theses Bye-Laws.
The keepers represent the Conservators on the Commons 365 days a year, providing
a highly visible security presence on the Commons, designed to reassure and protect
all the Commons visitors.
Keepers are empowered under the Act to enforce the Byelaws. Section 93 of the Act
states, that a Keeper has the power to “seize and detain any person offending or
having offended against the Act or any Byelaw of the Conservators, whose name and
address is unknown and to convey him with all convenient dispatch before a Justice
to be dealt with according to law”. Therefore, where an offence has been committed
under the Byelaws if the person refuses or fails to give their name and address a
Keeper can arrest them and produce them before the magistrates. Although this
sounds straight forward, the practical application of enforcing the Byelaws in this
traditional way are not practical or compatible with the modern Criminal Justice
System. Although, ultimately the keepers still have the power to take a matter before
the magistrates, the proportional costs and abstractions to the already stretched team,
weighed up against the sanctions that could be handed down make such a strategy
unworkable.
Byelaws are normally dealt with by way of a fixed penalty notice, which local authorities
have the power to issue. The 1871 Act does not provide the Conservators with the
power to issue fixed penalty notices. So, the keepers have to adapt and rely on a
common sense, practical application of the byelaws. They look to be firm, friendly and
polite when dealing with people who have fallen foul of the rules. In the vast majority
of cases, pointing out the offence and giving the reasons why a rule is in place and
should be adhered to, does normally have a positive outcome.
In situations where someone is unwilling to accept a verbal warning or there is a
pattern of repeat offences, Keepers will look to take a more robust approach escalating
the matter by reporting the person to the CEO, who will look at the evidence, if there
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is sufficient evidence to pursue a successful prosecution, a decision will be taken as
to whether we should go forward and seek to obtain a magistrate’s court summons or
send out a final written warning notice. In the event of any more serious criminal activity
on the Commons, keepers will try to secure evidence and work in partnership with the
police to support them in taking forward a prosecution. The keepers team try to forge
a good working relationship with the local safer neighbourhood teams. When
necessary, they can assist in more serious breaches of the byelaws by applying for an
injunction or anti-social behaviour orders where the evidence supports such a course
of action.
Over time, the pressures on the Commons have grown and more and more people
want to be able to enjoy the great outdoors. The benefits of doing so are well
documented. The pressure on the keepers to ensure that everyone can enjoy the
Commons without interfering or upsetting others, or the environment have increased.
But through a common sense, realistic and practical approach to the application of the
Byelaws, they continue to be able manage and maintain the harmony of Commons
that people love so much.
(Insert: photograph of Mounted Keepers on patrol)
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Volunteers
Since the signing of the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Act in 1871, volunteers
have continued to play an important role in the history of the Commons. Throughout
this history, there has been an unbroken succession of Conservators (commonly
known today as trustees) who have volunteered their time to help protect and conserve
the Commons. In total, there are eight Conservators. Three are appointed by various
Government departments (Ministry of Defence, Home Office and Defra) and five are
elected by local ratepayers on to the Board of Trustees via a triannual election.
While the Wimbledon and Putney Board of Conservators share the overall
responsibility for the running of the Commons, there are also many other volunteers
who help to look after the Commons in a wide variety of ways.
On average, the Commons receive between five and a half and six thousand hours
of volunteer help per year. On the Commons we have always worked on the
principle that every task which is carried by volunteers on this site provides a
meaningful activity that is needed to help look after the Commons. Although the
Commons’ volunteer programme may grow in the future, it should remain a top
priority to ensure that volunteering always benefits the actual needs of the Commons
and in this way a real sense of purpose can be maintained among all of our many
volunteers. At the current time we are very fortunate in having litter picking
volunteers on the Commons on a daily basis and there is usually at least one
organised weekly activity that takes place on site, although there may be a short
waiting list to join at least some of these groups.
The role of managing organised volunteers on the Commons is the responsibility of
the Conservation and Engagement Officer. The member of staff who fills this position
is therefore the first point of contact for all volunteers on the Commons and it is their
responsibility to ensure that all volunteer questions are answered and all safety
requirements are in place prior to any events taking place. Depending on the nature
of the volunteering activity that is being carried out on the Commons, supervision of
volunteer groups is generally carried out by full-time members of the WPPC team but
in time, the on-site supervision of certain volunteering opportunities may become
available to suitable volunteer leaders.
To help volunteer leaders to carry out their work, all volunteers are required to inform
the Conservation and Engagement Officer if they would like to attend a particular
session as numbers can be limited for the attendance at certain events. To help ensure
that staff and volunteers remain connected and informed about the role that each other
play on the Commons, a quarterly newsletter entitled Common Ground is circulated to
staff and volunteers. Contributions for this newsletter are provided by team leaders
from each of the Commons departments and from the volunteers themselves. To
ensure that this newsletter remains special to staff and volunteers, it is not circulated
beyond these groups.
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With ongoing tasks such as the management of the Commons’ heathland and the
clearance of litter to consider, volunteering has become an essential part of looking
after the whole site.
At the time of writing the Commons’ Land Management Plan, volunteer opportunities
on the Commons included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekend scrub bashing team
Mid-week volunteer estate team
Beverley Brook volunteer litter picking team
Duke of Edinburgh volunteers
Volunteer litter pickers
Organised single session volunteer groups
Farm Bog volunteers
Wildlife recorders

Weekend Scrub bashers:
The Commons’ weekend scrub bashing team first met during summer 2015. Since
this time, scores of different individuals have become involved with this group and it’s
great to acknowledge that even after 8 years, some of the original members of the
team are still regularly helping to tackle invasive scrub on the Commons heathland.
Supervised by the Commons’ Conservation and Engagement Officer, the Commons’
weekend scrub bashing team are an essential part of how the Commons’ heathland
and areas of acid grassland are looked after and without their ongoing commitment,
these areas would eventually become lost to woodland.
Managing different areas of the heathland on a rotational basis, the group not only
keeps much of the heathland open but a suitable amount of scrub in various stages
of growth is also maintained somewhere on the heathland which provides an ideal
food source and nesting site for many species of wildlife.
While the social distancing rules that were in effect for much of 2020/21, temporarily
disrupted much of the management that would have usually been carried out on the
Commons heathland, from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, the Commons’ weekend
scrub bashers helped to clear invasive trees on areas of heathland adjacent to
Green Ride and on heathland adjacent to Roehampton Ride.
(Insert: photograph of scrub bashing along the edge of Roehampton Ride)
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Mid-week volunteer Estate Team:
Established in 2018, the Commons’ volunteer estate team are a truly flexible group
of individuals who meet on a Wednesday morning every three weeks where they
carry out a number of activities that are required to look after the Commons. From 1
April 2021 to 31 March 2022, this group have been involved with hazel coppicing
along Lower Gravelly Ride, coppicing and the clearance of invasive vegetation at
Stag Bog and Ravine Bog, scrub bashing on the heathland to the south of
Hookhamslade Pond and painting around the windmill complex.
The Commons’ volunteer estate team are currently supervised by a member of the
Commons’ Maintenance Team who is able to help direct the team where to carry out
activities, provide the tools and refreshments and answer any questions about the
Commons that may arise during each session. Although this group was formerly
supervised by the Commons’ Conservation and Engagement Officer, providing other
members of the Commons full-time staff with the opportunity to become engaged
with volunteering on the Commons has proved to be an ideal method of increasing
the skill base of the staff who are involved and helping to close the gap between the
work that is carried out by staff and volunteers.
(Insert: mid-week volunteers painting the Information Centre)
Beverley Brook litter picking volunteers:
Established in 2020, the Commons’ Beverley Brook litter picking volunteers meet
every three weeks on a Wednesday morning where they spend up to three hours
removing litter from along the brook. At the current time, this group is managed by
Bill Rowland who is also responsible for looking after Putney Lower Common and
assisting with a variety of other security and maintenance jobs on the Commons.
While there could be scope for this group to be supervised by a suitable volunteer in
the future, the presence of a member of the Commons’ full-time team means that
waders and equipment can be transported from the Rangers Office to the brook and
rubbish can be transported to the skip area after the task has been completed.
Duke of Edinburgh Volunteers:
Over the course of the past few years, there have been 165 young people who have
helped on the Commons as part of their involvement with the Duke of Edinburgh
Award programme. Covering all three levels of the award programme (Bronze, Silver
and Gold) from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, there were 89 Duke of Edinburgh
volunteers who helped on the Commons providing a total of 711 hours of service in
helping to look after the Commons. As many of the Duke of Edinburgh volunteers
are under the age of 16 years old, most of the volunteering that is provided by this
group involves litter picking. This is an activity that is often carried out under the
supervision of a parent or guardian and the person involve simply updates us about
their progress through regular emails and by providing photographs of the litter which
they have collected.
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(Insert: DofE photograph)
Volunteer litter pickers
Although some of the Commons’ volunteer litter pickers carry out this activity as part
of a group, most people prefer to litter pick independently when out walking or even
jogging on the Commons. As a group, the hours that are amassed by the Commons’
volunteer litter pickers far outweigh those of any other single group and as a result,
the Commons as a whole, would look much poorer without their contribution.
Organised single session volunteer groups:
Each year, local societies, organisations and schools all provide voluntary help on
the Commons. These groups are always supervised by a full-time member of the
Commons’ team as most groups are largely unfamiliar with the Commons and
especially the sensitivity that is involved with carrying out tasks on many areas of the
Commons SSSI. The activities that are generally carried out by these volunteers
include group litter picks and scrub bashing.
Farm Bog Volunteers:
The volunteers that help to look after Farm Bog are supervised by a volunteer leader
from London Wildlife Trust (LWT). Their task is to cut back unwanted vegetation from
Farm Bog and generally help to protect this important wildlife site for the future.
Recently, LWT volunteers have carried out a great deal of cutting back to ensure the
extent of Farm bog is returned to a point that is as close as possible to the area that
was found at the time of the original Wimbledon Common SSSI designation in 1953.
Future activities will include the removal of trees and scrub that will help this site to
retain more water than it has been able to for many years and encourage the growth
of important sphagnum mosses.
Volunteer Wildlife Recorders
The Commons are truly fortunate to have a number of volunteers who possess
specialist knowledge on a wide range of different wildlife subjects. Including
expertise on birds, moths, butterflies, dragonflies, damselflies, badgers and plants,
the Commons’ wildlife recorders provide a valuable source of data that can be used
to help manage this important site. Throughout the year, a variety of wildlife walks,
talks and training courses are also provided by the Commons’ wildlife recorders
which help to provide education about many aspects of the Commons flora and
fauna. With much of the information that is collected by the Commons’ wildlife
recorders submitted as part of the Commons’ Annual Monitoring Report, thanks to
this group, a lasting historical record of the Commons’ Natural History is secured.
(Insert: photograph of Volunteer Wildlife Recorders on the Commons)
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1.11 – Education and raising public awareness - comms (Ros Taylor)
This work is currently being undertaken by Ros Taylor.
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Committee(s):

Date(s):

Item no.

Board of Conservators

1 June 2022

06.22.11

Subject:
Chief Executive Report

Public

Report of:
Chief Executive of Wimbledon and Putney Commons

For Decision and Information

NOT FOR PUBLICATION
Summary

The report provides an update on non-confidential operational matters since the Board meeting
on 11 April 2022.
Resolutions
a) That the Board approves and adopts the Fundraising Strategy presented at the Board
meeting on 11 April 2022.
b) That the Board records its gratitude to all those involved in organising, running and
participating in the 150th Anniversary Sports Day

Roehampton Cricket Nets
In 2013, WPCC granted Roehampton Cricket Club a licence to install cricket nets on Putney
Heath immediately to the north of the cricket pitch. However, the club were not in a position
to fund the nets until this year. They identified funding available from the England and
Wales Cricket Board, and WPCC successfully submitted an application for this funding on
RCC’s behalf (as the applicant had to be the landowner). The remaining money was raised
by RCC. The nets were installed in late April/early May. They will be available for the public to
use free of charge when not in use by RCC and a sign is to be installed to communicate this
to the public. The original licence agreed in 2013 required revisions/updates and therefore a
new licence was produced by Bates Wells. This has been reviewed by FIC. RCC has agreed
to cover the cost of drafting this licence.
Fundraising Strategy
As proposed at the Board meeting on 11 April 2022, the Fundraising Strategy was presented
to the Friends Committee at their meeting on 28 April. The Committee agreed the Strategy
without change (see Appendix 1). It is therefore proposed that the Board now formally
approves and adopts the Fundraising Strategy.
Fundraising Update
In February 2022, a fundraising appeal was launched to renovate another of the Common’s
bridges. The Footbridge on Putney Lower Common has been closed for some time, as the
timber sleepers have decayed and broken and the steel frame needs protecting and major
repairs. Thanks to the generosity of the community and visitors to the Common, by April
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£15,000 had been raised. We are incredibly grateful to a local resident who made a significant
donation to help reach the fundraising target.
The contractor has been appointed and we look forward to seeing the bridge renovated and
opened to the public this year.
Annual Newsletter
The annual “Commons News” newsletter has now been printed and is due to be distributed
across the Levy-paying area from 6 June, or possibly earlier as printing was completed ahead
of schedule. Conservators are asked to let the Office know if they do not receive their
Newsletter through the letterbox by 15 June 2022.
Commons Sports Day
A very successful Sports Day, celebrating 150 years of sports on the Commons, was held on
22 May 2022. The day included football, rugby, cricket, golf, horse riding, cycling, lacrosse,
stoolball, flyball and tug of war. It is estimated that between 1,500 and 2,000 people attended
over the course of the day. It is proposed that the Board formally records its gratitude to all
those involved in the organisation and smooth running of the event.
Upcoming events
2 June 2022 – Jubilee Beacon Event – An event has been organised to celebrate the
Queen’s Platinum Jubilee on Thursday 2 June 2022. There will be two walks that will “process”
from the Wimbledon Village War Memorial and the Roehampton War Memorial to the Windmill
where there will be a candlelit celebration. The walks will depart at approximately 20.45pm to
meet at the Windmill to join the formal celebration and to see the Windmill transformed into a
Beacon.
17-19 June – Weekend of Nature – The annual Weekend of Nature event will take place over
the weekend of 17th, 18th and 19th June. Staff and Volunteers will lead a series of walks
covering both the management and the flora and fauna of the Commons. A schedule of events
is listed below.
Friday 17th June
Saturday 18th June

Sunday 19th June

At Base Camp

Small Mammal Trapping
Small Mammal Trapping
Butterfly & Dragonfly Walk
Bat Walk
Moth Lamp and Sheet
Bird Walk
Opening the Moth Trap
General Nature Walk

6:30pm
6:00am
2:00pm
9:30pm
9:30pm
8:00am
10:00am
11:00am

Reptile Events
Wimbledon Common Nature Group (Children's Activities)
Quekett Microscopical

All events start from the Ranger's Office. Conservators are welcome to attend any of the
events.
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29 June 2022 – Annual Open Meeting, Holy Trinity Church, Roehampton, SW15 4LA
This will be the first face to face Annual Open Meeting since 2019. The meeting will start
promptly at 8pm and Conservators are asked to be at the venue for 7.30pm to be available to
talk to the Levy-payers and general public attending.
5 July – Summer Evening Walk with the Management Team – Staff will host a Management
Walk for the general public on the evening of Tuesday 5 July. This will be an opportunity for
staff to show the conservation projects that underway or completed and explain more about
the management of the Commons. The walk starts at Springwell Car Park at 7.00pm.
21 July 2022 – Evening Reception at the House of Commons - Tickets went on sale to
Friends on 20 May and at the time of writing 67 tickets have been sold. Tickets go on sale to
the general public on 27 May.
Tickets have been kept aside for the Conservators and a guest, and payment for these can
be made at the Ranger’s Office or via Bank Transfer. Please let Angela know and she will
send the bank details.
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